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Editors Notes

Alan Tough broke the news. Dozens oaf educational reSearchers replicated the
findings. The eminently believable Opinion Research Corporation of Amer-
ica legitiinized it all. Newspapers across the nation and respected educational
journals communicated the revelation: America is a nation of.lifelong learners.

Alan Tough's findings about adult learning (1978) came as a jolt to
American educators. The data subitantiatedi the claim, not taken nearly so
seriously, by Ivan Mich in Descizooling Society: "We have all learned most of
what we know outside of school.`Pupils do most of their learning without, wird
often despite, their teachers" (1970).

The familiar cry to communities and legislatures that institutionalized
postsecondary eddcation has the only potential for stimulating a nation ("life .

long learners is a misrepresentation. Only individuals actirig autonomously of
institutions can choose learning as their way to be in the world. The Tough
data substantiate that most Americans, regardless of race, sex, or socioeco-
nomic level, have made that choice, and the rhoice is affirmation of learning
as an integral life pursuit.

The findings from Tough's in-deRth, randorrti interviews indicate the
f6llowing learning patte'rns km a twelve-month period:

90 pprcent of all adults conduct at least one major leirning activity a
year
The average learner conducts five distinct learning projects a year
The averSge amoilnt of time spent per learning project is 100 hours
( the average learner spends 500 hours per year engaged in learn-
ing projects):
73 percent of all learning projects are self-guided
Only 17 percent of the learning is professionally guided (by propri-
etary schools, colleges, or company in-service programs)

Tough concludes that in this country there is a pervasive'learning myth
or stereotype which suggests.that most learning is classrooni based and 'institu-
tionally supervised.

The implications of those data for community colleges are especially
siinificant. We have long harbored the notion that the adult populations we
serve are somehow not very "together": that they are not self-directed, that
they need considerable external control, and that they need structure in order
to succeed at learning and growing. The facts are that blde collar and lower
middle income families are learning at a rate similar to that of other socioeco-
nomic levels. Tile content of their learning may be different, but learning
self-directed, ihdependent learningis something quite integral to life in
this age.

vii



The locations for rearniyg are radically different from those previou y
assumed. Ti.he circumstances are different. The methodology is different. The
curriculum is different.. The "students" are different. Most learning is simply
not Ad& our auspices. The curricula of the work place, the home, the family,

land the church occupy.considerably more of their time than the curriculum oft
the colkge.

The r rplications for community colleges? Before introducing the
authors and iwir lifelong learning responses, we would like to offer some
im4cations of our own:

\... We need to aggressively put in place mechanisms, for assesing the
self-directed learning projects that lifdong ltwners 'have initiated
priorto entry into our ztrx)gramt.
We rived to affirm adults as learners, recosnizing their competence,
regardless of its source, wit6 academic credit 4hich appmpriately
relatesio our degrees
We need to be open to the curriculum of the person, adapting flexi-
bly, relying much less on excessively rigid curricula
We need to be.far ksi concerned with riew programs and new coursei

/
' and more concerned with new ways to learn

We need to be less preoccupied with control and much more con-.
cerned with supporting and guiding students in learning pursuits
We need to implement learning contract and'other nonclassmom,
individualized karning strategies for linkinestudEnts to community
resources, bey'ond the walls of our rainpus, reinforcing their sense of
self-direction and power as lifelong learners

What fnllows i4 a smorgasbord of responses to,slifelong learning issues\
The authors represent a spectrum of on-line practitioners, fi-om an AACJC
'staff person to a president to a faculty person to a'clean, all directly invoived in
purveying or advocating nontraditifuial education alternatives fin' lifelong
!comfit's. Tlw colleges represented are the cream of the crop in ex'perimental
and lifelong learning: Community College of Vermont,iSiaclair Community
College, LaGuardia Cirmunity College, Whatcom Community College,
and Inver II ills Gotninunity College.

Who is the lifelong learner? Sheila Gordon grapples with the questif
in the first chapter, analyzing the demographics, motivation, and envirem-.
ment of the lifelimg learner. She offers, potential r6ponses that conununity
college educators might provide. to their needs.

keter .`;tyith eZarnines alternative perceptions in light of the karning
needs of returning adult students. Chapter Two moves us from a preoccupa-
tion with learner to that of faculty, and yur author' responds to a pivotal con-
cern in the lifehaig learning movement: "The New Professional: Professor or
FaVilitator?"

Program considerations are addressed by Gordon.Cowperthwaite in a
later chapter. lie is critic% of that kind of education characterized by the
pitchr e and niug metaphor: faculty dispensc, education it. s of

I t
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studentsas one would poUr or top uP nitigs with a favorite beverage. Cowper-.
thwaite argues for alternatives and new flexibility .for lifelong learners that
external .clegree programs affbrd.

While Cowperthwaite.mandatei new educational formulas to,nurture
proactive', lifelong learning, the reality of most community college education is
ahat its lockstep .rne tality- limits that possibility. Learners are conceived ast
reactive, passive pa icipants in a process centered on information dissemina-
tion, housed in facilities representing considerable capital expenditure. How
tochange the mind-set? Joanne Pertz points the way to those of us anxious to
forge new options for learnert a carefully conceived 'change strategy. She
adds, "Of what value is a beautifnl dream if it does not become a reality?"

Change agents will need to give attention to attitudes, knowledge, and
skills (deliberately in that order) of all of its constituency but particularly its
faculty. Frank Christensen addresses the needs of faculty and examines strate-
gies for heightening their competence as lifelong learning facilitators.

Richard Eisele focuses on the counselor role ih lifelong learning. Increas-
ingly we have come to understand the false dichotomy of conceiving academic
and student activities as separate, autonomous events. Organizationally Most
community colleges divideAheir human resources into student and academic set:-
vice components, cementing the dichotomous relatiOnships. The kind of learn-
ing in the realm of personal awareness, value clarification, interpersonal effec-
tiveness, goal setting, and 'a whole host of affective areas is artificially separated.
from Che more cognitive learning of the traditional academic program: Institu-
tions reflect their own values as credit is awarded for certain kinds of learning
and not for others. Eisele offers a model that focuses on the developmental
.needsbf lifelong learners, integrating the services of the institution to that end.

. The term competent,' based education has been bandied around for the last
ten years. The very nomenclature "competency based" is'emotion-charged,
causing some educators to recall experiences of pain, tension, and nausea ,

while others are moved to euphoria and ecstasy by its veiy mention. What pre-
cisely is it? What are its implications for lifelong learners? Sharon Ilayenga
takesson the task. .

Linda Reissq discusses mechanisms for recruiting lifelong learners to
the kinds of enriched karningenvironments to which the authors of this New
Directions jn Community Collige; .sourcebook -allude. Jamison Gilder, in a con;
eluding chapter, causes us to look at the "big picture" as she eicamines the criti-..,
.cal policy questions from her national vantage point with the Lifelong Educa-
tion component of *the American Association of Community and Junior Col-,
kges. In the final chapter Jack Friedlander cites the lifelong learning literature
of interest to two-year college educators. --,

.:

Barry I Ieerniann i
Cheryl Coppeuk Enders
El izabe th Wine
Guest Editors
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The lifelong kative is a cakgoty of students fidl af
.strengths, and tv;aknesses, bringing challsi7ges and opporttinuies
to comfit:m.4 colleges..
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Whdis the Lifelong Learner?

Sheila 'Cordon
Augusta Sotaa Kappner

The idea of "lifelong learning" in "community . colleges is not new. In oneform
or another, some kind of continuing educa or the lifelongwlearner has been
around for a long time. In an organized form, it has certainly been an Ameri:-
can phenomenon since tli" land giant colleges (spawned through ihe 1801
Morrill Act) began offering extension courses in agriculture to Carmers. In the
last half of the nineteenth century there'were no community collesss as we
now know them; but the land grant institutions provided courses locally where
people lived ancLin many cases, functioned as sources of secondary education
(high schools were pot unifojmly established until the twentieth century) to
countless Americans.

Today's highly complex society demands at least some postsecondary
education; the rapidity of change, in turn, requires continuing, or lifelong
learnink. The com uukdreollege of today, serving a wide range of students of
all ages and backgbunds, both on-campus and off-campus, is thus a central
vehicle for perpetuativg an established tradition.

The transforined Educational Context

Although the precedents for lifelong learning opportunities offered in
the community are well established, 1:vhtt is happening today is qualitatively

w

1Mu) Directions for Commwiity Cakges, 29, 1980
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different'. This difference manifest i feasi four regp*ts-. First, the know!-
-

edge explosimi bas c 'demand for.peopleto know More and inore and
to continually upgraete-their knowledge. And, since the knowledge spettrum
has expanded so ranch, the'gap between those with a ntinimal level of educa-
tion asid advanced learning.haswidened draznaticlly.

Secondly, the knowledge 'explosiota_has been accompanied by grOwth of
organized and.compekitive learning options open access commun4 cpl-
leges; YMCA's; mtiseums, churches, and similar agencies-, in-house industry-
run training; individualized instruction and contract learning;, comPuterrzed
learning; distance learning Ihrou t levision ."eblleges"; and the ornitipreS-. .

ence of-television, itself'. The optionsTh1 invitations to _learn are eVeTywhere,
besieging-people through bus and subway, ads, in newspapers and magazines; .
Qn'radio and television, in the workplace. ftegister by mail, charge if througN
Master Charge, take courses at the office, study,by correshpondenee the per-. .

sistent message ,is come kack--to learn. . .
4

Thi9i, the notion of tlte.adult has changed.to accorndste the idea of
lifelong leacning. Until recentrk, ie popular concepliyn even the scientific -

viewof adulthOOd was that onctrie "maturrd" one was an adult and there
was little further development. Eri1isCir4 (1968), Levinion's (1978) and ojhers'
work in Adult stages of develetpment has.changed that; and Gail Sheehy's best
selling Passages (1976) has'made commonplace the idea of difTerent stages of
growth after twentrone! Since growth and change now seem an inevitability,
.continveci education is even more atttactive to adults.

Fonrth, there is heightened emphasis on lifelong learninkg. In fact, it
even .has its own new and accepted name-4/4ov learning an alliterative, if
ambiguous term Which has had curancy for no more than -four years..
Whether ongoing learning has become fashionable because of the, various
social and intellectual forces nk,whether the dereographic preSsures on higher
education have forced institutions to cater to adults is an insoluble question.
The fact is that attention to the adult learner has become a focus of public-pol-
icy and the,concern of many institutions.

Who is the Lifelong Learner Today?

Expan'ding Numbers. The number and proportion of students over
twenty-two in higher education is expanding. This reflects both increased par-
ticipation on the part of dults and the changing demographic patterns in
which our general popujan 's "aging," By the year 2000, persons between
the ages of thirty and fifty w be the majority of the population (Golladay,'
1976). A study of institutions rt ming extensive change in their recruitment
emphasis shows a dramatic iucrease in attention to adults (Shulman,
1976) from 38 percent of institutions-to 66 percent. Another study cooducted
by the Nation-al Center for sEducation Statistics (Oakes, 1976) shows that par-

- ticipation in adult education increased three titnesas much as thecligible pop-
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ulation. Today more" than half the Community cdnege enrollmmit nationwide
is part7time. The autho;rs' observations a their ovVii and other communiiy cOl-
leges reveal a pattern where.the average age.of community coltegmucients is
well up. in the twentiesif not,older, .

Why the Retutrn to School? In additibn to the echicational foeces
gered by the knowleelge explosion, a number of social forces have peen at work
which are spurring adults t9 becomb metre activ'e lifelong liarners. .

Some of these-forces emerged from the ferment of the.l 960s and die
emphasis on activism, especially for groups previously excluded. Thus minor", ;
ity groups and women (returping to wdrk as well as upgrading),espicially:
form important sullsets of the adults whio are acli,encing themselves and mov--
ing.into the Mainstrgam via higher education. Mcireover, via nita veterans
armed with G.I. Bill benefits and poor einplefymeht nrospects have aloo filled.
the ranks of adult studentrThe overall economic cbntractiim, cciple, with
the press or- inilation, has lett many to purthe higheveduciation as a wa}k to
maxiinize their job flexibility and iitcome picture. Still another group is /
,emerging as important: the preretirement age groufi,apcf seniar citizens who'. /
are growing in numbers and seek leisure pursuits and intellectual stimulation.
Finally, a large and growing number of adults are seeking to xemt-cly basic
education deficiencies in language anct`mathematics. This group inclusles
numerous persons for whorp English is not their dominant language (rlispanio
and Indo-Chinese,, for example):

What we find overall is a complex of reasons,motivating adults to con-
tinued education T- self-fulfillment; career change, or upgrading, including

- return to work; basic education; and leisure pursuits. Moreover, we find that
many students combine two or more reasons.

Characteriitics and Contradictions. 'The adults ralrniag to.
*-71'school are individually and collectivelyfull of contra iction.stsengths,f

and weaknesses. 4
r".

They are; first of all, experiencel. Compared to the convefttional eigh-
teen-year-old student they bring with them rich backgrounds. They have .

served in the army; 'they have traveled; they have raised families and coped
with the various stages of childhood, teenage problems, divorce, illness, and-
deaths; tbey haft balanced budgetsor creditors; they have seen neighbor-
hoods change; 'they have worked in all kinds of settings, under all kinds of"

pressures. And though they tend to lack the intellectual framework, they have
learned a great deal experientially often more than their college instruc-
torsabout psychology, or economics, or politics.

Not only have our prospective adult students learned from eXperience,
they are also active, organized learners- Allen Tough of the Ontario Institute
of Studies 'tin Education estimates that sorue 79-98 percent of adults are life-
longlearners, whom he defines as people who engage in a learning project, "a

. highl}' deliberate effort to gain and retain a defined area of knowledge or a'
skill; or to change in some other way . . (with activities) totalling at least

41
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seven hours" (1979, p. 9). tough's ingenious tudy of a wide range of.adults
showed that 80-90 percent of the adult population conducts at least bne lop-
ing project each year, and the typical adult.conductsilve distinct learning proj-
ects yer year, spending 100 hours on each 'project. In addition, Tough and
researchers who have followed his lead have found that only 20. percent of all
leaning projects are -planned by a professional (fot instance, a teacher),,
whereas.80 perceot are self-planned (Tough, '1979):and in,self-planned learn-

.

ing, the learner manages his or her own learning and in orporates some sus-
tained help.from over ten other perions D'ough, 1967). he learning is thus
'quite different from that offerfd in colleges, where, in cortrast, the emphasis is
on teacher-directed instruction Xhere, triorebver,studen s are not expected to.
seek help from others or to learn epllabor'atively..

While the lifelong learner does ling --exi*rience and self-dtrectod.
karning skills, he or she 41sobrings some joblerns. Fitst, the rich experiences
derivefrom Whatis typically:a compleit li --which persists while the person is
in 'school. A child may get sick, ecnnom c pressures may impinge, shopping'
must get done and meals made, crises ept. The result may often be erratic
attendance patterns, certainly not the re larizedsequential semester patterns
our catalogues suggest. Moreover, th need to request "incompktes" is typi-
cally well justified. Money and time are cited by adults as the greatest obstac-
cies to learning.

1-n addition to these real life pressures, many. adults -- particularly those
who would come to community colleges are also.oaddkd w,ith serious basic
skills deficiencies.The Adult Functional Competency Study (Northcutt, 1975,
pp. 6=8) reveals the stuiming fact that some one fifth of U.S. adults are "func-
tioning with difficulty" in the areas of' writing, computation, problem solving,
reading, community resources, health, government and law, consumer eco-
nomics, and occupational knowledge. Even 20 percent of those who have com-
pleted high school or college fail within these calegories; And, predictably, in
contrast to the population at large, these adults Are poorer and lower skilled,
mom likely to be unemployed, and to be Black or Hispanic. These are the
populations c6mmunity collegeswith their open access missionare
expected to serve.

Program Implications. Clearly, the lifelong learner has a set of char-
acteristics whicletequire institutional responses unlike those normally assoCi-

ated with roost colleges. In particular, adults have strong preferences for flexi-

bility, convenience and individualization (Penland, 1977). And, as Tough
(1978, p. 9) suggests, to serve adults colleges need to shift their emphasis from
"providing education or instruction . . . (to) facilitating relevant learning."

To adapt effectivdy to adults, we need to consider ajl the components
of our operations: admissions, scheduling and administrative procedures,
counseling, crediting and delivery academit learning, and faculty.

Admissions. Colleges that conduct individualized admissions screen-
ing will have to begin to include criteria such .as motivation, career perfor-
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mance, and previqus experience. For older apPlicants the years between their
last formal education and ad4sion to*the new prograin may carry more
weight than past academie perfOrmanee. Similarly, admissions requireinents .

should nottitivolve reView of high school records in a marther not applicable to
' =. the adultNwho completed high scgool many.years ago. Lack 4inforination and

rustyteststakilig skills often make placement or admissions eXaTninations.more
anxiety provoking for an adult than for the recent high school graduate.
I..Innecegsary testing should be avoided and mechanist-in developed for identi-
Sying and stparating test-taking skills from subject mastery..

AdminisirativaProcedures. Registration and orientation processes.at
most college, eampu,ses are at beat frustrating and inconvenient to the adult
participant. Location and timing of such processes are generally geared to cap- JP

turing the largely available day population. Administrative offic'es ere often
not ,opcn evenings and weekends. Quite often time-conitiming lines are,
iiivolved. Forms often require, information which, though hisforically arid!,
habitually cc;Ilected.in universities, May not be relevant for an adult learner.
On the other hand, assumptionsare often made as to the general familiaritY Of
'students with academic edministrative procedures which may ha.;e ehanged
over the ten to twenty yearl that an adult may have been away from school..
Many institu ions have time limits for degree completion that, although
appropriate fjr the full-time younger still:lent, may be detrimental to the adult ,

student. Giv n the prevalence of the need to "stop out" among adults, defini-
tions of attri#on and drop gut must be reviled and nonpunitive procedures for
stopping o and returning must be implemented.

Counseling and Financial Aid. , Academie adyisement, personal,
'counseling, and financial aid advisement art often scarce for students not in a
conventional day pattern. Although half of the Community coilege enrollment
nationwide is part-time, tuition aid programs are generally not available for
part-time students. Self-supporting adults with deptmdentk often firid tuition a
barrier to college attendance. Colleges may also be prepared todevote some-of
their own resources to financial aid for part-time students. Nationwide many
Fontinuing education programs are designed tq be self-supporting, thus forc-
ing the adult, regardless of income, to pay fees-for which no financial aid is
available. Even where corporate financed education is a possibility, it is often
targeted to middle level management.

Crediting and Delivering -Academic Learning. If aolleges accept
adults as active learners with a substantial learning history, then creative ways
of integrating formal and infgrmal, past and present learning will-emerge:
Colleos will need to have several enrollment options to adequately meet the
interests of the adult learner: credit, noncredit, audit, and so on. Movement
from noncredit toecredit and vice versa should be administratively facilitated.
Colleges which don't already do so should consider the recognition and accep-
tance of credit by examination mechanisms such as.CLEP and the less tradi-
norm.] individUali'zed assessment techniques such as' portfolig development.



ti4;:lly, colleges need to conskier expanding the indeliendent study/con-
learning options'availa6le to adip and ever* students.

Faculty. Receptivity of faculiy to the chkiges required in serving
s varies with the institutions an with the individual faculty. meMber.

campus has its "core".of faculty ho are obviously dedkated to the needs
adult learner. ether faculty a resistant to ,changes which affect- their
ng scheddles and methodology
'At LaGuardia COmmunity

'experimental year of an Alterna
'ritroduce a contract lefning m
nths it has become very arp
'her" tel *mentor" i, oneIraugh

n wheh involving the jnost:skill
requiref orimtation, assisianc

An institution experiencing
tefia for teachers and administ a
ntegrating subject matter wit

te the "Only authority" rple, a
ling roles necessary for worki
11 need to accept a greater res
d building support systems folk-
ost educational -institutions

reruitment in theseifinancial
professional development of c

a high priority.
In addition to modify

Ccomodating adults may 1
efforts. We can join .together
information, counseling, and
school guidance counselor a pc

We can join with other community
of unmet lifelong educational need
legislative efforts to increase finam

Adapting our inevitably bm
nor inexpensive. But the cost benef
pool of students, bringing new perspectivt:s and strengih

4

le.ge we'are cdrrently experiencing the
tve.Degree Program which was designed
e within'. the institution.Over the past,-
nt to us that the role transition limp t

with difficulty..It is ki'liansctiOn
and highly motivated classroom instruc-

, and consistent organizational-spport.
Shift aduit learners should revieW its

ors and seek to atiact individuals capable
ife and work.experiences, willing to abdi-
Willing to fulfill the advisement and coun-
With adult learners. Counselors similarly-.
ibility for assisting with learning resources

udents that extend beyond theirinstittition:,
.not enjoy the luxury of new personnnt

ressea. 'times. This. fact makes the need.Or
lots, faculty members, and administrators

r own programs in sthese several :ways,
ununity colleges into new collaborative
.lifide range of other institutions to offyr
1 services to mket the need which the high

nray provido for the eighteen-year-old.
rganizations to conduct local.assessments

. We also need to be prepared to join the
al aid to part-time studers.
-aucratic institutions to jidu is not easy,
ts are demonstrable: a ex ning and large

enrollnients to
our institutions.

Conclusion 1

If any college can serve the lifelong learner, it is t e community col-
lege. In contrast to lour-year colleges and universities, the mimunity
eilllege's orientation has been toward servin a wide range of students and
toward using unconventional off-cantpus lo on§, Orethe.other hand, as this

4
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chamer's 4tien1con to pmgram implications suggests, there are coiinter-bal-
ancing fateirs within the institutions (such as lack 'of serviees in the evanink,
resistance,to crediting prior learning, curriCula-- 'ally remedialpro-
grains ill-adapted to adults). ?

. It is the bias of the authors that Community colleges should make con-
certed eflbrts to serve lifelong learners, particularly the less advantaged aclults.
It seems likely, moreover, that such a mistion for community eolleies will

.. become even more imtortant in the future than it has been: We tend to share

,
K.:Patricia Cross's suggestion that'"it is quite ppssible that aduk, and conthm-
ing educatiorP could replace college degrees. as the socioeconomic sorter of) American society.' Employers, instead Of asking .. college degrees, may
begin to ask potential en3ployeçs. what they have .. e the p4st few Years to%
keep abreast of.the rpid1y changing world' (19;8, p. 4). Whar, then, would
happen to gresentry p-oorly educated achilts, who are disproportionately.
minority, woinen, and the aged? They would suffer a kind of doublejeopardy,

Elk,being then twice' removed from the tools needed f competition in ;the job
market. It is iwk-e, ircour opinion, that the cornmu 'ty college can play a
major role and ful* an iMPortant social responsibility by' ensuring access for
these individualkAo. a wide. range of degree and nondegree nptions.

CommunitY colleges must resist the temptation to cipete solely for
the lucrative leisure tirne needs of lifelong learners aind must instead fulfill a
genuine friotial responsibility to lessen the gap between adults with formal edu-
cation jdrid,hose without. The "If It's Tuesday, It,Mus,t Be Tai Chi" popula-
tion (KantrowitF, 1979) tits many opportunities and options. from which to

, chooie. The adult without a hish school diploma or with a recent GED has
needs which can be best served in a community coaege. Community colleges
must work against 'the predictors of participation in education to Meet these

.. 11..

needs.. t
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The lifelong learning movementenew kinds al learning, new learnen
in new places demcinds a reassessment of the traditional definition

of the edsicasional profession.

a

The New Professional:
Professor or. Facilitator?

Peter P. Smith

400

,

NIP

Educators have long debated the question of whether or not education is
indeed a profession. The question has yet to be fully resolved. However, the
emergence of the lifelong learning movement puts the ,traditionaltdefinitionl
and structures of higher education to the test. At the heart of the matter is the
question of whether the traditional roles of the classroom teacher and the cam-
pus will change in response to an emerging genesation of learners and learning
needs which are neither sequential, predictable, nor orderly in the manner to
which educators have become accustomed.

Lifelong lea'rning and its' coppanion, experiential learning, are far
more than passing fads. They are symptoms of the age of inicirmation an age
when people work continuously to stay current with the world as it develops
and changes around them. Historically, parents Cduld assume that the 'skills
neciçry for theinchildren to make their way. in the world were similar to the
skills w ich they and their fathers and mothers had had. No more. Now par-
ents st work on their own growth, knowing that personal as well as techni-
cal emands will contMue to change in an age of accelerating information,
growth.

By the same token, lifelong learning is more than a handy slogan devel-
'oped by public relations agencies to explain the broad array of oducatiorial
alternatives that have cropped up over the last decade. It is a phrase that sym-

New Diriots for Cominwthy Colitis, 29, 194 9,
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10 S
bolize4 an emerging focus on the learner and learning; and a move away from

the teacher and teaching in postsecondary education. It says that we spend a

great dn.' of time throughout our lives educating ourselves. I am not suggest-

ing that structured higlier education is insignificant. But 1 ant saying that the

imgortauce of that part of our total educatio4. experience is overstated.
titelong learning raises a host of difficjilt, ticklish, and profound ques-

tions for` education and educators. Thej6estions cIiaticpge conventional
-thinking al;out curriculum, learning tites, eyaluation, andtudent achieve-
ment, .riot to mention teaching. We must ask whsOf means to be educated for
the twenty-first century, and we must ask what prefessional tools are necessary

to accomplish that job. If we think that repackaging Plato, offering old tivine in

new botfles and at new tables, will satisfy the appetite for lifelong learning, I

believe we are wrong.

Being Edu-cated for the Twenty-first Century

We are in an.era of informati+,. le Ving behind the time when the very

scarcity of information, and organized kijowledge .necessitated pooling it for

more-efficient and effective disseminatio . Traditionally, professors grouped

themselves in enclaves to better pool their sources and studentstwent to them

as readily and as similarly as Americans Currently go tO the ges station.
Lifelong and expe'riential education challenge the traditional assump-

tions of the academy. As the pattern's of information managethent and learner

participation have changed, pressure has increased for institutions to change
the ways in which they relate tO learners and to information, both structurally

and functionally.
Learners in the information-rich twenty-first century are going to need

to know how to process and reference information, how to make the welter of
information-and knowledge work for them. It'will become the mark of an edu-

cated person that they know how they learn, know what they want to learn,
ancl.vie 'and how much. r

Teaching versusfacilitating

If we accept the world and life as our teacher, what is the specific ori-

gin, nature, and purpose of a college program or faculty? The answer lies in a

reinterketation of the education pmfession around qualities in the teaching-

learnhig cycle that transcend the setting, the curriculum, or the academic

level.
We might well ask ourselves: How is college teaching similar to other

educational levels arid settings vocational, technical, elementary, early child-

hood, secondary? There are cemmonalities, but little work has.bevn done to
bind the connnon elements of the teaching profession together,: regardless of

level or setting. In fact, most educators focus on the learning setting and the

4
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'curriculum to highlight the differnas among educational endeavors. The life-
long learning movement underscores this rack by requiring a focus on pkofes-
sional abilities insteaB oron setting or curriculum,per se

The philosophical base of education has been xpIii.. ted for years, by
Aewey, Whitehead, and a host of oth.ers; and a variety of app ches has been
with us almost as long in the form of such institutions as Anti. s. and Goddard
which look at learning instead of curriculurn as their primary f us. These col-
leges blended wnrk and other experiences into the learning mix because they.-
belayed tharTmixture ortheory and practice would lead to a stronger eduea-
4ional program.,Happily, the eVolut)on of our information-rich society makes
.the question of a dear Professional baie more than simply academic. More
people are seeking learning throughout life and fewer people are Seeking edu-
cation in the traditional manner. We need professional tools and definitions to
go with the philosophy, and examples we have and the reality we.face. -

-The answer lies in a shift of focus from setting and curriculum to four
areas of expertise that are generic to thelearning process and essential tools for
the professional who wants to help. Evely learning situation, regardless of
level or setting, should be analyzed from the points of view of assessment,

'planning, implementation, and evaluation. All teachers are concerned with
questions when t y are doing ththese eir job:

I. Assess: Da osing student skills, abilities, and readiness for theis
.

curriculum or learning situation in question. .

2. Plan: Organizing material, situations, and other resources to maxi-
mize the possibnity of successful teaching and learning.

3. ImpleTent: Teaching, experiencing, studying, and feeling the
learning through the subject matter being shared.

4. Evaluate: Ascertaining how ,the learner has changed as a result of
the educational effort that has taken place, and documenting that
cbange. --

es Most educators%perform some Variation of these functions as they
organize learning experiences for their students. For instance, a professor of
ShakeSpeare will not offer graduate level work to college freshmen,nor will a
chemistry professor confuse organic chemistry with ,an introductory 'course.
The educational profession should look for its identity in a set of activities and,
related abilities that allow the individual to move beyond level and subject
matter as 'indicators of either quality or professional identity. Pinfessional
educators should be able to assess, plan, implement, and evaluate learning
with the twin goals of sharing knowledge and teaching the learning skills to
their students.

If we accept the premise that information processing skills are going to
be a mark of educated persons in the futun then an integral part of their edu-
cation should be focused on helping theinOarn how to diagnose their own sit-
uation, organize information, learn, and know what and how mach they have

/ learned. As professional educators, we want our studcnts to learn these infor-
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processing skills so that they may become conscious lifelonj learners.

For t professional, it means shifting the major focus'from that if teacher to

that of facilitator of learning.

Discussion
fe.

. Crhere are reasons beydnd moral imperative why these functions
should be considered. The change in udent behaviors is already upon us
few& studenti exist, more pe9ple are 'learning in alternative settings., irrever..-

ence for a "college education" is 'growing, political skepticism,,Ogynds, and
financial costs are escalating daily. Moreover, rese4ch shows that lEarning

...I

goes on throughout life on a regular and organized basis that, for tht qtost
part,- has }lathing to 'do with postsecondary FeNcation,

It is not -simply happenstance that teirner behavior, economic and
demographic forces, and research findings all point in the sameChrection.
They are all responding to the same general forces in society. The emerging
role of the educator must respond also by becoming that of diagnostician;pro-
cessor of knowledge and information, and evaluator.

In this context the traditional teaching role continues to hd one of seirr...

eral ways that the implementing function can be accomplished. However, the ;
person who can "only" teach will have the status of a technician in relationship
to the profe on-as a whole. The emerging multifaceted role of the educator is

that of acilitator who, beyond teaching students new and needed content
(facts, skills) teaches them how to learn.

The true potential in the lifelong learning and experiential education
movements is-for educators as well as learners. The new, settings and kinds of
learning call for .an updated structure for-the profession. The functions of
assessment, planning, implementation, and evaluation form a base for the
consideration of all planned educational programs, on the one hand, and all
learning that an be documented on the other. For the lifelong learner, theyt
mean an .op rtunity to look at and be assisted in learning ventures which

respond to articulated learning n4ds. They provide an avenue to bettergual-
ity control, better service, and a broader professional context.

Peter P. Smith was the founder and firSt president of the Comrnunio

College of Vermont.
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gaining institutional acceptance and continuing support.* lifelohg
learning programs in higher ecturar is certainly essential and

frequently 4ra:di. /The time to develop strategies for-programs'
institatioludization.is &t their inception; this will help to avoid
mistakes and oversighil: that May hinder the, program'
'adoption ly their institations.

4*

The ABC s of 1nstitutiona ing
.Lifelong Learnipg Programs .

Joanne 1. Pertz

Of what value is a beautiful dream if it does not become a reality? Of what use
arF well-designed lifelong learning projects if thry do not become permanent
programs? How many creative pilot projects have "died on the vine" because
they were nocintegrated as ongoirig components.of their institutions? This
waste of resourceshuman and financial is particularly lamentable during
these days of shrinking higher education dollars, and the loss of lifelpng learn-
ing options is regrettable during this era of increasing numbers of nontradi-
tional students. .0.

What characterizes institutionalization of a prOgram on a campus? By
definition, it puts the program "in the care of" the institution. This includes
official approval by appropriate parties, such as curriculUm committees, fac-
ulty gpvernance groups, adminiitrative councils, deans, and chancellors. The
progrpm is officially recognized on camps, as well as by other postsecondary
institutions, accrediting bodies, and related groups, and is readily accessible to
the students for whom it was designed. A prime indicator of institutionaliia-
tion is the -tangible evidence: the institution's commitment to the progran
throukh appropriations of budget monies and assignment of faculty, staff,
space, and equipment.

What ean we, as developers and advocates of lifelong learning pro-
grams, do to gain their acceptance and adoption by our institutions? Let tis.,

New DirraWns for Commonly Colkges, 29, 1980
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examine some Itit's ers, and Cautions-zinvolvel in instiptidn-
alizing lifelong learning` . . --) .

1... ,1 '

Se

Aids
I
Goals and Needs. To &gin with,I4otir progi-anisshould be based

sound academic theories emd principles. Thex/should be congruent with our
institutions' missions, goals, and resources am, not 'duplicate or cotwacte with_
existing programs and services. The program designs shottld grnmequt. oT
established antrdoctilnented needs of the stu&nts and potent(al students inihe
communities served; they shout- notle "canned" programs fromothgr camio
puses adoixed in tot6 but shotild be adaptations responding to the 'uniqueness! -a'
of each .situation.

Declining Enrollments. 'Current status of 'Student ertrollrnent-trends
in higher education is one. of our greatest 'allies in gaining acceptati6 for life-
long options. Cross and Florio (1978, p. 18)point out that "colleges and uni-
versities, short of money and prompted by declining enrollments amonsohe
traditional college.-age pbpulation, are actively reorienting thernselves to put
forth the effort to seek Out .and serve the 'needs of other types of students"?'
Eurich concurs, stating (Cross and Florio, 1978, p. viii) that "college and urii-
versity administrators are beginning to rialize that the expanding pool of older
people represents a significant source ot neW students . (and) are begin-
ning to develop special programs for older people." Lifelong learning pro-
grams cater to this sizable pbtential clientele.

Involvement. There 'should be a broad base of invOlvement in plan-
ning, implementing, and evaluating the programs with deniocratic provision
for input into these developmental phases by all parties affected by them, as'
well as others likely to reactpublicly to them. When the programs involve bus-
inesses, agencies, and other noncollegiate institutions, theic peesolthallthould
be included in the planning; their 'needs integrated into nretprogA0 deign-
ing; and their active support secured in the initial stages through corroborative
letters to funding agencies, regentsllegislators, and faculty grouPS or b9'
pledges of training funds from their ohen 'sizable education budgets. Public
atthition should be drawn to .the positive contribution these programs will
Make to the upgrading 'of employees' training; the revitalization of' the college
faculty, enabling thern to better set* these "new" students; and the attraction
of a different group of students 'to enrich the student body makeup and, swell
the enrollment figures. Other benefits to the community at large, unique to
each project, should be effectively pointed out through well-chosen media
channels.

Communication. Open, honest sharing of the programs' progress with
;appropriate publics should be planned carefully; these may include faculty, stu-
dents, other potential consumers, governing bodies, legislators, funding
sources, and others. These progress reports, however, should be controlled i)y
the program staff since concepts and fact's, as well as accomplishments and
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jnadequacies, can be presented in varying ways, somi of which may unneces-
sarily shed a negative light on the program. For example, information pre-
sented incompletely or out of context may be misleading and official enroll-
ment figureimay'not reflect theptal number benefitting from the programs.
Budgeting for professional icmsultation.in this area may be money wellspent
(as pmfit-malung 6rganizationslearned lOng ago); the right logo-oi brochure
may make akiecidecidifferece in the reception the program receives from its,
various audiences.

->hvaluation. In these days of increased dernn1 for aCcountability,
program evahlation should be built from the' begin f the. projerts. The
evaluatiOn pmcess should he feasible and produce data on a con- .

tinuing basis as efficiently as possiblee It shotild be an systehi that
will prmicle the various types and quantity of data regoired future:with-
out unnecessary information that Oka result in waste of fim

tinneld LindoneyRealities. To gain permanence, programi oiabe
politieal and 6conornic realities not only today's whibarare 11rd enough to
grasp, but tomorrow's; under which the programs will continue to function.
These are certainly too 'complex and unique to discuss at length heal; suffice it
to say that intimate, continuing contacts with legislative, faculty governance,
and funding groups are crUcial to deal with these challenges adecitiaEely.

Personnel. The people involved in planning and implementiritta
iering program can hold the key to its success or failirre. 'lose chosen

to be an integral part of it should be well respected (to some olikervers this
means having "faculty credentials"); fully imalified to handle the demanding
and assorted responsibilities; and supportive of the basic philosophy and cori-
cepts of lifelong learning as well ai those of the specific program in question.
Gradually the personnel base should be widened to .include "voluntary con-
verts" to serie as advisory bOard members, liaison, PR representatives,' and so
on. And those who participate in the program faculty, academic staff, cleri-
cal staff, and professilnals from the communityshould be rewarded as gen-
erously as is feasible, not only monetarily (when possible) but also with written
and oral acknowledgment or appreciation, tenure file oa employer letters,
campus recognition, merit ,awards, and released time. lining personnel
already employed at the campus often is.advantageous if they are well quali-
fied, particularly in these days of "tenured-in" faculty. SOTT1C situations may
dictate against this; a highly qualified and recognized professional with no
prior assoclution with the campus may give the program more status and
needed neutrality. The issue must be studied at length for the best hiring deci-
sion in each particular project.

Barriers

Finances. Th-ere are a number of obstacles that can impede a
program's progress toward becoming institutionalized. Perhaps the most obvi-
ous barriers are financial problems which can take many forms and shapes,
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There can be inadequate funding due toinsufficient appropriations, budget
cutbacks,_ restrictive use of appropriated fund.% short-term funding, or
requiyeinents for program self-support'. When we realize the many public and
private agencies and foundations that have monies available for lifelong learn-
ing programming, we may then label our funding problem as "lack of skills to
successfully obtain appropriate funding" iather than inadequate funding.
Many institutions and persons assigned to design lifelong learning programs
are not aware of the many sources where they may request monies for the
planning and implementing of their programs; ,they lack grantimanship
expertise or perhaps the Mitiative to submit 'proposals requekerng funding.
Consultants can be hired to perform this tail or the skills can be quickly
learned by faculty and staff' members who can read and follow instiuctional
The challenge is to discover the most appropriate funding source for your
needs and then plan for cpntinuing funding when the initi\al soft monies will be
terminated.

Staffing. Staffing problems which can seriously hamper the success of
a Program include being understaffed (adequate clerical- staff is particnlarly
essential to the success of a new project); having unqualified Personnel (short-
term contracts and underpaid positions make it difficult to attract and hold
well-qualified persons); and lacking clearly defined personnel responSibilities
and procedui4s (doing the wronikjob well is a hotlow'victory).

Space and Equipment. tack of adequate space in which to function-or
poor location from which to operate can often be a serious deterrent to a pro-

. gram's success. Sufficient, appropriately localed prograrn sp.ace shotuld be bar-
gained for early in the planning game. Adequate funds for needed equipment
and svpplies should be written into the initial budget.

The other side of the coin reveals that excessive staffing, space, and
equipment assigned to a-project may result in resentment by other profession-
a)s and program staffs. Original project funding should' be exact enough to
,avoid this abuse. If, as program directors, we have no control over this and are
sadded with an overage of staff or supplies, we can, atleast, not flaunt them
and judiciously -offer to are t em with other programs that are more needful
or with whom it is irriportant to establish good relationships. (Funding regula-.
tions shold be adhered to in this sharing procedure.)

time Restrainte. Tao little time to cover all fronts end keep all of the
fences mended can be detr,imental to acceptance of new programs. Final pro-
gram acceptance and institutionalization is largely dependent on positive rela-
tioniships between the program staff and those who make the decisions. These
take time to develop! A minimum of two years is probably necessary to develop
a program and lay the firm foundation neected for eventual acceptance. Initial
budget proposals should be based on rea.listic time frames, and designs for
evaluation should not expect useful hard data in the first six months of pro-

Nam operation. Approval procedures can be very time-consuming, such as
waien for an essential ommittee to have its quarterly meeting or for a key
professor to return from sabbatical in France.

I.
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Communiafition. Negative publicityor lack Of anY visibility earl
kill a program. OPposition, lack of understanding or support, and 'apathy by
faculty, administration, boards, and students that is openly cominunicated to
others can be deadly. .

Resistance. Now a ,st.rocci of, warning about the darnage tlit can be. .

caused by covert, as well as overt, fesistance. Gaff (1978, p.44) warns that,

liberal rdormers frequently underestimate or ignore resistance and assume
that their ideas will be embraced by others. As a result, they have unrealistic...

aspirations, expecting changes to be more massive and to appear more quickly
than is reasonable and thereby setting themselves and their supporters up fi'ir

4 inevitable failure . . . . It is important, therefore, for would-be reformers to
recognize resistance and to understand why it exists, in order to identify steps
that can be taken to gain the suthort of thate affected by a Proposed change."

At the'risk of stereotyping, it might be useful tpidentify several types of'
personalities that tend to hinder institutionalization of programs: defenders of
Ihe status quo, empire builders-building competing Projects, liolitical enemies,
thc perennial "anti-" advocates4,and budget fanatics. Does your campus har-
bOr any of these? .

.

Itules and RegulatiOns.. Internal and external policies and rules, statu-
tiny regulation's, and cumbersome procedures can impede progress toward pro-
gram acceptance. These should be carefully scrutinized early in thr planning
stage to identify those that must be complied with and others where requesting
rxemptio s: 4 ight be morcappropriate. Certain!? it is important to follow the
usual ca. sus procedures fOr program approval routing the program pro-
posal through thv required committees, boards, councilsr senates, deans, and
so on. Attempting to shortcut thepe "sacred channels" would only hurt the pro-
gram by creating distrust and suspicion in those who bdieve in the necessity of
thi;*procedure. A program proposal's safe journey through all these passage-
ways should "purify" it so that it is then "above reproach." The correct chain of
command should be studied and not deviated from unless there is a very valid

reason; the top administrator on a caMpus is often the best advisor in these
matters. Guiding the proposal through the required procedures, plus some ')
additional ohes for good measure, is :often a very political process; it may
involve bargaining for Shared use of 'funds or facilities, designing a "banking" ,
plan to coMpensate faculty for time they spend on your program, and agreeing
to suppiif notlfr program in ,return for their support for yours. Ambiguous
or dispute nterpretations of statutory regulations or policies can further corn-

t

-plicate this process. Interpretations rriay need to be requested from appropri-
ate legarauthorities, perhaps ending up in- the attorney general's office..

In procedural patters, ignorance is no excuse. It is the program staffs

. responsibility to understand and complete t'he necessary steps to clear the way
for final approval by the institutionand at the-system level, if needed. Bud-'

get procedures and deadlines are essential for staff to follow. It is advisable to
chart our a twoyear calmdar of activities and deadlines for the project, revis-.
ing it as needed which may be continu4ly.
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Cautions

Danger Signs. In aiming at gaining acceptanee for lifelong learning
programs, wata, out for the following:

;-4
Lowering of academi standards
Tokenism or lip service only from decision makerswith no action
to back it up
"One person shows" where a prog'ram becomes associated with a per-
sonality rather than an activity or service
The impossible and unnecetsary task of trying to win over everyone

Administration's ideas imposed from the top downward
Faculty collective bargaining agreements without provisions for
nontraditional fa6kilty and staff scheduling and workload assign-
ments
Hard sell techniques that grate against our academic orientations;
let the programs sell themselves
Lack of flexibility in implementation that does not allow responsive-
ness to changing needs and resources .

. Pie in the sky objectives that'll* unrealistic with the time and money
provided
Short-term commitments
Prematureand other unrealistic -i'equiremenls for hard data
The three "softies" soft moillesi soft data, and soft staff who do not
defend the program when thesho

A Mode!

Participatory Project Planning Process. t suggesied approach to
implementing lifelong learning proj&ts, and other nontraditional programs in
higher education that helps assure institutional and community acceptance is
the Participatory Project Planning Process, used in the FIPSE funded Non-
collegiate Institutional Learning Project in the Community College System of
the University of Hawaii (Pertz, 1978)..The major innovative element of this
process is a seriei 6f meetings or action sessions of the groups to be affected by
the resultant program. In these sessions, homogeneous groupings cif ,con-
cerned parties are informed about the project and provided with an opportun-
ity_forinsut into.the planning process. Thus, the.project becomes their project;
they have a stake in the planning of it and, therefore, in the suecess of it. Their
critiques and suggestions are voiced during the design stage when they ean be
integrated creatively. Their ideas are heard, considered on their merits; and
handled through incorporation into the design or by discarding with explana-
tions of their inapproPriateness. The specific givens for the project are made
clear at the beginning of each session so that the,parameters are understood
and respected. The issues to be considered and decisions to be made in the

9
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planning process are arranged in logical sequence, then the appropriate group
chosen to consider each issue or decision (for instance, deans of students to
deliberate and take action-on crediting consideration's):

The action groups meet in this sequential order; their decisions build
upon those of the preceding groups. As the planning layers are laid one upon
another by each succeeding group, the total project design emerges. Where a
specific issue is considered by more than one action group. and their recom-
mendations are not congruous, the pmgram staff arbitrates, justifying their
decision in writing to both groups. This points to an essential characteristic of.:
the processopen communication, vachieved throu'gh numerous face to face
contacts and also by printed materials: information sheets, :lists of issues, ses-
sion reports, and summaries.

This approach might be compared to a football game. The "referees"
(project staff) explain the "rules" (guidelines) by which the proposal and system
allow the planning "game" to be played. After eaCh "play", (action.session) is
completed, the referees write a play 4)y play, account of the action and the
results of the game on the "Scoresheet" (action session report) and distribute it
to all concerned: "players" (participants in that action session), "former
players" (participants M previous action sessions), and "interested spectatprs"
(provosts, deans, faculty, legislatoi, and other' interested parties). Commen-
tary on the play is solicited and jonsidered by the referees who are ultimately
held accountable for the outcome of the game and the final decisions: They are
cautious to "blow the whistle" (veto decisions and actions) only when necessary
since they know tire players can, in fact, "walk off the field" (not support and
thereby defeat the project). Note tHat "body contact" (free Athange of ideas) is
encouraged, "tackling" (conf'rontation) is allowed, but "inierference" (emo-
tional critiques or trying to change the givens) is illegal. At all times during the
play, the focus is kept on the "goal" (serving the students and 4community).
The "press revieWs" (publiC relations) can greatly affect the morale and con-
fidence of the players and spectators and must be handled skillfully and judici-
ously. ,

Above all, the referees in such a game must have great faith in the cali-
ber of players and their ability and desire to play the game fairly; they also
must believe unswervingly in the goal. It is possible for the referees to 6e "clob-
bered" (rejected or have the project sabotaged) by the players if they lose
respect for the officials and/or the way the "game is being ailed" (project is
being managed).

Philosophical Basis. This Participatory Project Planning process is
based on the PIP Formula, as follows:

ParticipatiOn Involvement 'Possession

This is to say.that when persons participate actively and willingly in a plan-
ning process, they will become intellectually, emotionally, and physically

31)
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involved. This leads to identification with and feeling a;part of the process,
personally as well, as pmfessionally; this represents an in4iestment in the proj-
eel. Once people invest in something (buy stock in'a co pany), they become a
part of it and actually possess a portion of that in wh1h they invest. The pro-
ject, 9r company, is partly theirs. Therefore, they try to help it become as suc-
cessful as it can be, supporting it through their a;Mtributions of time, good
will, positive public relations, and so on.

A second premise is that thost people have suggestions and ideas worth
considering, especially T'egarding projects that h ve a direct effect on them. A
coroliary of this is that most persons are reason e about reaching consensus
and not insisting that their way is the only w

in addition, the process assumes tha the project staff, though ulti-
mately accountable for the project's outcome Ido not have all the answers; that
they can learn from interaction with others iiterested in the project; and, even
though the staff may have conceptualized t e project in a particular way, that
another model may be more ideal when al the facts, needs, and opinions are
considered.

,

A further assumption is based on 4 preventive medicine cottcept that
thdiscovering ailments. or problems early n the process makes em easier to

treat or respond to than after the project 4esign ii complete. When policies and
procedures are etched in stone, it is flinch harder to chisel changes in them

ok-4 than when they have just been sketched in chalk.
Results. Ideally,' the'skillful Use of such a planning process will result in

a program that (1) responds to ;the actual needs as perceived by the parties
cohcerned, (2) thakes use of the expertise and experience of many diverse

i

experts, and (3) gains the support and acceptance of the parfies concerned
tearly in the planning process. E en though this approach may itiolve more
time, effort, and risk, the result nt prOgram should be a much better candi-
date for institutional acceptance than o e plann4i by a few people and forCeFI

on the many parties that are uhimatcl going to bs. affected by the program.

tonclusion

Though the goal of gaining institUtional acceptance for our lifelong
. learn* programs may be a difficult one to achieve, it is without a doubt one
for which we, as lifelong learning designers and advocates, must .Pran and
strive. By identifying the necessary procedures to be completed and the
obstructions that may need to be overcome, we should have a better chance of
institutionalizing our programs.
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Gr4duak institutions and directors of college in-service activities
must be responsible for preparing faculo to deal with the
ever increasing number of adult learners.

0

y..... ...

ipping Faculty to Serve
long Learners

Frank Christensen

Robert Wilson walked into his Thursday evening American history class and
suddenly realized that he was the youngest person in the room. Beeause of
declining enrollment in the daytime Data Processing program, Eugene Collins
has bleep assigned to teach a continuing education course in the weekend col-
lege entitled "Mini Computers for the Small Business," And in a midwestern
liberal arts college,,Bernice Alton has just concluded an interview with a forty-
two-year-old corporate personnel specialist who is seeking credit for prior
learning. These three facUlty from different institutions have one thing in
common. By design or circumstance, they are part of the growing faculty for
the lifelong learner.

A Game of Numbers

During the past few years there has been much discussion about life-
long learners and the impact that they have had and potentially can have ou.
American higher education. On some campuses, older students already out-
number the typical eighteen- to twenty-two-year-olds, and demographers and
educational researchers tell us that this trend will continue. Not only are adult
learners swelling college classrooms, but they are availing themselves of all
other kinds of sponsored and self-directed learning opportunities.

New Directions for Community Colleges, 29, 1980
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In addition to these data on adult learners, we are also aware of the
diminishing pool of eighteen- to twenty-two-year-old students. In 1973, the
UyS. Census Bureau reported that in 1980 the rising number of eighteen-year-
oki people will crest and will then sharply decline for a ten-year period, each

year reducing the potential high school graduates upon which colleges and
universities, until recently, had to depend to fill their dassmoms (see Figure 1).
Changes in the military draft, increased employment opportunities, and disen-
chantment about the true value of a college degree have further reduced the
number of eight4en- to twenty:two-year olds for colleges. Because institutional
budgets and faculty loads are mostAoften built on the number of students
served, there is continual pressure to maintaiii or to increase enrollment. The
declining number of younger people and the .increasing quest by adults for
learning alternatives pose an invitation to college and university teachers to
become more intensively involved in the prospect of being the faculty for the

lifelong learner.
But this invitation carries'certain responsibilities on the part of the fac-

ulty member, responsibilities that affectpolicies, the content of thei; curricu-
lum, and their teaching methods.

. ,

6741tIli

A Need for a 4cw Orientation

"Last week an old friend whom we had not seen for several years, upon
seeing our children, commented: "Somehow they've changed. I guess they're
taller." This observation is not unlike our response to teaching the adult stu-
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dent. Quite often they are tre:ated as 'older versions of the eighteen- to twenty-
two-year-old when, in reality, adult learners are quite different (Gross, 1977).
Their perspective on life is differeth. They have a different sens of them-
selvts, their time, of what's worth learning, and how they intend to use their
learning,

If we can agree that the differences between adult and youthful learn-
ers go beyond an age differential and that these differences are important con-
siderations in structuring a teaching/learning process, then it is important to
examine these characteristics and the iinplications that they have for teaching:

Understanding Why They Come

The reasons for adults to seek college and to participate in a formal
education activity may be highly diverse. However, each adult ha's a reason
that could be important to the faculty member who is orchestrating 'the learn--
ing environment. Some of the more .common reasons motivating aduly to
enter college are to prepare for a new career, gain skills and knowledge that
can be applied to a present career Or occupation, to cope with personal or fam-
ily concerns, to learn for learning's sake, and to simply complete a degree.
Morstain and Smart (1973) reported that it may be pOssible to link an adult's
reason for.participation in higher education with learner typology. In a study
that they conducted, 648 adult.'college students were classified on the 13.4sis of
the Education Participation Seakis "Nondirected Learners," those with an undif-
ferentiated patters of motivational Orientations or no specific goals or pur-

,
pose; "Social Learners," those whose primary interest was with people and
relationships; "Stimulation Seeking Learners," 'Who want to escape from rou-
tine and boredom either in personal or occupational life by expanding hori-
ions; "Career Oriented Learners," who see learning as directly related and
itnportant to their career or ocuipation, carefully weighing potential benefits-
and outcomes; and lastly, those' that might be called "Life Change Learners,"
those that see education as a way tC) alter several aspects of their lifeperhaps
to give it/new direction.

If faculty can develop an Understanding for the reasons that a person
has elected to pursue an educational- activity, it can have important implica-
tions for the way they choose to structUre the teaching/learning environment.
For example, the }Teo* who are in college for occupational reasons, perhaps
to learn new skills that they need in ord r to maintain-or to advance in their
job, will f3robably respond best if theY c see clear utility and application of
what they are learning. On the other hand, person who has,come for the "joy
of learning" may. respond to a more theorela1 format emphasizing philoso-
phy, ideas, and issues. And a person who has efirolled to gain knowledge and

'skills to help cope with personal or family concerns may respond best to a
teaching situation that emphasizes group discussions, stimulation, and feed-
back. Therefore, what motivates adults to enroll in a college or university can

..



also affect the extent and level of their participation and the benefits that they
might receive. The more we know about the adult learner in terms of why they
are here and how they learn, the better equipped we will be to develop dppro-
priate programs, courses, and experiences.

The Adult as a Learner
e

All adultS are involved in lifelong learning as they move through life
stages, adjust to new roles, face,life crises, and undertake new opportunities.
Although much of this learning is global and diffuse (Knox, 1977), nearly
,every adult engages in some kind of extended learning project each year
(Tough, 1977). What's more, Tough also found that many of these adults were
learning at an exceptionally high level.

Even with thv enormous involvametit that adults have with lifelong
learning, however, their learning styles and characteristics affecting them as
learners change. In the classic text, Adult Dem lopnient and Learning, Knox iden-
tified the following seven modifiers to adult learning:

1. Condition: Physiological condition and p)lysical health can affect
learning and cognition in variotq ways. Sensory impairment, such
as poqr vision or hearing loss, can restrict sensory input. Inadel
quate cerebral circulation or stress can impair memory. Ill health
can restrict attention given to external events.

2. Adjustment: The effective facilitation of learning is less likely when
there is substantial pers9nal or social maladjustment in the learning
'situation.

3. Relevance: The adult's motivation and cooperation in the learning
activity is more likely when the tasks are meaningful and of interest
to the learner.

4. Speed: Especially for older adults, time limits and pressures tend to
reduce learning performanc.e

5. Status: Socioeconomic circumstances are associated with values,
demands, constraints, and resources that can affect learning ability.
Level of formal education tends to be 'a status index most highly
associated with adult learning.

6. Change: Social change can create substantial differences between
older and younger age cohorts (such as two generations)' regarding
the experience and values in,ternalized during childhood and ado-

,
lescence. ,

7 . Outlook: Personal outlook and personality characteristics,.such as
bpenmindedness or defensiveness, can affect the way in, which an
adult deals with specific types of learning situations.

In addition to these conditions that mentially modify adult learning,
there are several other factors that faculty should be sensitive to in teaching the
lifelong learner (Witnettg, 1977).

.de
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Some adults, are doubtful abont their ability tn learn. Having been
away from formal education, they are sometimes afraid of, the competition
presented by the younger "sharper" student. To minimize this concern, faculty
should avoia situations where they compare learners, deal with academic and
personal probleins of the learner in private, use positive reinforcement, assist
students, identify mechanisms to. understand-and measure their progress, and
be alert for other indicators of insecurity. ,

A second characteristic of adults as learners is that the have many
more, experiences to draw upon than younger students. .Tht# -;,oareness of
these experiences can serve as a rich resource fir the faculty member to better
underttand the learner in terms cif past experiences, present aitivities, and
future plans. In one institution a faculty member has developed a personal
information sheet that students fill out at the beginning of each semeiter. The

. purpose of this is to identify informatiorPand experiences that he can use to
help guide his instructional plan, taking into consideration the perional needs
and experiences of those in his class.

A third characteristic is that participation in an emotional activity may
be a second or third level priority for lifelong learneys. In addition to being
students, they often have job, family, and other personal circumstances that

'interfere with their academic functions. One veteran adult educator eneressed
his .approach as loose and flexible, citing examples of arranging in-place-of-
class learning activities for the mother who had to stay at home for an extended

,.
period with a sick child, make up assignments for.the salesman who was regu-
larly out .of town, and curricular and material modification to accommodate
specific learning needs. Like this faculty member, others ho have become
involved with,the teaching of adultlearners have found th they need to be
extremely sensitive to the personal, circumstances of adults that affect their
involvement in educational activities. .

To provide the experiences and the environment appropriate for the
lifelong learners requires a commitment on the 'part of the giaduate schools
who are preparing 'our future faculty, the instituticia that faculty are serving
in, and the individual faculty members who are ultimately responsible for
their own professional skills.

the Role of the Graduate School

Few graduate schools prepare their students for teaching in any prac'ti-
cal sense, leaving classroom performance large)), to chance. Even fewer gradu-
ate institntions prepare future faculty for teaching lifelong learners. Elemen-
tary and secondary educators have long known that it takes more than content
knowledge to be a successful teacher and'have built inta the teacher training
programs instruction on learni% theory, child development, and teaching
methods. Yet when it comes to college faculty, the Ph.D. or content knowl-
edge become the entry criteriaSeldorn floes one have an opportunity tostudy
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adult devdopment and aduhleaching techniqnes prior to entering the crass-
MOM,

With the extent of adults participating in higher education, graduate insti-
tutions have a responsibility to expand their preparatory programs to teach the
skills and entry level competencies that faculty will need for teaching the lifelong
learner. in addition they should routinely have available short term work-
shops, summer institutes, and continuing education programs .that develop
and enhance tile skills and competencies of the teachers of the lifelong learner,

The Role for Institutional In.Service

Almost every, institution has some provision for in-sesvice faculty
development. The range of these efforts is from mfest, lOw-cost programs to
compleskeodels of organizateal development. Although the worth and suc-
cess of faaalty development activities may be a debatable, issue; faculty remain...
the number one resource of an institution. Their ability to function effectively
.and efficiently will determine more t'han any other factor how well the institu-
tional goals will be achieved. One cannot asiume that the faculty enter an
institution prepared to serve the educational needs of the :lifelong learner.
Content knowledge, and ,prior exiierience with younger learners are inade-
quate preparation for the 'task of teaching older adults. Therefore, if the insti-
tution.is in the business of lifelong learning, then there is a place for profes-
sional development and in-service activities designed to develop and to
improve 'the professional skills for faculty serving this clientele.

Some examples of institutional efforts in providing professional oppor-
tunities include tuition reimbursement' for graduate.course work related to the
adult learner, expenses for wjkshops and ronfererwes on adult learning, cam-
pus programs on techniques Of teaching adults, and professional materials,
subscriptions, and.sabbaticals that focus on the lifelong learner.

Other institutions include program development as part of their faculty
in-service activities and provide opportunities for faculty to develop new and
innovative progrris dealing with lifelong learning. An example of this type of
activity could be the employment of consultants and releasing thne to enable a
faculty committee to implement a program for adults to receive college credit
for experiential learning.

'Those institutions that employ the concept of organizational develop-
ment recognize the necessity to structure .staff development.throughout -the.
institution to include faculty, administr rs, and classified staff. Through this
organizational thrust the institution w d develop admission policies, coun-
seling services, instructional program and extracurricular activities that are
consistent with the needs and i st of the lifelong learner. In addition, all
faculty, administrators, and staff would participate in professional develop-
ment activities designed tr: equip them with the shills and competencies neces-
Sary to function within their rules in serving the adult learner.

3



Slf-Assessfnent a puF Self-Directed Growth

A In spite o e fact that we have charged graduatç institutions and
directors of college in-service activities to become more responsible, for the
development of the faculty for the lifelong learner, it is ultimately alt teach-
ers' personal obligation for their own profeusional growth. As lifelong learn-
ers themselves, they could become students 'of adult leirning and devel-
opment. By identifying the skills that are needed, faculi members could
then identify how they learn, what they need to learn, and what resources are,
available. Through this process they can then structure a self-directed'educa-
tional plan to develop and strengthen their teaching competencies.

Conclusion

Several conclusions can be made, some specific and definite, others
more generriind obscure. It is quite obvious that the future of 'American
higher education will be greatly affected by the- emergence of the lifelong
learker and by,the decreasing availability of the eighteen- to twenty-two-year-
old students. The ns that are motivating these older students to enter col-

, lege wfll be rye as their educational backgruunds and learner character:-
istics. Yet it is the facu Member's responsibility to create a learning environ-
ment and to guide the educational experiences suitable for their needs.

To develop the skills and the competencies that faculty 'will need for
this task has to be shared: shared by the graduate training programs, the
einploying institutions and the individual faculty member. Perhapstheichal-
knge of preparing faculty for the lifelong learner is awesome or at least trou-
blesome nevertheless, the consequences of not doing so are even more awe-
somer*-.1.
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A developmental counseling prognin artn make the dffference between
success and failure as mentry adults, =thing important changes
and decisians, test their abili0 to dchieve.

a

Counseling for Development

G. Richard Eisele
3.

Wonderful things dori!t always happen when adult karriers are plugged into
existing classes, signilicant developmental Tld critical life changes cron't stop
happening after the early twentiei. vIn fact, the adult transitioni may be
equally as meaningful and problernatic as the adolescent transitions (Goilld,
1975). Reentry into education itself clearly indicates movement, decisions
being made, and transitions in progess. For some Itturning students, college
may be the testing ground for what Erikson (1963) calls "generativity versus
stagnation" issues: "Am I really capableCof becdming more than I am?", "Will I
be able to learn at the college level?", "Will I be abfe to go t6 school and keep
my farnily and job intact?"

These cat:0x times of uncertainty and self-reflection, times when some
of the old questions clf personal value and v.vorth are reevaluated. There is a
natural apprehension over returning to school often intensified -km fear of
failure based on negative past experiences. And yet thew can be a levc)f.opti-
misrn and faith that tlmost defies analysis. Many believe that this new adven-
ture will provide opportunities for increased fulfillment, productivity,, and,
self-expression (Muskat, 1978).

That very Optimism, however, contains the seeds for future discour-
agement. Fear of failure and willingness to take new risks are often in delitate
balance, with-each experience having the potential to disrupt that balance for
better ot worse.

Many of us have experienced, and current research confirms, that
adult learners appear to be in a hurry to get somewhere and often set rather.

New Dilations for Commu ity Colleges, 29, 1980 . 4 0 ,31
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unrealisti'goals. There seems to be a sense that time left to learn and grow is
iim,ited. This ixnpatience is often in conflitt with a, lack of basic skills and a
confusion alaout iYailable.careir and educational opportunities. Time and
time again, older Students come in with an elevated career goal, xi desire for an

-*associate degree; and little awareness of the need,for writing skills. It Use great
frustration for them to have to take the time to learn to write.

It is imperative that(we temper our eagerness to seek lifelong learners

as clients with an equal sever of responsibility for serving them well. Sbtne will,
make it almost in spite of what we do. We can rather easily meet the expecta-

tions of the professional looking for career advancement, the middle ,class
housewife Iboking for new friends and a new hobby, and the small business

owner in need of accounting skills. It is the students who are not quite so clear
of purpose, not as self-conficknt,and not quite so well informed who need
more.than just a course menu (Sawhill, 1978). Without a thorough self-assess-,

ment apd without an understanding of available offerings) they will be unable
to -integrate program with need. Poor choices will be made and !tome may
leave with less 'confidence than when they came. Failure experiences for
reentry students can often lead to complete discouragement, damaged self-
concepts, and avoidance of future learning opportunities.

Program Functions..

To effectively meet the needs of these students, counseling is as essen-
.

tial as contract learning, 41exible scheduling, decentralized locations, assess-

ment of prior learning, deyelopmental skills offerings, and otherisprogram-
matic responses to the neAclientele.. Counseling functions can be integrated
with other programsbut they must he provided and directed priinarily toward

the students most in need.
Academic Advisement. Onepf the prime functions of a good coUnsel-

ing program is to proviOe guidance in the process of academic planning and
participation. Knowles (1972) and other educators have shown that adults
have immediate short term goals and a problem-centered orientation to learn,
ing. Very often this takes the form of career and vocational concerns. They
want rellance betwrn their educational experiences and their immediate
career goals. They want each course to have immediate usefulness. However,
beneath this surface concern hide some of the aforementioned anxieties, con-
fusion, and uncertainties about their lives in general (Nash and Sjiutman,
1978). Counseling can enhance' self-understanding and help students make
some sense out of and find meaning in a complex array of educational oppor-
tunities. Often unifying themes and sequences can be found that pertain to a
broader view of self and to those immediate goals. The 'adult student who
wants to be a small business administrator may discover that poor interper-
sonal skills are the weak links both in terms of her persohal. life and her voca-
tional aspirations. The prospective social worker may find new value and
meaning in the study of history and culture.
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Decision Making. Making better choices involves knbwing more
about imeself and about the options available, but the. greatest Payoff may he
that by Making better Choices students will feel more effective as people (Nel-
son, 1976). The counseling program shouki help students become better plan-
ners and evaluators of dieir own learning. 4 should work to promote the psy-
chological principle of moverneqt from dependence 'to independenee or Self-
rel ce. Learners can beCome better self-assessors, planners, participanti;
and evaluators with practice and more awareness of what it is they are doing
and learning.

Learning Skills. As students get involved in academic experiences, a
concomitant counseling process can help them discover and develop infor-
mation processing skills that can be used in any learning situation. Analyzing
the similarities and differences among African cultures and comparing Freud-
ian and Rcigerian theories of psychology basically require the same cognitive
skills. By learning to compare and contrast, synthesize and analyze, students
can enrich their experience with each content area selected.

The Environment. To accomplish these tasks, it is essential to create a
supportive and encouraging environment where personal, career, and educa-'
tional goals can be explored and where students can develop the skills and con-
fidence necessary to take responsibility fortheir own growth and development..
Encouragement and support does hot mean the overuse of sympathy and
praise. Although some praise can be used effectively, excess use can lead to
student dependency and distrust.

,The tension that results from the coexistence of a williAmess to take
risks and a fear of failure can lead to student growth. We cannot and should .

not remove all the risks and challenges inherent in this new adventure. How-
ever, we can demonstrate that success often comes in small increments,
emphasize' the value of small gains, and cushion the jolt of reality. Students
should be guided into learning experiences that are slightly beyond their pres-
int capacities sc; that growth rather than discouragement is the result (Cross,
1971). We can also keep failure in perspective by using peer support, paying
attention to individual strengths, and examining the learning that can result
from unsuccessful experiences. "Even though you didn't finish the work for
that couhe, your determined attitudes and the results of your project were
great," and "You know, Mary, I have the same problems writing things down
that you have" are the kinds of encouraging remarks often heard in a develop-
mental counseling prograth.

Liaison. It is important to keep in mind that a counseling program
cannot be all things for all students. Without enlightened administrators and
faculty, a strong developmental skills program, and some of the programmatic
arrangements mentioned earlier, results will not be satisfactory. The pro-
gram, however, can be a conduit through which information can flow to and
from the faculty and the administration. Increased knowledge of the concerns,
needs, and idiosyncrasies of adult learners canlzicictrmunicated to initructors
andadministrators and in turn information tfie college and its faculty

4 2
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can be shared with students. This mutuality of understanding and flow of
information is necessary if the different Parts of the college are to work.as a
consortium for serving the lifeloIng learner.

Referrals. The program also should act as a referral and brokering
agency to resources both within and outside the college. Needs will arise dur-
ing the planning process that cannot be met by the counseling program or the
regular curriculum. Qne of the needs certain to emerge is for a strong develop-
mental skills program. As we all know, many otherwise competent and intelli-
gent students are lacking in language, mathematical, or study skills. Ideally,
the counseling program can identify and refer these students to appropriate
resources before they get involved with too many learning experiences that
require those skills.

In-depth personal, career, or imychotherapeutic counseling is most
likely beyond the capabilities of the college. Trying to meet student needs in
these areas would undoubtedly beat the expense of other students. The coun-
seltng program can refer those students to Mental health and other appropriate
service providers.

The Counselor-Instructor

So far we have viewed counseling as-a process rather than the behavior
of a person. However, the vital Core, the sine qua non, of any program resides
in the people staffing it: To implement the abovelunt:tions effectively, the
counselor-instructor must have a firm belief in the potential of all students to
grow and develop. This should be combined with individual and group facili-
tation skills, the ability to relate with fafulty and administrators', and a solid
understanding of the institution, other available programs, and their effect on

k, student development. Working with adult students requires the ability to help
students assess needs, values, styles, and'goals and to translate those needs
into an educational plan. At the risk of painting an almost quixotic picture, the
counselor should have both the knowledge of cognitive processes and the aMl-
ity to 'demonstrate how skills gained in one experience, can be used in other
learning situations. This is a person who is mare generalist than specialist, as
much a teacher as a counselor. Familiarity Ivith the stages, developmental

. tasks, and differing learning styles of adults is'another prerequisite along with
the ability to lead students through a process of inquiry. For example, some
learners will have a rather simple view of the world, seeing things as "rights
and wrongs" or "blacks and whites." They will identify with autharity figures
and accept their definitions of right and wrong. Others will be much niore ten-

.
tative in their assessments and complex in their thinking. They may seek more
independence and less structure in their learning environments:Some .stu-
dents may really learn something only when they have practiced it; othek will
learn better from reading, writing, and reflective observation. The counselor
must be able to help students become familiar with their own uniqueness and
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help them plan experiences that are congruent with yet challenging to their
present condition.

Whether or not a program is successful may ultimately rest with the
attitudes of its staff. Counselor-instructors should have a high tolerance for
ambiguity and a willingness to riskinvolvement; they arenot afraid to encoun-
ter others or themselves (Manion and others, 1970). ilecause attiludes seem
to be contagious, the chief ingredien1 for the educational counselor may be an
enthusiasm for life and learning.

Alternative Arraniements

Since the counseling process is so necessary in the educational develop-
ment of many lifelong learners, we will have !,c) find innovative alternatives to
the Costly and sometimes ineffective "counselor in cubicle" model. Very few
institutions these days have the luxury of hiring a large staff to meet the needs
of a new group of students. Some of the alternatives used successfully include:
the establishment of decentralized learning centers where ktudents can drop in
for personalized service; the use of educational mentors who provide both
guidance and instruction as a student moves through an academic program;
the use of adjunct counselors as supplements to an alkeady overburdened staff;
the use of telephone counseling services for home-based learners; and the
development of life, career, and academic planning workshops that run paral-
lel to the students' other courses.

A Proposed Model

I would like to briefly propose a developmental counseling model
for adult learners. It is a, model that closely resembles the one used at the
Community College of Vermont. The settings are groups of'between eight'
and fifteen students. The agenda is learnmassessinent and educational plan-
ning with peer interaction, support, encouragement, reality orientation, and
the development of self-reliance as themes in counterpoint. The counselor-
instructor facilitates support and interaction, provides information, and
teaches learning process skills. An impoftant adjunct component is 'a set of
materials, a handbook or workbook, that provides 4ssessment information and
exercises, descriptions of available college programs, and aids for implement-
ing and evaluating learning activities. The Materials maY be used by individ-
uals to supplement the group activities or 'as a textbook-like resource for the
class.

Whe environment for students is characterized as both supportive and
challenging. The learner is in a state of moderate tension where he is chal-
lenged to extend slightly beyond hi; present level of development; the dualistic
thinker, for instance, who sees only two extremes possible can be encouraged
to explore a range of intermediate alternatives. Opportunities are provided
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for students to alternate between self-reflective and active participant modes.
Students are encouraged to discover new things about themselves and to apply
those understandings by trying out new activities and behaviors both within
and outside of the counseling group. The resultant new laming is theri
reflectecl on, evaluated, and integrated with prior knOwledge and skills.

in the ideal situation, this process is the student's first experience with
the college. It should begin before extensive involvement with the regular cur-
riculum takes place. However, it is more than orientation. It provides an
ongoing support group for the student as other academie content areas are
explored.

Because this process encourages cognitive growth and development,
and because the learner is becoming more proficient as a cOnsumer of and par-
ticipant in educational opportunities, this experience is central to the needy
student's academic program.

Stages. The Model is developmental because, it progresses in stages.
Learningand attitudes from one stage form the basis for the next and the suc-
cess of each stage is,to a large degree dependent on the%uccess of the prior
stage. We have desertled the stages as assessment, planning, implementation,
and evaluation. These labels should not be viewed as tight, exclusive categor-
ies of activities but as a useful framework to help students understand the
sequences within the process as a whole. One eannbt plan effectively without
assessing the present situation, and implementing a faculty plan will usually
be less than satisfactory. The evaluation stage allows for reflection on new
learning gaimed and provides information useful for future assessment activi-

.
ties.

Its application in practice can be briefly described as follows: it is in the
assessment stage that many of the myriad dimensions of individuid differences
are explored. Exercises, activities, written materials, and instruments ate used
to help students increase their self-awareness around sUch topics as learning
and interpersonal styles, values, present knowledge and skills, and personal,

career and educational goals. Increased self-undgrstanding and new skills for
self-refleetion are developed. Students in need of special diagnostic testing are
,referred to the proper resources. This stage provides the foundation, the
groundwork, from which all other activities are built.

Once this information has been organized so thIt it is understandable
to the student and t6 others, the planning process begins. Information about
available learning options is juxtaposed with knowledge gained from the
assessment stage. It is here that stutients often become aware of some unfore-

.. seen realities (such as lack of requisite skills and knowledge, ambitiousness of
goals, anticipated opportunities not ,Available). New awareness of strengths,
on the other hand, produces a higher level of self-confidence and motivation.
Students devdop decision and choice making skills as they weigh the advan-
tages and disadvantages of various options against their more clearly defined
goals.
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The implementation stage involves helping students get the most out of
their chosen learning experiences. Through role playing, discussion, written
exercises and materials, active invOlvement is emphasized along with the
de'velopment of cognitive and learning process skills.

Evaluation ideally occurs throughout the processbut becomes the dom-
inant theme near the end of each cycle. Students reflect on such questionsas:
"To what extent am I accomplishing my goals?", "What 4# knowledge and
skills am I acquiringr, "How well am I learning them?", and "What am I
learning that I didn't plan forr

Throughout this cycle, channels of communication are kept open with
instructors and administrators and appointments for individual counseling or
referrals to other prograMs are made when neeessary.

It is important to reaflihn that if the process is successful, learners will
be more independent and self-reliant. They will make the best possible use
of available resources. An awareness of limitations will be offset by increased
self-confidence and enthusiasm.' They will understand and handle...the learn;
ing pniess better. In essence, they 'Will be more effective, less dependent
consumers of education.

Conclusion

Of course, the contents of this chapter can only scratch the surface of
what- a good counseling program should be. Any institution serving lifelong
learners will have to sets it own objectives And from those derive the most
appropriate functions and activities. The actual model designed will have to ,
mesh with the needs and constraints of the college and of the students served.
What does seem clear is that mere clVeat timptors in the catalogue will not suf-
fice.

The lifelong learning movement holds great promise both for the
growth of the participating adults and for the vigor of the institutions involved.
The absence of support programs for these studentslis as likely as watered
down curriculums and lack of standards to prevent us from keeping that
prom i se .
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Various OM of competence-based provwns fond attention on educationa'
outcomes, evaluate 'peaces on the basis of performance, impravt the

credential* process, offer flexibility, and provide quality control
of educational experiences. .

Competence-Based
Education for
Adult Learners,

E. Sharon Hayenga
Hope B. Isaacson

The concepts of competence-based education and adult learners both defy
straightforward characterization. Adult learners, who are attending colleges
and universities in unprecedented numbers, have not enrolled for higher edu.-
cation with a discrete or homogeneous set of characteristics, abilities, or needs.
Likewise, competence-based education i a very complex educational concept;
and its complexity is compounded by the fact that it has been operationalized,
and thus defined, idiosyncratically from program to program, andfrom school
to school.

Competence-based education has enjoyed more attention during the
1970s than in the decades which preceded it. Secondary schools, as well as,
postsecondary institutions, are looking at competence evaluation as a potential
solution to contentions of declining standards. Actually, many aspects of the
Adult Basic Education projects and GED testing practices are competence-
based Ways of allowing adults to earn high school credentials; and many col-
leges and universities have either considered developing programs in cotnpe-
.tence-based education, or have already implemented such programs, in
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response to the concern for more meaningful czedentials and to' the social jus-
tice arguments of adults.

Americans are particularly responsive to the connotations of compe-
tence-Used education because of their esteem for competence: notions of
innate individual competence, a valuing of each individual's rights to achieve,
and the sense that all persons should have equality of access are ideds and val-
ales which have shaped the nation's most complex social policies, including
education. It is this value system, in conjunction with the notion that social
agencies are ultimately accountable to all citizens, whkh supports much of the
kind of programming competence-based educatiqp might make/possible: flexi-
bility of access and pa'cing; fixed, nondiscriminatory standards; clarity; indi-
vidualization, and others.

6
What Is Competence-Based Education!

It is difficuno generalize about competence-based education, because
'--all'educatio5ier, by implication, competence-based, and Icause there is tre-

mendous programmatic variation among competence-based education pro-
grams. Some characteristics tend to transcend programmatic differences,
however, and do-distiaguish competence-based education from more corn:.
monly praCticed classroom instruction. Probably the most distinctive feature is
that competence-based education focuses most of its.attention on educational
outcomes; such programs deemphasize the siaeciahless of the classroom as an
educational process and profess at least an egalitarian attitude toward a broad
spectrUm of educational procesies. They argue that such flexibility best serves
individual -learning needs, and cnhances long-term educational benefits.

Certainly competence-based education programs that arc thoughtfully
developed and are arefully implemented emphasize educational processes.
The difference is that ll the educational processes are foe'lled toward the out-
comes (competence), Thus the educational process becomes a means of
achieving an end, rather than an end in itself.

Educational units in a competence-based program tend to be more dis-
crete and muth more explicit than traditional classroom work. Expected.out-
comes, instructional resourees, teaching methtxis, and evaluation criteria and
processes are articulated prior to the beginning of the unit. Ideally, such fac-
tors will remain constant from classroom to classroom, and from the begin-
ning to the end of th'e unit. They should serve to focus educational auivtty for
the duration of study on any given competence.

\ Evaluation practice,s in a competence-based program tend toward per-
. lormance tests, rather than paper and pencil tests. Ideally, performance mea-

sures ill measure actual competence, as opposed to the mastery of the con-
tent: ontent mastery is often itsed as a.proxy for competence, and the obvi-
ousthortcomings of such equivalency arc strong forces supporting the 'compe-
tence- rd. educatioq movement.) In addition to a preference for perfor-
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mance evaluations, competence-based programs emphasize criterion refer-
en'eed measures, rather than conunonly used,,normative standards. Propo-
nents argue the constant standards support 6cith accountability and equality in
ways which are superior to more flexible normative standards.

Some Types of Competence-Based.Programs

Fortunately, the concept of competence-based education is flexible.
Institutions have been able to adapt the basic principles to meet institutiont:
specific needs.

Alverno College, a liberal arts college in Milwaukee, has developed one of
the most widely respected and publicized competence-based education programs
in the Unite'd States. The college took a very sophisticated approach to con-
verting its entire undergraduate liberal arts curriculum to a competence-based
program for educating primarily first generation college women. It is one of a
very 'few programs which attempted to reconcile the philosophical' tension
between competence-based education and the liberal arts by developing a two-
track program: the curriculum of the college features discipline;bound coarse-
work (Tontent), and offers, additionally, instructional resources which help
students achieve the broad, general coppetencie4ehich the college has desig-
nated as the educational outcomes which its liberal arts degree represents.

Students' achievements are recorded on a two-track transcript, record-
ing progress both through the discipline-bound coursework of the college and
the requiricl achievement levels of each of the eight competence areas: develop
effective communication skills; sharpen analytical abilities; develop a facility
for making value judgments and independent decisions; develop a facility for
social interaction; achieve an understanding of the relationship of the individ-
ual and the environment; develop an awareness and understanding of the
world in which the individual lives; develop knowledge, understanding, and
responsiveness to the arts, and knowledge and understanding of the humani-
ties; and develop workable problem-solving skills.

Assessment of the coursework and academic majors and minors is con-
ducted by the faculty. Assessment of most of the. competencies required in the
eght major competence areas is conducted primarily in a sophisticated, cen-

, tralized assessment center which is stalled with both faculty and community
professionals.

A different kind of competence-based .education program has been
designed by MANEC (Metropolitan Area Nursing Education Consortium).
it is a consortium effort, involving all five public postsecondary education
itistitutions in greater St. Paul, Minnesota two vocational techpical schools
(916, 917), which offer practical nursing programs; two ,community colleges
(Inver Hills, Lakewood), which offer associate degree registered nurse pro-
geams; and one baccalaureate institution (Metropolitan State University)
which offers a baccalaureate degree in nursing.
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Their consortium model is focusing on the development of a compe-
tence-basedvertically articulated career ladder program for nursing person-

,'nel. It features ttie standardized assessment of student competences in units
which are much smaller than course equivalents, thereby maximizing the.stu-
dents' use of time, and also allowing licensed pr#Ctical nurses-to earn clearly
articulated advanced standing in an associate degree nursing. program, and
allowing both LPNs and RNs the opportunity to earn advanced standing in
the baccalaureate4evtl nursing program. The competence-based approaCh has
.been designed to facilitate professional upgrading and new licensure require-
ments by focusing on competences ratherjthan coursework or method of tran-
scripting (for initan&, vocational schools record LPN students' achievements
in clock hours; the colleges record achievement in credit).

The educational institutions have together defined the competences
which span the nursing profession from LPN to BSN. Their program allows
flexible entry and flexible exit, and emphasizes the assignation of the nursing
credential based on demonstrated performance against criterion referenced
measures. Detailed records of student progress and student performance are.
(in file, and evidence to.date 'suggests that students' performance is high; both
on the job and on state board examinations. The assessment of competences,
as well as the instructional plans, emphasize the 'interpersonal and affective
aspects of nursing, as well as the knowledge and skills aspects. There is sub-
stantial evidence to suggest that. student performance is higher 'as a result of
the compctence-based program, and also that the articulated career ladder will
have a very positive effect orl the careers of many adult women who have
worked for years as nurses' aids or licensed practical nurses.

Still another kind of competedce program utilizes insiructional tech-
. nology, wromponent which offers maximum.flexibility of access and individu-

alization of pacing. Potentially, it may even reduce the cost of individualized .
instruction (once the equipment has been amortized). An example of this type
of competence-based education is ,PLATO (Personalized Learning and
Teaching Opportunity), a computerized instructional system devoloped by
Control Data Corporation.- Corporations, proprietary schools, community
education centers, technical schdols, libraries, and.colleges use it to teach spe-
cific c pts and skills:. To date, the PL4TO system offers a wide variety of
prograt is, ranging from courses in composition and financial management -to
resume writing and blackjack tit is possible to play games with this computier
for fun!).

, The major drawback to technological teaching equipment is the rigid-
ity of the system. While the programs typically measure competence and pre-
sume mastery, there is atnple eiidence to suggest that the equipment has very
limited uses, primarily for individualized tutoring or supplemental education.
There is no tolerance for individual learning styles, and there is Only the most
minimal support and feedback system.

Finally, many colleges have found a modified forh-i of competence-
.

based .education to be the besr approach fOr a program which credits prior
1
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experiential learning. The metropolitan area Minnesota community colleges
developed a consortium program (which dropped most of the consortial
dimensions once each of the individual programs became fully operational) for
crediting prior experiential learning on the basiss of demonstrated competence.
The consortium features of the program met with difficulty in the face of each
,institution's sense of autonomy with regard to academic standards and curric-
ulum. The adMinistrative aspects of the colleges' programs remain uniform,
however.

The sixdrommunity colleges allow adults past the age of twenty-five to
earn credit for prior learning by demonstrating competence in the academic
areas which are 'taught by the collective colleges in Minnesota.*Full-time.fac-
ulty, part-time faculty, and community evaluators assist students in estah-
lish'ing the criteria for competence evaluation and in selecting an assessment
technique which seems most suitable to the competence. The system has been
designed as nonpunitive, in the sense that faculty assist studentsin Preparing
for competence evaluation by providing clear information_afrout the compe-.
tence, criteria and measurement techniques, and by offering suggestions for
review reading or applied experience.

The programs articulate very well with existi4 programs at eaeh of the
colleges. Administrative policies have enabled the programs to be financially
successful, and transfer and articulation policies which are favorable to the
crediting of prior experiential learning have been worked out with most of the
nearby baccalaureate level institutions. Most faculty express a clear preference
for the Competence-based approach which calls for a new measure of the stu-
dents' competence, in contrast to the awarding of a block of credits for life
experience learning, or to the evaluation of a complete student portfolio, both
fairly common practices for the awarding of credit for prior experiential

Why the Recent Emphasis on Competence-krd Education?

An implicit reason for the recent emphasis on competence.... edu-
cation is probably; quite frankly, an increasing demand for new kinds and
higher levels of co tencc. With increasing rates of both.social and techno-
logical change, the iortcomings in an educational system which emphasizes
single-setting applications of' both thought.and skills are disturbingly appar
ent. Focusing on competence, if it can be usefully and appropriat defined,
offers the attractive prospect 'of more holistic and flexible educational pro-

,grams.
In addition, proponents of competence-based education contend that it

is the most workable apptc..iach to providing both the equality of access and the
equality of outcome whidi'inany groupsivreviously educationally disadvan-
taged, need most notably, women, ethnic minorities, employed Adults, and
persons who are working in occupations confronted with recently legislated
position upgrading and.rehisure standards. They see the explicitness of the
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competence-based system, as wall as the inherent potential for individualiza-
tion, as one of the best ways to end discrimination in educatiOn.

Many postsecondary schools are looking to competence-based educa-

tion as one of the possible responses to charges of qualitative decline, and to
demands from employers for some kind of performance quality control. Fur-
ther9ore, it'may offer the most viable alternative for attracting and retaining

,_new student clienteles. A well-designed arid carefully implemented compe-
ience-based education program has many connotations of integrity and of
responsiveness, bOth important qualities in the minds of adult learners, and of
skeptical first generation college students.

Some Problems Related to Managing Competence-Based Programs

Many issues in competence-based education remain unresolved. There
are problems due to the lack of technical skill in competence articulation and
measurement, and problems due to organizational pr&esses and change. Fac-
ulty, particu'lary from fme schools with highly cherished traditions of individ-
ual academic autonomy, often resist a shift in emphasis from the process
oriented system to the outcomes oriented system. Many also experience dis-

may at the new kinds of collegial relationships within the institution which
must be developed before complete credentials can be defined and articulated.

Most academicians have not been trained in competence articulation,
nor in measurement and evaluation. They are not practiced in seeing tlr
interrelationships which often exist in the best competence programs. They
often express concern that the focus on so much technical and process related
information will rob learning of its vitality and will weduce minds from the cre-

ative to the literal. There is also widespitad concern that competence training
might becope too aver oriented, and that students will become tob focused

on functional aspects to the exclusion of aesthetic or cognitive insights. Many
are concerned that the rigorous attention to defining outcoines, and levels of
outcomes, will further stratify an already too complex and stratified systvm.

One of the most critical obstacles to the development and operation of

any alternative program, including competence-based education, is the lack of
leadership from withit Ole system. -Governing organizations and funding
agencies have been slow to-acknowkdge the complexity and scoPe of the prob-
lems which higher education is having in its relationship with "new clienteles."
Inadequate support and leadership will almost certainly mean that an inferior
competence-based education program will be put in place. Such an unfortu-
nate circumstance may be very self-defeating; it cap easily reduce-the vitality
of the curriculum to a lifeless grid, seriously disruPt the organizational har-
mony of the institution, and disappoint once again the students for whom the
program was designed. The implementation of a respectable competence-
based education program almost certainly requires a rather substantial, long-
term commitment.
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Potentiaf Contrittutions of a Competence-Based Program

Visionaries and proponents of competence-based education are quick
to identify a number of very desirable contributions which such programs
might make to higher education. One of the primary advantages is that it
might improve the credentialing process, thereby restoring public confidence
in the area Of credentials and in.the processes by which one acquires them.

There is the possibility-lhat competence-based education offers ithe
most wiirkable option for providing the kinds of holistic definitions of compe-

\ fence which.are so badly needed. Concurrently, it may be possible /o design
evaluation techniques which will measure actual competence, rather than
proxies for competence.

A competence-based approach .to crediting prior experiential learning
may be ths bestalternativito achieve quality control over such practice. s, and.

...t.inay also be the mbst desirable approach for relating cooperative education,
expehentiat learning, and advanced placement to the complete programs and
-curriculums of an advanced institution. Furthermore, a competence-based,
individually paced program may be the most human and serviceable solutioh
to the problems of students who lew more slowly or.quickly than average.

Focusing.on,comiSetence, rather than on educational processes, offers
"the advantage of integrating higher education more\eempletely into the social
fabric of the community, It paves the way for improved cooperative relation-
'ships With 'corporations, service organizations, and cultural institutions,
because of the nondiscraninatory'attention tO: educational outcome rather
than process. The clear articulation of educational outcomes, and the consis-
tent reporting of actual student performance are basic preretiuisites to
improvedatransfer relationshipsfa problem which is rapidly approaching the
critical stage.

Finally, the development, and implementation of a competence-based
education prograrti offers institutions an exciting opportunity for self-scrutiny

s and renewal. The involverrient of new student clienteles brings richness to an
academic community and greatly enhances the relationship of the organiza-
tion to its external constituents. There is the additional benefit of improved
student self-image.

Kvidence about competence-based education programs is inconclusive,
for,the most part, except in two areas: (1) evidence does suggest that the pro-
grams can attract significant numbers of new learners and meet their needs

ell, at least in specific areas; and (2) students report an increased sense of
self-wortli and personal strength.

Summary

Competence-based education does offer the prospect of genuine educa-
tional teforM. There are serious limitations, however; attempts to-define hulls-

t
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tic competence and to measure such complete atipects of competence have
been only partially successful. While it is possible for competenee-based edu-
cation to make a.number of significant educational contributions, there is also
the possibility that it can give the illusion of reform without seriously impact-
ing the problems it has been designed to address. Careful attention to the defi-
nitions of.competence, to the implementation of assessment, and to the inte-

- gration of the progranp are necessary if such pitfalls are to be avoided. .

HoWever, evidence suggests that many students benefit from compe-
tence programs, particularly if such unitscomplement a program which incor-
porates a variety of educational approadies. Adult learners, particularly, seem
to respond well to the self-discipline resinired for competence-based programs,
and there is overwhelming evidence to indicate that such students will increas-
ingly insist on credit for experiential learning one competence clocumentation
basis.

The credentialini process, whether it be in the form of state-issued cre-
Clentials or institutionally awarded certificates and degrees, is increasingly
attacked for its discriminatory and superficial.evaluation practices. This area
stands tc; be improved greatly'with a sophisticated competence-based evalua-.

i tion process.

ft
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Versatile outreach programs, &got media usapris :paid orientation
and admission procedures, satellite centers, and individualized

support *dans can do much to recruit adults. to college and to
eliminate the town-gown disparity.

Approache$ to Recruiting
the Adult Learner

Linda Reisser

It is estimated that although the number of eighteen- to twen-one-year-old
studcnts .attending college will decline significantly during the next twenty
years, the number of persons over twenty-five and seeking higher education
will increase from 11 million to 22 million in 1990 (Weathersby, 1977). The
projected enrollment shifts will also produce much more diversity among stu-
dents. Students will differ from each other in increasingly significant w!iys.
They will be high and low academic achievers, old dnd young, eager to earn
vocationally oriented degrees quiCkly, and flexible in their desire to acquire
knowledge for its own sake.

Cross, who has described these new learners in recent books and arti-
cles, has emphasized that the reservoir of new students increasingly includes
those who are academically and financially disadvantaged. These students are
more likely to be first generation college Students, female, handicapped by
inadequate verbal and written skills, inclined to be passive-in learning situa-
tions, leas interested in intellectual pursuits, and fearful of-failure (Cross,
1971).

Those of us who have worked with older learners have seen other pat-
terns. Many adults interested in returning to school:

1. Are easily frustrated by the language, procedures 'and require-
ments of higher educational institutions;

ese Directions for Comrtunty Colleges, 29, 1980 47
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2. Ari excieed about learning and highly niotivated, but anxioui
about their abilities to compete with younger students;

V Either have very specific career goalstor art at a loss to know how
to'relate their abilities and aptitudes to the job market;

4. Are unaware Of the variety of nontraditional learning options avail-

, able, such as independent study, individualized degree prograrim,

'credit ,for, prior learning;
5. Have jul and family reiponsibilities which cnmplicate their am-

demic schedules; _

6. Are often at a turning point in their lives, such as a career atttuge,, ,
transition from married to. single life, or returning tO school after 4

peritid of homemaking or Part-time work;
7. Are easily alienated by institutional practices which fitil to,reeplt14e

their life experience, diverse learning styles anctskilli; iiieds to use
time efficiently and to "persbnalize" flit educzttiont and special
needs' for/Child care services, basic learnilikills, Support groups,
mid extracurricular activities whleh appeal to Adults;

8. Are making significant invrtments'atime and 40-terin order to
accomplish educational goal0

.

aolleges and**universities that wisli tii_opett their doors to more adult
.,1learners cannot cnntinue to structure their recruitment and admission proce-
dnies as they have in.the past. Some instifytiOns that have been serving diverse
Oulu( havelearned and beneftted'fiont aitaptation, while others continue to
follow tridition., It is noteasy, to e5laltiine and revamp outreach programs, or
tO'citeclucate faculty 4nd staff, ,but it must be done if the real needs of adult
learner* are to be

Recruitment Techniques

Admission Officials have routinely traveled to high schools and college
transfer programs in order to contact potential students. Yet their approach to
nontraditional students has been to wait for them to walk -in and inquire,
expect them to decode college catalogues and course schedules, and find their
way around the alien environment of the campus.

To recruit more effectively, colleges must be creative in attracting the
attention of lifelong learners, proactive in translating academic jargon into
practical language, and conscientious about making adult learners feel cam-
fortable and confident.

Publications should be revised or designed to appeal to lifelong learn-

ers. Pictures of}idult learners with "testimonials" can speak more clearly to
spine 'ii-cliences than a catalogue. Brochures should deal with frequently asked
questions, such as "How do I register for courses?", "C'n I be a full-time stu-
dent and still keep my job?", "Can I get college credit for what I 'already
know?", "What about health care and financial aid?" Services must be described
with the adult learner in mind..

.
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Special interest courses, workshops, and forums can be designed for
specific groups and brought off Campus to the community. Adults may ini-
tially feel more inclined to attend an evening discussion on marriage and
ivorce than a semester-long sociology course on "The Changing Family." Yet
one can be used to stimulate interest in the other. Short, courses, brown bag
lunch seminars, and one day workshops provide contact points for faculty and
community members. They portray college staff as a group of credible people,
interested in current topics, approachable and exciting. Furthermore, they
reinforce the notion that learning is a useful and enjoyable pastime for all ages.

Outreach courses are especially appropriate for adults if they are
designed to address their real life problems, such as relating to others, parent-
ing, life cycle changes, managing money, health,.4nd diet, energy conserva-
tion or various self-improvement tools. Books like Gail Sheehy's Posages have
stimulated interest in various life stages, and highlighted the fact that adults in
different stages have different interests, crises, -and developmental tasks.
Courses aimed at each life stage may have more app.eal than traditional topics
in the social sciences.

Other successful offerings limy deal with practical skills for upward
mobility, such as management skill, public speaking, financial planning, cri-
sis intervention, assertiveness training or the latest techniques in a trade or pro-
fession. Still others appeal to popular interests, such as psychic phenomena,
UFOs, gourmet cooking, popular films or books, organic gardening,. regional
or local issues, and political,' cultural, or social developments like the women's
movement or the antinuclear power demonstrations.

Continuing education programs have been doing these kinds of things
for years. But sometimes academic administrators fail to see their potential for
turning workshop participants into full-time students and therefore do not
suggest any fol}owup. How many academic departments Lake time to brain-
storm ideas for creative educational offerings based on the interests of adults in
their community?

Courses designed for specific target groups have also proved successful
at bringing new audiences into the university. South Dakota State University
brought 300 senior citizens to the campus to sample minicourses in Scandina-
vian History, South Dakota Pioneers, Living on a Fixed Income, and Nutri-
tion and Exercise. They also participated in a crafts fair and ,were provided
with musical entertainment. Members of the Student Senate served as hosts.
Based on the success of that one day program, an advisory council was formed
to make the edutational needs of senior citizens known to university officials,
and plans were made for them to educate others about the experiente of aging
through use of the campus radio station.

Versatile outrearh people who can elicit the educational needs of target
groups can do a great deal to bridge the gap between town and gown. Work-
shops on management skills for women who work in financial institutions,
empathy skills training for ministers, basicsUrvival skills for the bandicapped,
pollution' control arid safety workshops forrefinery employees, cardiopulmon-
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ary resuscitation for hospital personnel, field trips to metropolitan museums or
st sellers for library fans,

w enforcement officers, pub-
er endless possibilities can add

c college's reservoir of potential

theatres for art or drama groups, discussions o
workshops on the treatment of rape victims fo
lie relations courseS for business people, and o
vitality to a community, as well as increase
students.

Use of the media is also essential
ment of newspaper ads and public se
times, colleges should develop strat
ni!eds of adult learners. They can
mother who graduated along wit
innovative activities of faculty
farms or run special seminars fo
can look for radio and televisi
degree programs, nontraditi
national association, or a n

Using the media t
enjoyable, down to earth
ings about it. The messa
to offer you," instead of
who teach esoteric sul

Surveys of the
to inform the college
addresses of adults e
patterns of ordure
about potential stu
offered in the cvenjngs fbr th rent semester, sonic relevant facts about the
number of.okier udents enrolled, how easy it is to enfoll, and who ib contact
for assistance.

Administ ring a survey, like reporting on a new program, pro'vides a

reason for colk staff to be out in the coimty instead of stuck in their offices.
It increases the person to iwrson contacts so important tbr recruitment. It also

reintbrces the "We're interested and responsive" message.
Surveys can he conducted in traditional random sample ways or, even

better, delivered in person to community groups, businesses, or professional
meetings. The colkge should not overlook its own employees as poteritial stu-
dents, and their accessibility as survey participants. Surveys of educational
interests, especially, when done fbr commtnnty groups or prolessiotial organi-
zatiOns, should be promptly followed up with course offerings or workshops.

Scholarships for adult learners are another tool tbr recruitment. These
On include special awards created through fundraising drives, or small fifty
dollar awards donated by student organizations. Financial Ud staff must work
to articulate the r.iew options fbr middle income hotlines, as well as to support
lobbymk efforts which will make current federal programs more flexible.

r recruiting adults. Beyond the place,
Ice announcements about registration
s for portraying their sensitivity to the

ncourNge feature articles on the student
hcr son. They can inform the press about

mbers who test solar energy units on local
school counselors. Pub& information officers
opportunities for staff persons to discuSs new

al student services, an on-campus meeting of a
research project which will..ttcp the community.

bolster the cotlege's image as a rs'fice oriented,
uman enterprise will add to the positive public feel-

e should be "We have something exciting and useful
e are a costly and intimidating collection of scholars
s to your children."

ducational inter61s of local adults can be another way
as well as promote it. They can generate names and
ressing an interest in a course or degree, as well as find

tunes and topics, needed services, and demograpbic,data
ents. Att hell to the survey can be a list of the courses
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Referrals from other organizations and institutions should be encour-
aged through ongoing regular contact initiated b'y college staff. Colleges and
universities in the surrounding area &hould be made aware of the special ser-
vices provided to nontraditional students. Other types of organiptions which
serve potential students should be cultivated as referral sources. Tthese include
state agencies serving low income and disadvantaged persons, .. churches,
senior citizen organizations, women's groups, service clubs, and professional
associations. An articulate spokesperson for the.nontraditional student pro--
gram should seek invitations to address these groups, and should take along
brochures and catalogues.

DevelOping good personal relationshiPs 'With well-placed professions
can not only spread the word about the college, but can also lead to other
unexpected benefits, such as CETA trainees or human service program
interns attaching themselves to the institution as recruiters or advisors, or col-

, laborative grantwriting projects springing from shared community service
goals.

Telephone followups are an essential Part of proactive outreach. Many
adults who are hesitant to press for information will open up to a responsive
staff person who contacts them. Any excuse will do. Names on surveys, work-
shop rosters, or slips of paper passed along by currently enrolled friends can
legitimize a phone call by someone representing the dean of stadents, or the
admissions, office, and wondering "whether you wanted more information
about our degree options," or "if you'd like to attend a question and answer
session." Sincere words of support and encouragement have Made the differ-
ence between a homemakerecontinuing to stay at home versus "taking that
course I've always wanted to take."

Special orientation sessions have been used successfully by some col-
leges to offer an alternative to the "Bring your parents and tour the Residence
Halls" seisions. For working adults, it makes senSe to organize evening meet-
ings) with child care provided, and advertised as an 'Open House" (preferably
with refreshments). Potential adult learners are sofnetimes put off by meetings
that sound too fbrmal or intimidating. They prefer to be informal, bring a
friend, and listen to other adults with whom they can identify.

One midwestern university enrolled increasing numbers of nontradi-
. tional students by moving away from afternoon ctrientations, which presented

overviews by student affairs people and deans of colleges, to evening open
houses focusing primarily on other adult learners discussing their decisions to
return to school. This wag-followed by small group discussions or individual
advising by generalists withlhtiman.relations.skills. college.pers6nnel who talk
at potential nontraditional students sometimes lose .aUdieriCe hy-

describing majors and minors, while the adult is wondering whether he or she
will be the only forty-year-old in class. The emotional barriers to re-entering
college are as ibrmidable as the abstract issfes 61. how many credits liquid a
degree.
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Satellite Centers have worked to bring the college to the community,
and demonstrate the variety and applicability inherent in lifelong learning
activities. Adults are morr likely to talk to each other about good prosrams,
and attend them, if they are offered at convenient times and places. Whateom
Comm Unity College in Bellingham, Washington, has resisted establishing a
central campus in order to make education more accessible to adults in its ser-
vice area. It maintains six centers and rents fifty other sites droiind the county.
Courses and workshops can be offered according, to the needs of specific com-
munities, from aquaculture courses on the Luiimi Indian Reservation to self-
paced data processing skills in a downtown business laboratory. The college
also encourages community groups to use its facilities for meetings, and indi-
viduals to design self-directed learning contracts whether or not they wish to
complete degrees.

Easing the Re-Entry Process

When adults finally walk in the door-of an admissions office, they are
ready for entry level advising. How this is done can make-the difference
between attrition and retention. The experience of successful recruiters sug-
gests that adults need more individualized assistance at the entry point than do
traditional students who have the benefit of recent, experiences in academic
settings, and the elaborate sopport systems built into regidence halls. How%
cvcr, once these adults "khow the ropes," they are very capable of negotiating
their way through the system.

If adult learners arealienatedat the entry point, they will not as-easily -
stay around and learn the system from other students. Instead they will drive
home and report the insensitivities to their friends and neighbors. Conversely,'
superb entry level advising will be reported to other adults as further evidence
of the college's growing commitment to diverse adults.

A staff person (or small group of persons) should be dearly designated
as coordinator of outreach efforts and the first person to be cohtacted for
admissions and problem solving. There are several reasims for this. The col-
lege ceases to be an impersonal bureaucracy when there is at least one person
who understands, helps, and advises in a consistent way, and to whom adults ,

may refer others and know they will get resulfs. This should be a trained pro-
fessional with a commitment to adult learners, and a willingness to take people
around to various offices, answer all pertinent questions at one time rather
than sending them off on the dreaded "run-around," and cut through red tape
with a machete in order to help the sutdent achieve his or her goals. Even if all
staff members arc generally aware of the needs and problems of adult learners,
the outreach effort will 11(?under without a person at the front door who has a

.
toordmatitig. and ailvocacy..role; . . .. . . . . . ., ...

One person necdS to keep track of ongoing community contacts, moni-
k tor data gathering efforts, serve as spokesperson for nontraditiOnal student

programs, and build ongoing support within the thilege. It does not matter
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whether the coordinator is in Student Services, Academic Affairs or Continu-
ing Education; so, long as he or she is well qualified and has adequate clerical
and monetary support and ongoing affirmation by supervisors.

The coordinator should try to involve as many faculty members and
students in outreach efforts and program development and therefore must
possess considerable administrative and human relations skills, as well as a
zest for learning and an innovative approach to problems.

Another important function for a coordinator involves protecting the
outreach program or special office from political attacks and budget cuts.
When competition for shrinking resources threatens the program, the coordi-
nator needs to beiready to defend it with facts, figures, alliances, and adv6.-
cates. The computer may ulready cqntain information needed to justify the
program's .existence if it is asked to show the number of students over twenty-
five, which ones took outreach courses for the first time, and how many sUbse-
quent courses were taken and credits generated.

Training for college personnel who deal with adult learriers should be
instituted. This includes the entire hierarchy from clerical people through the
department heads and chief administrators. Those who.believe that adult
learners do not need special treatment are the ones who never think to explain
the CLEP exams or who don't know about drop-in child care services. The
nontraditional students themselves are best qualified to enlighten the staff
about problems and barriers. In role play situations, they can ask the coordi-
nator of the summer session why the only social activities provided are "keg-
gers" and sock hops When-adults living in the dornis (they do live in dorms at
times) have petitioned for their fees to be spent on tutoring, study skills, and
pot luck dinners with faculty members. They can ask the chair of the academic
dffairs cominittee.why the college will grant thirty credits for a university year
for action assignment on an Indian reservation, but not allow credit liar prior
learning during a year spent doing social work in Harlem.

Training sessions Olould include not only coverage of the characteris-.

tics of diverse adult learners, current services and needs, policy issues, and out-
reach efforts, but also a requeit that they assist in the recruitment effort by per-
sonally talking about it to their friends, and by admiting their behavior to their
new insights. Large and small changes may be equally important in making
adults frel welcome, from creatnig individualized degree'programs to staying
open during the lunch hour ancrafter 5 P.M., to providing toys in the office
(nontraditional students frequently are parents ).

The aaaission process should be simplified and adapted to adult reali-
ties. Admission forms should be shortened, or adults told that they need hot
fill out parts requesting their parents' names or major intentions if they are
undecided. They should be reassured tilt taking.one cou r,sp. is as acceptable as
taking five. Prohibitive matriculation and transcript fres should be eliminated,

for."special" students who only want to take one or two courses.
Most adUit'Sfat;ntS fired.-thoroogh explanations of such things as cred-

its, majors, core requirements, audits, &tips and addsi,deadfineS, and regis-

P



tration procedures. Many are too shy to ask. The forms and schedules are
likely to be seen as complicated documents, replete With codes and abbrevia-
tions which are indecipherable. Iriitiar academic advising should include a
"walk through" of the registration process done over and over until the student
shows that he or she can do it alone. Care should be taken to elicit concerns
an& questions, even when the adult looks self-assured.

Entry level advising should entail a checklist of essential information
that the adult needs to know in order,to make use of the college's resources.
The advistr should discuss the student's general and specific goals, clearly
explain the options available, outline the bepefits and services that are con-
ferred by student status (espeCially things like low cost health care for the stu-
dent, the spouse and the children, discotent prices on performing arts and
sports events, career advising, counseling, and student organizations), explain
the role of a faculty.advisor, summarize special options like credit for prior
learning and independent study (unheard-of fjr most adults), and clarify ways
to solve problems if they arise (like substituting one course for another, refund
policies, grievancoprocechires, how to get tutoring, arid so on).

Providing this kind of information in writing may be helpful, but it is
more effective to explain things face to face and answer the individual's ques-
tions, using the written material as back=up. Most adults need to be shown
how a catalogue and course schedule are used. If they Understand, they will
not be calling your office with questions!

Try the "buddy system" for helping students get through registration.
Many experienced adult learners are more than willinglo be a "buddy" to new
students. On many.campuses they have organized themselves to not only team
up with incoming adults, escort them through registration and help them plan
their schedule, but also arrange for child care, call pools, and family suppers
which help the spouses to get involved in the coifege.

Services and Programs for Adults
r

It is obvious that if adult learners do/not feel that the college has any-
thing valuable to offer them, they will not/take advantage of it. While tro.di-
tional degree programs and student actiVities may meet the needs of some,
they 'may not Make use of them unless bridges are lñiilt. New services will also
need to be instituted. These may inclitde: individualized degree programs;
credit for prior learning; wider use of theCollege Level Examination Program
(CLEP); more, varieties of "testing out of" .pr "challenging" regular courses;
developmental courses aimed at enhancing reading, writing and math skills;
study skills and tutoring services; a nontraditional student club or network; a
lounge and office for nontraditional students; it newsletter or place in the col-
lege newspaper tOr events of interest; high quality, low cost child care services;
hiring adult students to recruit others, prov.ide orientation and acivisirig;- Or
consult with various offices about becoming more responsie ti) adu,lt needs';
counselors who will run support grbups..and:coUnsel adults in transition;
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career "fairs" and workshops designed with adults in mind; griduate student
interns assignedjp work directly with adult students as counselors, group lead-
ers, activities organizers, and so on; a college-wide advisory committee to con-
tinue improving services to adults; special recognition for outtanding work on
behalf of students, staff, and faculty to foster lifelong learning.

In summary; colleges wanting to increase access for lifelong learners
must decide to do a number of things:

1. Agree to do whatever i* necessary to create educational options
based op the student's needs. This nlay entail a willingness to alter
the degree granting process to alloiv for credit forjpast experience,
inttrdisciplinary studies, on the job internships/for a ten year pro-

,

ts,

gram of part time study; -
2. Insist upon quality and integrity of degree requirements, based bn

institutionar standards, but addibwledge the validity of different
modes of learning and instruction ib meeling those standards;

3. support proactive and innovative outreach ptojects which bring the
college out info the community;

4. Assign responsibility and provide institutional resources to an indi-
vidual and staff for recruiting adult ptudents, and 'serving their
needs as they proc6d into and through the tollege; 1

-5. Recognize the importance, of person to person communication in
recruiting adults, and the importance of promoting feelings of self-

4/confidence and belongingness in lifelong learners;
6. Involve the entire college or university staff in recognizing the

needs of diverse adults, adapting programs and services, and pin-
ing in the recruitment .effort. The consistent message from ,the
trustees and president on down to the- receptionists should be "we're
glad you're here, and we'll do what we can to be of service to you."

One definition of the word "recruit" is "to furnish or replenish with a
fresh supply; renew; restore health or strength." Colleges that have taken sys-
tematic steps to respond effectively to the learning needs of diverse adults have
reaped benefits beyond the increased FTE count. Adult learners bring fresh
ideas into the classroom. Faculty develop new and better modes of teaching
which benefit all students. The system becomes more flexible, and the new
learners bring strength and health to the institution by sharing their life expe-

. riences.
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A look al some of the factors that quation whether the traditional
methods of 'dispensing' higher education offirr the bat fonnats

for learning.

r*

Options for Lifelong learners:
The External Degree

- Gordon Cowperthwaite

1,

Twq year colleges need to decide the ro they will travel into their future,
whether they will ask students to adapt to t ir way of lifea nice but limited
luxury p4aps or whether ihey will overrule caution and begin to provide
the flexibility needed in adapting to a revolution in adult learning, and
content to fulfill individual and social needs. In terms of adult learners sk
is exaCerbated when lockkep processes are imposed upon self-d ted and
highly motivated people. In fact, the student withdrawal lists are indicators of
how traditional programs and traditional lelivery systems can fail the needs
and expectations of adult learners who often are looking for re-education, or
art late bloomers suddenly.realizing the importance of echkation (or its joy),
Ink find that the system is not interested in them except on its own terms. In
our throwaway society with its concomitant 'acceptance of impermanence, it
has taken quite a while for such a waste of a "natural" resource to create a rip-
ple on the pool of conscience. '

After, all, a large number of adult learnep are interesied in developing
abilities which generally are clearly defined and have a pragmatic focus: how
can they do something that they know they want to do, like improve job skills,
prtpare for a career change, learn a new vocational skill, improve myself."
But what is offered must be relevant to their lives as they see it, not btkause an
institution says it is. This is a direct challenge to programs of study as well as
to`VISYs in which they are dispensed. Traditionally the criteria espOused for

New Directions for Communily Colliges, 29, 1980
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college learning were narrow, based in part on the nineteenth-century model
of a society with a trained elite. Exemplary alternative degree programs at
Community College of Vermont, Everette College, Whatcom Community
College, William R.ainey Harper College, Inver Hills Community College,
Bunker Hill Communix College, and-Sinclair Community College are con-
fronting this elitist legacy and are pointing the finger of suspicion at those who
maintain that the distribution of higher education of the masses in nontradi-
tional ways will mean the abrogation of "academic standards:" But more of this
later.

Higher education is moving in.a new direction, one which embraces stu-
dent diversity. Although most educators Sre awareeof the harbinger of student
demographics, it would be unfair tthsay that shifting from a posture of educat-
ing the elite to educating the massek is solely the result of competitive pressures
and sfirinking accounts receivable. Sensitive antennae in colleges and univer-,
sities all over the countryliave picked up signals from a widening spectrum of
lifelong learners seeking opportunities to grow. But they are seeking such
opportunities in a variety of ways which are compatible with their lifestyles
and learning styles. They Are seeking avenues which will clearly support their
goals and aspiiations; and for many it is an education kss abstract and more.
experiential.

New Options for Teachers

As this new student group demands an increasingyoice in the choice of
what colleges offer, we see a wider range of learning alternatives being ere-
ated, although not yet in a wide array of institutions. Such a stirring up of tra-
dition creates a turbulance felt throughout the campuses but iris not all nega-
tive. New options for learning can create new relationships between the fac-
ulty and the students that provide faculty members with good opportunities

'for personal and professional growth. In sonic alternative degree programs, \
working with individual differences and applying knowledge about stages of
aault development and the adult life cycle can create a mentor-student part-
nership with immeasurably satisfying consequences for each.

To act upon individual differences in terms Of student development
becomes the challenge which leads to new roles for us as teachers, new insight
into our own strengths and weaknesses, and new opportunities for effective
service.

Chickering's work at Empire State College involving adult develop-
ment (ego development, intellectual development, and ethical development)
and the life cycle points the way toward a clearer view of how students learn,
both in terms of student self-understanding and faculty appreciation of differ-
ent learning styles. Chickering asks the question: "carr we increase our capac-
ity to recognize and act on individual differences more effectively both as an
institution in terms of developing alternatives and resources and as individual
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mentors and administrators in. terms of working directly with students?" Re
answers (19M, p. 5): 1 think we can,. Research and theory concerning the
major areas and stages of adult development is a good place to start. This
approach is useful because (1) it identifies significant areas of individual differ-
ences; (2) it,describes major dimensions of learning and development impor-
tant to college students; und (3) it has powerful implications for students' edu-
cational motives, orientations toward knowledge, teaching practices, approaches
to evaluation, and student-faculty' relationships.'

. A,New.Look at Elders

The graying of America is the graying of the campus, too. The Mon-
\dale Bill on lifelong leaining passed in 1975 makes mandatory the assessment
'of the educational needitof older and retired persons. Thc Age Discrimination
Act which became effective in January of this year will hae significant impact
on campuses everywhere. Even a quick look at the statistics on aging shows
the huge growth which can be expected in this older group during the next
twenty-five years. As people retire earlier, 4.hose at fifty-five or even fifty will
face problems of time and leisure now faced lay people sixty and sixty-five,
especially as technological advances in medicine help this group to stay health-
ier longerGrowing old will remain an active stage of living, not a passive one.

What can community college§ do to demonstrate interest in those per-
sons fifty-five and older who make up a large and currently increasing seg-
ment of the population? First of all, they can come Up with imaginative oppor-
,tunities to meet the real needs of this group which frequently include fle?dble
time and location criteria for learning. New programs will have to move
beyond the general current practice of opening the campus to "golden agers,"
which usually means the use of the library, the volleyball courts (or more sed-
entary activities) and 'enrolling in traditional courses for "enrichment."

The agism syndrome in this country has created a constellation of prej-
udices and 6pinions concerning elders (those persons sixty years and older).
Agism tedds to create and reinforce false stereotypes about cdrtain modes of
behavior/ which are considered "correct" for them, such as the fact that elders
can't learn; are interested only in enwrtainment and are therefore to be set
aside to forage for the remnants of their lives like old cattle fenced off from the
herd. On the contrary, most e4ders are perfectly able (many times eager) to
meet rigorous intellectual demands and need to be offered classes and courses
which involve psychological, personal, and occupational needs related to their
stage of the life cycle. Allen Tough's studies of adult learning (1978) indicate
the extent to which adults of all ages are engaged in self-directed learning
activities. Reducing or eliminating fees' is fine, but there is more to meeting
our obligation to these special people than that. Inviting elders t6 eat in the
cafeteria, use the learning resources center, the physical activity facilities, and
attend classes free is not sufficient commitment to satisfy our collective.con-

..
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science. Other areas of concern include pensions, social security, investments,
legal services (wills, frauds1 obtaining rights), physical fitness programs, infor-
mation oi; aging itself (death and dying), Crisis manageMent, nursing care,
abd so on: In addition, for those *younger" elders who are facing the ciosing-
out of a productive working life, there is great need for retirement programs in
order to tackle- such related problems as lack Di role definition, retirement
shock, retirement arid housing, retirement and spouse, and retirement health
and nutrition,lo mention just a fewOT the more pressing ones. It is not incon--,
ceivable that many of these programs will have to become a part bf the,institu-
tion's "road show" as the idea of the "community as campus" beckons a respon-
siveness which is less tradition bound anti more,ecurnenical.

Crediting Prior Experiential Learning '

Some cornmunity colleges, affirming the exizence of college level,
learning tesulting from prior experience, haVe. developed delivery systems to
provide lifelOng learners with opportunities to demonstrate- competencies
which may lead to credit and credentials. Assessing prior experiential learning
is not new, but few colleges proside.atAmprehensive and flexible system. At
Sinclair, any student may enroll in Portfolio DevelopMent and portfolio fac-
ultygwork with students across all disciplines of the college and in several loca-
tions, as courses -are scheduled to suit ,the needs of the students, both on the
main campus a.il at neighbothood centers. Portfolio'Classes begin as group"
sessions' and then orne individualized as students arrange appointments
with faculty when th y find it necessary to discuss particular problems related
to development and docurnetitation. The entire prior lmening portfolio pro-
gram is tied into the credit system at-the College. Students receive credit for
the portfolio development course and additional credit when evaluating fac-
ulty agree that previous learning meets instructional requirements1

Reaching Beycind the Campus

Another outreach opportunity for communitj, college portfolio iimvel-
opers is to conduct prior learning portfolio classes T businesses and agenvies
around the tity. Sinclairworks with employees at private and public agencies
such. as Inland, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, and United Way, to help
them identify prior learning at the college level. 'This learning is described and
documented through the development of a portfOlio which, like the portfolio
process described preViously, may lead to tlw granting of course credit..SUch
programs take the campus to the communily in orderto make this aid to life-
long h.7arning as convenient as possible for adult students. Agai44, thegoal is to
provide 'time and space lot students who might otherwise not be able to con- ,
form to rigid time and class schedules-required fOr on-campus learning.
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.4
°. A further way to cement relationships between academic and business,

industiy, and service communitiesl which again reflects the idea of time and
space flexibilityis to provide speciallY designed education relevant to those
needs and to the times in which we live, such as experien planned at differ-

, .

ent times And in different placer,on site: the off-caninpus. In order to
64- determine the need, faculty can-be given release time to make contacts with.

community pragtitioners concerning their special requirements and to develop
other off-campus actixities. Programs like this tend to strengthen relationships
between campns an7cominunify and provid( the teachers involved with a
pool of resource people Whom they may be able to use as guest lecturers and
whont the college may be able to recruit as adjunct faculty. Such a program is
in' the formative stages between Sinclair and Monsanto Chemical in Miamis-
burg, Ohio. The success of this kind of program depends on educational insti-
tutions realizin& that it is'academically -ethical and economically priident to
their Yong-term interett to serve the somial needs, of the broader community by

:incouraiing flexibility in program'alesign and service.

Learning Contracts fonlaillong Learners .

A coNrment by William Glasser in &hoots Withoia Failure expresses a
corfeern which clearly leads to a rationale for a prograin of individualized
study and its.nontraditional appeal to adult learners: "Today much of what we
-call education is -merely IcnOwledge 'gathering and remembering. Problem
solving, and thinking, never strong parts of our educational system, have been
down'graded. . . . At ail levels of edueation we have now an iptense effort,
perhaps reachigg_ its peak hi college and ,graduate school, to., program people
with predictabl?inowtedge in the same way our computers are tirogramnied.

. . . Education emphasiZes a lesser function of,the human brain, meimory,
while relatively neglecting ifs major function', thinking"(1969, p.. 35).

If lommunity college programs arc to itttract an increasing ofIiè-
longlong learners, they must be concerned,with experiential learning, with person-
alizing education, with loosening external controls, with flexible time and
place requirements, with proactive learning, with affectivelleveloment of the
students, and withaurthering the ctevelopment of a host of Other lifelong learn,
ing skills involving cateer research and counseling, values clarification, coping
with change, and other relevant topics. It is very important foiat hese programs .,

to encourage a balance of cognitive and affective development to promote con-
fluent ,learnink with, more assurance than the traditional approach with its
heavy emphasis upon memorization and feedback, lockstep group activity,'
and little or mgrginal student teacher interaction:

In many external degree programs the learning contract, is the pivot upon
which' the idea of individualizatibn turns. Learning contracts allow the student
to influence the,leacriing to a great degree..Ideally this influenctowill reflect the

1,
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student's learning style so that he or she can capitalize on modes of study most
productive to lasting knowledge. Some students learn best through avid reading,
research, and Writing; others find learning more meaningful when it is largely
experiential, where reading is balanced with interaction with human resources
in and beyond the college. The best:learning contracts are those which provide
options and are designed to capitalize on the strengths and minimize the weak-
nesse% of its creators. In many programs,of this kind learning takes plane through
the vehicie of a contra& involving the student, a faculty facilitator (sometimes
called a tore faculty), and perhaps several teaching faculty (sometimes called
mentors) who approve the contract and make final evaluation for grades and
credit. Core faculty work independently.but closely with the student to assist
him or her in developing contract components, to aisUme a student advocaty
role with mentors, and to provide multidimensional support aimed at success-
ful student growth. Learning contracts normally focus on three'areas: (I) thjec-
fives or competencies to be mastered, (2) learning activities keyed to that mas-
tery, and (3) evaluation of the products of the learning activities to make sure
learning has taken place in terms of the course objectives.

A learning contract might best be envisioned by comparing it to a class-
room experien4. in a typical classroom setting for a course in marketing
management, students listen to lectures, read assigned chapters in a text, may
explore some additional resources such as the Journal of Marketing, take tests, .
and perhaps complete a project. But all of this is done in a prescribed time
frame such as a quarter or a semester, and learning is not self-paced-, but lock-
step.

A learning contract is an indiVidualizing experience and, depending
upon the scope of the project, time-flexible. The marketing student may or
may pot read the textbook, but may opt to explore parts of several recom-
mended texts, delve into' periodic literature with a focus on certain industry-
related marketing problems, interview two or three marketing managers to
find out the key issues. in current marketing practice (such-as the effect of
rapidly rising gasoline prices on distribution cost effectiveness), do a contrast
paper on the market i nwst rategies of three different kinds of goods retailers, or
arrange for an internship in the marketing department of a local manufac-
turer. These learning activities, articulated clearly in the contract, and related
to course objectives, lead into a v.ariety of products for evaluation reflecting
the reading, the interview experiences, the internship and the rich body of
experiential learning which has resulted from a panorama of resources. There
is increasing evidence (Tough, 1978) to suggest that such intense and highly
self-directing activity produces learning which is deeper.and more permanent
than that which is "taught." K. Patricia Cross talks about the distinction
between adult education and adult learning, definingradult education as being
concerned with providing instruction for adults, whereas adult learning
ernphasi4es.the facilitating of learning:
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Following this distinction, the supporters of adult education are
defined as those who work toward equal opportknity arid the improved
access for adults. . . Their emphasis would littron getting adults into
an educational system (offered by industry, churches, and community
agencies as well as by schools and colleges) that mainly provides group
instruction on either a credit or noncredit basis.

The advocates of adult learning, on the other hand, would bend
their efforts toward fa'cilitating individual learning on any topic of
interest to the learner, through providing mentors, learning contracts
and-Itarning exchanges, counseling and advisory systems, and the like.
They would give relatively little attention to providing access to
instruction and certification and relatively more attention to helping
people plan their own learning programs (1978, p. 1).

Programs at Community College of VermOnt and Sinclair Community
College offer alternatives to "instruction," placing the learner central to the
institutional prdcess by offering contract learning which allows considerable
stuilent influence over learning activity, thus "facilitating individual learning"
as contrasted to group learning in fixed time boundaries. Bloom's theories of
mastery learning have releVance to this form of learning activity. The self-
pacing nature of most contract learning supports individual differences and
does allow for the time factor to play its part in mastering competencies. In
addition to the cognitive improvement possible through self-paced learning,
the possible improved self-concept as a result of success (the affective area)
risade possible by self-imposed time frames may be the most important contri-
butitin to furthering a love of learning which can last a lifetime.

Cross reports that one of the most important findings from the various
studies of adult self-planned learning is that adults simply want to have more
control over the learning process and, therefore, choose self-directed study
over formal classroom instruction. The Penland (1977) study confirms what
many educators are now beginning to take seriously: the adult learners want
to use their own learning style in a format which provides for self-pacing.

Two Examples of Contract Learning

At Community College of Vermont students are offered an associate
degree in which they 4velop individualized study plans, or contracts, focus-
ing on their areas of competence. Each student works with a trained instruc-
tor-counselor who helps him or her to assess what each has learned and wants
to learn. Jointly theistudent and instructor plan wayeto reach learning goals,
implement the plans, and evaluate the new learning. A local review committee
composed of the student, a commuMty practitioner, a teacher, and a College
staff inenther works closely with the student and counselor to guide and to val-
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idate the learning contract. Such CCV programs identify certain competen-
cies which have to be mastered, but they do not specify how they should be
learned. This provides students with a wide sPectrum of choice in creating
their own curriculum. Learning from prior experience, present employment,
academic courses, independent study, or volunteer service may be used to
focus on degree requirements. Ntrrative evaluations are provided and the
degree is awarded when the student has demonstrated mastery,of the skills and
knowledge defined in the study plan. At Community College of Vermont
there is no time limit set for degree completion as the program is self-pacing
and is designed to fit the student's learning style.

At Sinclair Community College the College Without Walls program. is
offered to students in management, marketing, mid-management retailing,
labor studies, psychology, sociology, early childhood education, and fine and
commercial art. Seven core faculty work with thirty faculty mentors (teaching
faculty evaluators) to assist students in planning and implementing learning
activities and in designing forms of evaluation. At Sinclair Community Col-
lege, competencies already are defined by.the College, so students have input
at only two levels of the contract: learning activities and evaluation.

Under the Sinclair College Without Walls program it is intended that
learning mUst be a dynamic process, a process where students are invested
with the majOr responsibility for learning. Students are offered these basic par-
ameters:

1. A fluid concept of time which allows for self-pacing and the possibil-
ity for broader and deeper learning.

2. A variety of potential locations for learning such as in the home, on
the job, in the tommunity, in service to others, or in other educa-
tional and learning resource locations.

.3. A variety of evaluation possibilities including on-site evaluation,
reflection papers, simulations, role playing, as well as ate College's
newly developed evaluation of ,prior learning process.

- 4. A breadth of resources beyond the College, including expert opinions
of community practitioners, area university and College instruction,
city-wide learning resources, field experiences, traditional tests-and
reading, ,audiovisual materials and ',modules available through the
Dayton/Miami Valley Consortium of Colleges and Universities.

For further exposition of contract learning, read Susan Mancuso's article,
"The Community as the ClassroomContract Learning in the Community,"
in the Summer 1979 issue of CAEL Community College Newsletter.

What Does It Mean for the Future

Ronald Gross (1976, p. 15) believeS "the alternatives movement in
higher education endeavors to provide other options, it seeks to facilitate

:
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higher learning for people of all ages and cohditions of life, relevant to their
highly individual goals and aspirations and according to their requirements
and constraints."

Ernest L. Boyer (1972, p. 8) discusses the problems of nineteenth-cen-
tury models of education reflecting a society which no longer exists: 'This
mpdel of the self-contained campus well-rooted in the circumstances of the
tithe has been locked into an iron vise of custom and still forms our image of
the way 'things ought to be.' And while our world has been transformed
around us, we still cling to a mental picture of higher education that would
have been entirely familiar to our great-great-grandparents. We are, in short,.
in one of those periods of lag, in sithich an institution evolves more slowly than
the society it serves."

There is no'question that millions of Americans are seeking new educa-
tional "products" which mirror the changes taking place in our society and
which are embedded more in reality than in the wispy nostalgia for the old
academy. However, it's not a question of the good guys versus the bad guys,
the traditionalists versus the futurists, the classroom versus the external
degnee, but the imperative to examine the prows, not the setting as the sine
qua non of educational relevance.

New approaches to leatning often are a threat to established practices
because initially, at any rate;they are beyond our power to press into familiar
molds. The question facing community colleges today is not so much the con-
forming process, but the breaking of the molds themselves. Boyer continues:
"The point is that for increasing numbers of college age young peopleas well
as for countless thousands of adults the external degme approach offers the
alternatives they have been seeking, and that, ratber than proliferating end-
lessly the campus model, we, should create flexible alternatives to Tatch the
need."

What About Quality Assurance?

The issue of quality assurance always lurks below the surface of any
discussion of nontraditional approaches to learning. External degree programs
absorb their share of flak from the guns of tradition and their case certainly has
not been helped by the unconscionable fly-by-nights who have perpetrated
their fraud upon the trusting. I mentioned earlier the fear of the abrogation of
academic standards. It is not so much the threat to "standards" which new pku-
grams present unless the word "vandards" is defined as clearly predeter-
mined curricula for eighteen- to twenty-one-year-olds who live on campus and
follow historically determined programs but the opening of options to pro-
vide relevant, individualized education for students of all ages and conditions
of life.

Tight standards of achievement can prevail with the new egalitarian-
'
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ism so long as the monitoring of the work is done by teachers who prize the
diversity which individual differences produce and who will measure each stu-
dent's performance in terms of the progress being made toward stated learning
outcomes as they would with any other student.

So flexibility in program and delivery is not automatically one side of
the equation of failure. Such programs must provide for quality assurance, of
course, and from our experience with the College Without Walls program at
Sinclair Community College we know that it is possible to provide flexible
programs of directed independent study with exemplary student performance
in a very high percentage of the cases.

Boyer puts it rather well when he says (1972, R. 8): "It seems to me that
the 'quality' of an individual's education depends upon four fundamental con-
ditions: (1) A student with a motivation to learn; (2) Teachers to channel that
motivation towarciclear educational objectives; (3) The availability of resources
adequate to achieve those objectives; and (4) Rigorous evaluation of both the
students and the institution to determine how well those objectives are being
achieved.".1-le concludes the article with the following statement (p. 8): "The
individual campus is coming to sfetll leSs like a fortress surrounded by its
moat, and more like a supermarket of ideas, a library with easy access, or a
base of operations to coordinate learning, not control it"

One may add an "amen!" to this because it is clearly important to real-
ize that the exciting variety of nontraditional opportunities available for life-
long learners are important pathways to knowledge and self-fulfillment, not
trolls under the bridge of the traditional educational process.
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State and federid laws and adminigrative regulations, funding
formulas, and cooperative /elides for collaa, communities,
business, and indusby suds) be revised in order to advance

lifelong karning.

Lifelong Education:
The Critical Policy Questions

Jarnion Gilder

Community colleges are one of the nation's best resources for serving lifelong
learners. They are convenient, flexible, responsive, widespread institutions
with a successful history of services to adults. More than any other postsecond-
ary institutions, community colleges are adapting to change. Their programs,
schedules, services, and facilities have gein evolving along with their students.
They have, in fact, been the primary access to postschool learning for many
groups of people, and they have done a very good job of helping them.

Our policy framework is one important area where we- still need to
ratch up with tbe times. The policy framework includes funding legislation,
board regulations, accreditation guidelines, financial aia rules, new program
development procedures, and other "guidelines" we use in derision making.
Many operational policies for community Colleges were legislated, however,
when new community colleges opened at the ratc of one a week. id twenty-
year-old policies don't suit today's students or today's colleges.

Many of the now common programs and services for lifelong learners
appeared in spite of a restrictive policy framework. Evening and weekend
courses, television courses, daycare krvices, credit for prior learning, and
cooperative programs with employers are examples of community college
developments that serve lifelong learners despite the aging policy structure.
They are being reviewed for needed change and development in a three year

New Directions for Conammio Coarse, 29, 1980 ,§t., 69
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"Policiei for Li1e 164-Education" effort by the American Association of Com-
munity anct junior pontos.

One.actiVity &the Policies for Lifelong Education prAect was to con-
vene a national assembly. The assembl 1 oped a series of forty-five action01recommendatio4s to advance life

0
on. It also adopted the following

statement on the needs for learning (Gilder, 1979, 111-112):

Lifelong educatiob is moving from theory to fact for increasing
numbers, of persons in our society. The growing complexities of earn-
ing a living and being a competent participant in the community are
making this aevelopment a necessity. It is no longer feasible to plan on
a period of edqcaugx that extends only through the late teens or early
twenties to carry us avugh life in the latter part of the Twentieth Cen-
tury. Hour lives are to be fulfilling, if our communities are to be liv-
able, if our industry is to be productive, if our society is to be healthy,
we must have the opportunity for education throughout our lives.

Our educational system has developed many instruments to
meet this need: schools, colleges, churches, libraries, museums, busi-

esses, unicins, the Armed Forces, and other agencies have developed
responsible edUcational services. Education in the arts and sciences,
edlleation for occupations and for leisure, are becoming available to
more persons, in mo* places, and at more times. Useful patterns of
cooperation among providers of these services have developed in many
instances.

The policy framework, however, has not kept up with the devel-
oping needs and the variety of responses. Laws, regulations, guide-
lines, directives, funding formulas, and other elements that make up
the policy framework need to be brought up to datealong with the
data and attitudes obtiewhich such policies are developed. The chang-
ing demography and lifestyle of our sopiety must be recognized in edu-
cational policies and practices. Assessments of educational needs, coop-
eration among agencies must be facilitated, not frustrated, by' the poli-
ties of public or private agencies. 4 A

We believe the leadership for needed changes should be initi-.

ated at local levels thrOugh assessments of local needs for lifelong edu-
. cation made cooperatively by the institutions and citizens concerned.

The support.of public and private agencies and of local, state, and fed-
eral governments should be sought through unified action based on
well-documented needs and priorities.

Recommendations of the Assembly were; arranged by target groups
and were directed to individual colleges; AAC19; local, county, state, and
federal governments; and the private sector. Full \text of the Assembly report
and its background issue papers are published elsewhere. This paper corn-
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ments on the content and categories of action needed rather than the target
.groups named earlier. .

Seven basic categories qf effort emerged to encourage and support life-
long education:

I. A call for strong support statements widely adopted and distri-
butedthat lifelong education is a basic human right and a national capital
asset. Community colleges and other lifelong education providers need to be
dearly recognized for the nature and strength of their support for adult learn-
ing opportunities,

2. Fundamental change in both the mission and structure of adult-cen-
tered institutions. Analysis and development of enabling legislation, gayer,
nance, and operations policies will be needed. These imay involve changes in
adMinistration, scheduling, credit awards, financial- aid, faculty composition,
facilities, and contracts for cooperation.

3. Expansion of collaborative 'linkages with other providers. This
cooperation and linkage can occur at several levels (local, state, or federal),

. but it may be most important at the local level. Without the give and take that
makes neW resources aVailable and expands opportunity to more learners,
fundamental institutionalochange will be little noticed. Trustees will play a

\ \ crucial new, leadership role in establishing ,these linkages and collaborative
\elationships with their righbors in the community.

4. Improving local assessments of adult learners' needs. Public hear-
in were suggested re tedly. Other technique's include community forums,
outr ch mailing resea direct neighborhood aintacts, and interviews with
stude1s. ikogram priori s and.activities.should better reflect the findings of
local as s ment.

. Adjustments in the funding Mephanisnis which support lifelong ,
education. \Expanded or relitied ftinding ,forrnvilas.r- as well ds' enyiNy new

\financing patterns will' be needed ta serve. both 1. the new :clientele and the !
"new" inititutions. State legislatirl'general fund appropriations driven by old
FTE- or ADAlbased formulas need to be adjusted. Good cost benefit research
will be needed to establish less restrictivefunding mechanisms.

.:6. More teccignition and acceptance Of the increasing. role of labor,
business, and industry in lifelong education. Most'adult lives are job centered,'
and the employer provideslife enrichment opportunities as well ai a living.
Searching OISCUssiorlis .are needed to understand which providers play which..
roles' in adult learning:and development.' . .

' _Continuous affirmation that full equity and equal access are central
goals of lifelong edUcation. One standard to measure our'progress is the extent
to which we can "empower our consurners."4'his will require .a greater; uilder-
standing of adult teaming and proceises Wfikh enable individuals' to know
more about themselves,about who they are, what ;hey warn; and what their
own responses and reactions are. Moreover, we Shoold anticipate these needs
in the context ofthe Linusual demographic revolution around us. The popula-
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tion will be more aged, there will be a decline in fertility, wornen learners will
increase their numbers, and there will be substantial increases iRthe number
of American minorities. For instance, there will be fifteen to twenty million
Mexican-Americanswith adult learning needs and equity rights. We can
already begin to plan for such no?eds.

Vigorous activity in each of these seven areas is underway at AACJC
and by many members of the Assembly. Since this volume is entitled &ming
Adult Learners, I will concentrate here on efforts and recommendations aimed
most directly at learner services, commenting on the seven categories above.

iupport Statements

Asseffibly recoMmendea "that strong support be given to the cur.
rent national policy 'stated in'Title 1-B, Section 131 (8) of the Higher Educa-
tion. Act which states: Anierican society should have as a goal the availability
of4appropriate opportunities for lifelong learning for all its citizens without
regard to restrictions of previous 'education or training, sex, age, handicap-
ping conditions, social or etbnic-background, or economic circumstances.' " It
also asked "that support be given to the concept of lifelong education as a
means for all citizens to develop, competencies which will enable them to live
productive and satisfying lives."

Also, a Bill of Rights for the L ifelong Learner eloquently described
ideal opportunities to enrich our lives:

1. Every adult American has the right to continue to learn throughout
life;

2. Every adult American has the right to equal opportunity for access
to relevant learning opportunities at each stage of life;

3. Diversity and access to education opportunity are important to
democracy in the United States;
Any index of the quality of life in the United States includes oppor-
tunities for growth and self-actualization as a right of the learning,
society;

5. Neither age, nor sex, nor creed, nor ethnic background, nor marital
status, nor disability should create barriers to the opportunity to con-
tinue to grow thr9ugh participation in organized learning activities;

6. Coping, living, working are dimensions which exemplify the range
of learning needs of the learning society;

,7. Public investment in the learning society ikan investment in human
capital and in the human condition.

4

Mission and Strur-tural Changes

Community colleges are very conveniently positioned to deliver
needed 'services at the community level, and lifelong education is becorning

one of their primary purposes. The Assembly recommended:
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That community colleges make an institutlon-wide commit-
ment to lifelong education. Institutional policies should reflect this
institutional commitrrient. Policies and practices that are barriers to -
lifelong education should be rivised,

That community colleges collaborate with other community
agencies to cqfine the clientele to be served through lifelong education,
to shape educational programs to meet consumer neecis, and to provide
access for all clientele into appropriate,programs.

That community colleges seek 'Private and public funding to
enhance the professional development of counselors, faculty members,
and administrators so all staff may better meet the needs of the adult
19arner.

That faculty members be aware of the roles they play in regard
to lifelong education and receive speCi;l training in working with adult
learners.

There is a growing consensus that lifelong learnin is an accepted and
appropriate activity in our society. Community colleges appear to be the logi-
cal conduit" for lifelong learning: There are 1240 community colleges in the
country, and they are located in 426 out of 435 Congressional districts. There were
four million credit students as of the opening fall enrollment in 1977. Their
average age is twenty-seven years old, and there are over 3,500,000 people
involved in other comMunity service programs id these institutions.

Citizen interest in receiving ,services and institutional responseSThave
grown so fast that, to some extent, public support, institutional capabilities,
and professional know-how have been outpaced. Management and staff, in
many situations, are learning how to provide new services, in new locations,
under new arrangements, as they go along. Successful models and experiences
need to be shared anct disseminated.

The Association itself is also changing and expanding. At its annUal
meeting in 1979, the Board apAroved the expansion of member'ship eligibility,
to regionally alcredited propridary schools. This brings the services,ahd pro-.
grams of the national association to thousands more learners than in preyious
years.

Plans are underway to follow up the national assembly with a series of
four state assemblies during 1980 and 1981. These asSeinblits will develop r-
ther recommendations more specific and detailed .indigeriouq to the dr t ic-
ular state given its history of traditions 'and seri/ices. Sites will, be seletffed for
the regional assemblies that offer promise:for praCtiCal revie 'W of problems and
recommended solutions as well as guidelinepractices to be encouraged.

Preparations for change are also ocetwring at the state leadership level,
Governor James B. Hunt, jib. of North Carblina'wrote the opening statement
for the national assembly. He also sent its reportand recommendations to the
other forty-nine governors with a leuenralling.bn'thein to establish specific
task forces to enhance lifelong education. Opportunity.
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To expand the planning for diange, AACJC vAill initiate a large
national series of community discussions (using forums, hearings, and other.
techniques) in the fall of 1980. This process will contribute to wider citizen
involvement in determining the future mission of the community college and
services to lifelong learners.

Expanded Coliabi;rative Lin!tages

Sharper definitions of functionsalong with`a clearer picture of the
'total task and possible strateelesare needed to increase cooperation and to

expand community linkage.. The Policies for Lifelong Education Assembly
recnrnmendeth

That the AACJC give top priority to giving leadership to its
member institutions in order that they may become institutions for life-
long education. The member institutions shonld be encouraged tio
cooperate with other institutions and agencies in their communities in
the development and delivery of lifelong education services.

That college presidents take the initiative in bringing together
community representatives from 'jail organizations and institutions
which provide lifelong education experiences and that the various
groups join together to sponsor a community educational information
center.

That community college trustees familiarize themselves with
local needs for lifelong education and p`rovide local leadership in the
development of policies to facilitate lifelong learning services. Trustees
shonld alSo help interpret the services to the community to help build
suppori for them.

Because we have as a nation tried to solve our past problems with big
government and with big scale institutions, we do not have smaller associa-
tions which can mediate between large institutions and individuals. A very,
fragike and critical element in American life is emerginga phenomenon of
peopk associated with qne another in neighborhood organizations and in
neighborhood identifications. This is not a framework of large scale institu-
tions. It presents the question of how to transfer both the resources and
authority to voluntary neighborhood a,ssociatione so that kople can begin
working directly with problems that trouble them (rather than more strength-
ening of large public and private institutions). We need to design pmgrams
that empower individuals in local institutions rather than big scale institutions
anil governments already in place. Unfortunately however, many of these
smaller scale institutions require vital technical assisAtnce; they need full-time
community organizers, and a permanent organization which can endure the
peaks and valleys of daily problem solving. Perhaps there is a role to be played
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by large scale instituticins'in providing such technical/assistance in a hands-off
style. Another kale Which could be played byffie large institutions' in order to
mediate between institutions and individuals would be to-design a new struc-
ture which would encourage and harness individual participation in neighbor-
hood impmverrient for the quality of life. Collaborative linkages described
here could provide such a mechanism.

The Policies project also conducted a survey of existing Typerative
arrangements 'at a random sample of community colleges. Findings show
that for 134 colleges included 7-there are an average 99.6 cooperative activi-
ties already developed at these colleges!

Trustees are assuming significant new leadership Mles in establishing
communitli linkage. A distinguished panel of trustees at a recent forum called
for moi trustee involvement in coordinatio among local agencies and devel-
opment tif, cooperative programs ("Lifelong Iarning' 1979).

Local Aisessment of Learning Nee&

Lifek;ng learners are also resideritolf a local neighborhood. Students
do not travel long distances to tak advantage of lifelong education. They
attend the community colleges partly because those instiVons are close to
home. This knowledge will 'help community colleges to conduct community
needs assessments, tki understand the local neighborhood, and therefore to tar-
get the learning'opportunities more precis* to the net-cis of the students. The
Assembly reconunendeel:

That the AAC.IC make every effort tocommunieate openly and
directly with the leakners and solicit their recommendations as policies
and procedures on liTelong education are developed.

That community colleges join with other cormunity organiza-
tions to sponsor local assessments and other activities that will resuh in
a current' picture of unmet lifelong educational needs. Implicit in this
recommendation is the'belief that community colleges can work with
other organizations to solve social problems. Mpreover, community
colleges should develop programs which respond iO the idenlified needs
of specific segments of the population, sucti as the economically and
educationally disadvantaged, hiinof ties, women, older persons, and
physically handicapped.

That community colleges coérate with other &immunity
/f"\ agencies to conduct hearings on lifelong education:02d how to best

meet identified needs. Recommendations should be made known to
thepropriate community and political leaders. ,

That educational agencies reexamine their mission and service
priorities in light of ch ges in society in order to better provide for the
needs of new clientc such as older and part-time students. These

0
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, agencies should cooperate in eonductg lcomprehensive community.).
needs assesements. , . .

That all agencies, institutions and individuals concerned with
the delivery of lifelong edUcation keep in mind the needs, of the .educa-

tiorial conthuner and that thelonsumer of educational vervices be con-
lathed reiularly regarding programs of lifelong education. Consults-

...tion should takeplace prior to die development of courses, programs,
or 'other acti;itiel which will inlinence the lifilong education of the
indiv.

Successful needs asseisments can help adult learners overcome
intrriers to their &Infiniti academic, persc'nial, and Career development. The
chafacteristics of adult students tell us that the adult part-tinie studenti are the
largest' gr.owing 'sector ,of -.the educational system. They are placing new
aemands on existing instittniens and creating needs hir develitpmena of new .

-... ones. They ale tncouraging the creation and developmrnt of nontraditional
"programs 'and approaches to teaching .and learning.:,,Although those 'who
dready have the most educinion continue to get more 'throughout life, we can

I do more to improve accessibility for nearly all learners. '1'

To. prepare-for such needaassessments, detailed hiformation on adult
enrollment and charaeteristici of adult learners dan be obtanted from' the
NCEata on partic,ipation in adult education in 1975. 'the following dida

4 were alien from cthnputer runs frotn tlk:se 'tapes. (The 1975 data are the atest .
data available from NCES.) There- were 1.5 million stUdents enrolled in addlt
programs tor credit in two year institutions in 1975..Most, in' fact 69 percent:. -

were under thirty-four years of age, and 84 percent were white Sixty percent Of.,

the students already had one to three Years of college:and 75 percent had over
$10404of income.' Eight out of ten were currently working, and 52 percent
were enrolled in tburses for high school or collegerredit..inihe matter of pay-
ment, there were 64 pereent ;who made payment tither by themselves or from
theirfamilles, 10 percent who were'paid for by an,employer, and 26 percent
who were paid Mr by cafklic f:unds: One of the surprising findings which may .

rdlect the fiv-year chaqge in the nation's value froth 1975 to 1980 is that the

: 1975 participation data show only 1.5 percent (of the sludents enrolled'in two

year colleges outlined above).who were enrolled in courses involving "current ,

issues," only.5 peri:ent were ipuorved in peilonal and'familit !king coursesL
knd only 2 percent'in anii recreation cputses: This presents g strong con-
tram to the 52 perc enrolled in generaLeducation for credit,f,the 1,0 percent
eniolled for'prof swim' oCcupattonalirainiag, and the 20 percent enrolled fur
technical qkçu aritin1 training.

Th Ø milliqn students noted abo/e, who were enrolled in-a`creslit,

urse in a t o year college in 1975, represent a small fraction of theaduhs in
country who.ewe're participating in achilt e ducation. bverall.the report
. ,

ws that 11 million people or n,6 percebt of the over-seventeen-year-old
. -
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pOpulation were participating; 2.1 rrf ion Of these 'Were enrolled in a credit
Coarse in a four year college; 1.5 million, as stated above; were enrolled in a
two rear college. We can assume that the remainder vete .enrolkd- in non--

: credit- courses. The trends since'1975 have continued upward jai ihe of
noncredit enrollment. These may be due to fee changes, restrictidn fi

cial aid, restriction on prior learning con.ditions, and restrictions n individual
confidence in academie work. One of the policy imPlicationsit4 *long learn-
ink islhe c'redit and noncredit.aXis. What are the responsibi es.for effective
social policy to dea.1 with ,the learning needs of .aclults whether.i.Or not such
Iearning may carry.with it the traditionally associated academic credit tOwards

. arecognizell degree? ;
In light of these questions, it it fascinating to examine the feasofis given

by students dropping courses after they were enrolled for credit at two year col-
leges. The tryst trequendY cited reason for dropping a course was that the course
Was disappoiniing or too demandfpg. The Second and third reasons why stu-
dents drbppedicourses involved illness of themselves or-their family, or .an
overcrowded personal seiledaie. These statistics tell us something about how
we'are not meeting the needs of adult students. Weare presenting courses that
do not meet their expectations of which are toti demanding for iheir existing
skills.. We are notProviding enough flexibilitywith tte result tliat-art illness
.leads to dropping out of a cburse.. And second, we are prevenrmg them from
integrating a learning opportunity into the' other compfexities of their lives,
and presenting a coarse which provides too much to do leads to dropping out.

Chic- of the distinguiskfing .characteristics of adult- learners is their
involvement in a significant number of other activities besides learning itself.
These include marriage, child rearing, work, and community affairs, This cab
be expected from the characteristics of ar adult learner who is uSually hetween
the Iles of twenty-five and forty, and in at least three out of five cases is a
woman. The life circumstances of the adult learner preclude giving 100 per-
cent of their attention to edtkation. They must.Somehow fit time for their edu-
cation and learning experiences into a complex situation of many other
responsibilities.

For the most part, these adult learners say they are seeking greater self-
kno*ledge and greater self-awareness when they return to ,institutioni. TheY
are interested in reaming more about theinselves, about life coping skills, and.
in gaining an understanding of the world in which they operate. The .literature
in adult development would predict these needs for adult students. The body
of research in acistilt developMent shows that there is a need tO 'gain greater
contrOl of one's life and to realize one's full potefitial and that there is an
increasing drive toWardt this goal with, advancing age. fpne of the manifesta-
tions of this is that we find students try,ing to fit' learning experiencei into the
comoplex life patterns described abbv.

Iksphe'a very strong motivation to return to colrege in order to learn
More about themselves; many of these very oudents are the ones most under-

;
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prepared to face the demands of a new education. They have eighth and ninth
grade reading levels and are unable to master the basic computation skills and
writing necessary for the learning they seek. There are 57 millidn people who
have not completed high school. One fifth of all adults ate functionally illiter-

. . ate and 15 million of these have less than an eighthgra-de education. This sub-
population presents very specific problems and policy options in development
of lifelong education. They,also present the needs for resource sharing, coop-
erative linkages, and intergroup cooperation.
. The institutions are faced, therefore, with a need for a very sensitive

intake mechanism for such students and for an ongoing support structure.if
they are to be encouraged arid nurtured. The availability of both counseling

.:42ind support networks is especially important to adult learners. One'other
''',2inaportant aspect to provide for such students is an opportunity for career and

life planning. Students often iarepare portfons of prior learning-in orde; to
, . :obtain credit for experiential learning experiences. It is very important to note

''that the significance of such a portfolio can be -much greater in the learning
outCome , for an individual student than the poken ,,credits which are often

.

' received for such .a process.
TO follow through on the Assembly recommendations, loca; public

hearings are being conducted on the needs for services and progthm8 to servp
the lifelong learner. An early set of these hearings at Central Piedmont Com,
'fiiiinity College in Charlotte, North Carolina,. was televised by ETIV (the

.11;Cal education.TV station) and broadcast live in North Carolina. Aiso a video
cassette syhoysis of the hearings will be prepared4bi sharing witll other corn-

.munity colleges undertaking a learner centered, outreach, local needs assess-
inent process. This technique allows any adult citizen to be heArd, any need to..

, be expressed, and any progratri or service to be suggested in a neutral situa-
.* tion. The hatings are one way to provide for participation by nonsiudents,

place-bound students, and others %vial might otherwise have )-estricting limita-
tions.

6.7

0

Adjusting Funding Mechanism.%

Translating the concept of lifelong education into legislation and bud-
getary support iS a path with many pitUls. Maintaining thc equity balances
while adjusting finaiice patterns is a delicateprocess. Hut to start, our best pro-
fessionals need to help politkians and policy makers write .legislation thilt
assures realistic lifelong education opportunity. Legislation developed irothe
ricxt few years will help-to set educational policy for many people for many

. years to Mine. The 1979 Aembly recommended:-

That states change ihe current patterns of funding ba4ed on the,s,
generation of full-tinie equivalent students. 'The state should consult
with trie AACJG in their efforts to revise funding forrnuras.

Mir
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(and pti'll'apei,iiii)'iaLkid,iaAirflib)t,iCeits gaint uieijphrinent insur-
'attice. ticriearldtk't A1'6111419 AucaVoitialpk4fiams .and restrictive

riffuet
fedetatkrsjatmOw'terfactOd,to Ic'raIize allowable dedue-

110,ns';'and Provide rrisOrtaine tax. fOlut.tiiNtis for education expen-
i nere".4 ,-4ticatio0ai: 414 aVocational programs,

a+VeginftndOxicedi then be translated into state-
merits of',0Aorfties, ttiq c4ri be ustd bit ;Policy makers. The statements
cif,nds and.2priolitiesithOuld,1*'cleveloped in cooperation with inter-

.

egied eiStninunit/orginizatiFits.,,Tht, interested organizations should
unite in'preionting theic 'stotements of needs and priorities to local,
Itate,, and federal fuhding'sources, as well as to buiiness, unions, foun-
dations, and other private agencies that can provide support.

n a recent informal survey by Edinund J. Gleazer, Jr., President of
the AACJC, 400 community college.presidents indicated leading issues con-
cerning them in the next few years: financing, mission clarification, loss of
local controlaand proliferation of specialized accreditatiop programs. Because
these are such difficult basic issues, considerable discussion and compromise
will be needed.

Fiscal allocation and reallocation practices present serious policy prob-
lems. This includes not only the need for adjustments regarding who gets
which fundsbut also creating flexibility to accomodate different situations in
different communities. Needs differ.,Resoura% and capabilities differ from
community to community. Flexible financial formulas are needed to make
possible the fullest utilization of existing resources in a variety of circum-
stances.

FunditiR patterns particularly need adjustments to allow and promote
the variety of useful cooperative aryangements between learning providers.

Still another problenr is the need to demonstrate to taxpayers and legis-
.

Ilitors that lifelong learning is of economic v'alue and deserves high priority in a
tive.of tight budgets. Measures of lehrning, productivity, and outcomes thai
have meaning for the ptiblic are needed. Community colleges and Orr agen-
_cies offering_ lifdong -learning muiOt be prei)ared to report to thefpublic the
results of their services in terms tbat the public can understand and support.

"Pail-time students are file-time voters" (Weathersby and Jacobs,
1977. ) They consider themselves primarily as citizens, taxpayers, vott!rs not
as stud&its yet they have recurring educational needs. As an aside, it should
be noted that while people forty-five and older make up more than half of the



electorate, the results of election research show that' older Americans vote
more regularly than young ones; therefore, the political influence of this group
will be out of proportion even to their increasing numbers and will have signif-
icant effects on the demands and roles of institutions and programs. And there
are between 275 and 400 federal programs which provide support for adult
learning opportunities, depending on the definition used for such programs.

In addition to legislative formula change, thee are needs to improve
tax incentives for individuals who participate as adult learners. The American
Society for ;Training and Development successfidly introduced a tax reform
package to change the IRS treatment of employer education assistance as tax-
able employee income. Further changes in the treatment of public assistance
and unemployment benefits may also, be needed.

Labor, Busineas, arid Industry Roles

The corpoiate world in America has in the past decade become more .
socially responsible. There.is talk about accountability"to,employets, to custO4':
mers, to stock-Ifoldtrs, and to the community. There is also discussion aboisy ,

the share of the carporate world in the support of education, culture, midi.:
health.

DeveloPment of new jobs, institutional development, and financing: ,
development are the future subjects of business, induStry, and labor discus-
sions with the higher education community. It is important that these groups:
understand one another's role in providing educationand where and how:
'they can cooperatewith one another. The understanding and support of the -
business sector and the labor sector will be crucial in changing funding formu-
las at the state level (in order u] support community colleges as thetoffer
learning opportunities to new groups of students).

We know that, adults rely on education and training to upgrade and
refine their opportunities for a better job and a better life. Policy makers from
all sectors can help. By combining career aisci liberal arts education, we can
increase and improve these opportunities by making better use' of resources
outside of traditional colleges. Education and training is legitimately occur-
ring in many places outside of traditional classrooms.

'Sophisticated new technology will make it possible to expand learning
and teaching beyond what has ever been imagined. The opportunities are
enormous for foundations, for the federal government, for the state, for the
major indnstries, and for the learners themselves to participate in an expan-
sion of lwning and sharing. It will, however, be important for these groups to
understand the role which each will Play in the overall process of expanding
this opportunity. New technology is very expensiVe. Collaborative efforts and
sharing resources will be essential ifilrwe are to effectively utilize this technol-,
ogy. Without sdch &operation,' we may loie an oppdrtunity to help develop
the economy of our nation and the growth and development of our work force.
The assembry on Policies for Lifelong Education recommended:
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,: Oat:. the AACJC kantinue its present relationship with the
NatibtiaI.phaMtiei of.coinMeree and that it work with the Chamber
and Other. natioital oxiinixatiOns to develop linkages betwetn.business
and c011egeS fdlo fOrdie?ring Zife long education as a means of develbping
human.caPliatinViiattneMt in the United States.

that, bUsinies' and industry. be asked to contribute to lifelong
.

, education needs. k4 *414011s, evecially whtn sn`ch changes as relocation
or reioOling Of an indust.ry take place.

That the clevelop ent of financing of lifelong education pro-
.

grams be jointlydiscuss by Ipade,0 of industry, labor, and institu-
tions of higher eduOatio L; These distussiont should result in specific

. . .

ProPOnals 'thnt will k* TOntuallY $90Pin.-ted-
:'1,That ;state and federal age,:nyes Strongly Support the position

that ,a well-funded lifelong edUcituin pi,ogram is essential to the
achievement of our.::national toals br lOwOlg;the rate of inflation,
increasing productiVity of Workers, 'and deorosing unemployment.

1 ),

industry, and labor coUld develop Paid educational:leave poi-
,ictgs, as ,recopianeoded,:',to encokage emplpyeepi iio reMain up-to-date and

,':active in their, job and professional:deVelopmetitt IMportant tools are needed

;

itigneasiire,die,growth and *Urn: Of emiloyee,sPOnsored learning rto the cor.
tpbilte 'sector' and to Measure the.cont ,butli:418;40natpunit}, colleges and

:x 'titlisTit!dtication provideri in emplOyee ?development , Also, ipecific projects
1,)e undertaken (I) to, dew.* lifelong:,educat(i modules for sharing

'0/0 institutiOns and ,eMplOyers,' (1) in changing inistrative regulations
ihat sometimes prohibit expansion of learning Opportunities in local neighbor-

/ hoods,' and (3) to deVelOp; new reimliursemeht Policies for institutions that
enroll adult lea,rners and tO mOve awayf .fronilii PTE/ADA formula to another

rhasiii of stát e funding:i
:The idea of huinaii ciPit41 pirOfit,was originally conceived by Merril

M. Clark, :Senior .Viee President fOr the Aadetny fbr Ediicational Develop-
ment. flurnan,6piti(ipiroht can 4erhoiight of as a number of talented, trained,
and able.wOrkers in'llni,dcareer anti late career wrio have been produced by our
fro enterprise systein'.' The :challenge is to fincliways and meani fo invest oul
htiman capital to prOitiote greater productivity. It is believed that further pro
duOivity will help ia:prbducing,more wealtkand wider paktifipation in an
:eionomY. of a'bUridariCe. The fuiure health: o the corporate sector itself may
.depa,nd'On ilbw well this chale Of inVeiting human capital is met and how
mUch it..resultS in promoting. greater.4asoductivity.

Of 'the economic and 4acial questions in the next decade is: klow
..can the'surplus, Of human:capital profit be better utilized for the society as a.
wholt l-iumanfCapital:can be erndid lay allowing career crises to lower work-
ecie prodtictiNikWand .thibugh Mandatory and premature retirement policies

i(whieh roh:the*conoiny of human capital). /Business, government, and educa-
Aion prqfeiiiitmals' are concerned that the nation's future may depend heavily
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on our utilizins human capital profit. If We look at our present condition and
our future, we know we must improve employment opportunities for all peo
ple 'including people forty-five and older. This century began with 3 million
Americans over age sixty-five; it will end with 30 million; it will increase t 3

million by the year 2030. There is no way we can support that population ut
side the productive economy. --Now is the right time to put our Manage tai
expertise to work on.the problem.,

There is a central role to be played by the education profession in the
solution of this problem, and that is in its ability to offer lifelong learning
opportunities to the American work force. The irospect of developing better
careers, secdnd careers, and third careers is appealing to many employees,
and interest among them in continuing education and also in in-house train-
ing progrants and retrainiug programs is growing very. rapidly. There is also
employee interest in self-,appraisal in determining their own abilities and &al-
uating theirf pertbrmance on the job.. Moreover, carer planning and life plan-
ning can begin at an earlier age than they do now,. and can bc continued over
the lifespan. Part of what individuals require to develop and gain experiences
are changes in self-image. They have social, financial, and psychological
needs to know more about themselves, their goals, and priorities in order to
prepke for a continuing life of productivity.

The seriousness.of this problem is also indicated by the attention given
by President Carter. He says, "in the next four decades, the number of mid-
dle-aged and older citizens will increase more rapidly than eyer. We must,,
make a commitment now to guarantee that future generations of older Anieti-

%.

cans will find meaning and purpose in their middle and latter years through
continuing new careers, in employment, through the full exercise of their civic
opportunities, through volunteer services in thcir communitieS,.:wl t11*.q#1.:,.

'readily available opportunities to pursue their vocational and edUeational

interests."
The United States has a more able older population than any,.other

society has ever produced. There are 65 million people in the 6.mnit-Y.',Who...are

over forty-five years of age according to the Bureau of Litho!: Statistics. Two
out of every ten Americans (20 percent of -the' populafion) areirMWeen forty-.
five and sixty-five and arc active in the work force. By the. year .?000.,. tbeir.

number will rise to 57 million people, an increase of 36 pereent:',Another,23:.,:.

million people,: that is, 10 percent, are over sixty-five. They constitute ah 1
older, experienced personnel resource. By the next gencrafitm, the.nnrnbers.in
each group will likely grow to 30 million people..Asa.resialtfof,oUr.increasing
lifespan and out-declining birth rate, we can expect that the average age of the
American work force is going to 'advance'. FUrtherinoxeohis work force will Be

large, well trained, and experienced, and- diat constitutes a Missive ,Ckipital

profit.
Unless the skills, resources, and pr6Cluctivity of the, older 'work force

are maintained in the ecohorny, we will have a serious pfub.lem with inflation,
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and unemployment. Whenever the money supply is increased without a corre-
sponding growth of goods and sentices, there' is an increase in inflation. At the
same time as younger and less experienced employees are given professional
opportunities, it is crucial that older and more experienced employees be
Maintained in the work force in order for the productivity in the economy to .

correspond to the money supply growth.
Both educators and employers have already recognized that their stu-

dents and their employees are mutually enriched by the expanded instrim-
tional resources brought together by cooperating. Some of the most effeetive
thIlaborative education projects are those that serve adults; however,-adults
are not usually enrolled as full-time students, and the part-time participation
phenomenon presents certain design difficulties. One of these is the academic
credit issue. Many of the collaborative education and work projeets are chal-
lenging the academic credit barriers which operate within higher education.
Some of the original ACE projects and New York State Board of Regents proj-
ects in evaluating and accrediting noncollegiate sponsored instruction have
been important in chipping away at these earlier barriers.

One of ihe most significant conditions to establish effective collabora-
tion is a very high levelof support at the top of both organizations. The presi-
dent of the institution and the ranking officer of the corporation must be fully
dedialted to the success of a collaborative program or it is doomed tei fail. Sup-

, ,.
,...,, ,port.staffs mitst be willing to make the counseling, registration, And teaching

Chang0-yvh36 are necessary. Operating relationships between the two part-
; i.ners muit b agseed uPon and formalized because institutional identity is at
,

stakefor both iiiirThdrs #s they begin to blur the lines between their respective
fortner !roles.

1 P

Another practical isSue.;is that of counseling. Earlier pilot programs
'...rec4gnized t e.need:tor o'n-site counseling, whether it be providing basic infor-

.

matic9; helpi g;-..viiii;irri:Portant decisions about what to study, and continued
1

stipport 4iitt tOria1 'serveeS4 particularly for specially recruited target groups.
hother, Factiba.l.isitre:.: is that of preparing the faculty. In order to teach effec-

,

tively, in c011aborative,'OrkrainifacultY inembers.must have training in deal-
ing, with ariProachesi.'fbt adults.

Increasing the -.riurnber''and: spectrum of collaborative arrangements
',depends iipon'a,Series if remaining issues.:Por program developers, the issues

, include.studies of 1.14ts.and.,benefits'Of.colJahOrative programs and the effects
of ,such, programs upori .:thafilearners.. Also,' the planning., procedures, and
expected.Outcbmes of .stich wOrkiedUcatiOn programs need further delineation.

.; For employers., thtissues remainitik are-: tioW clothe employers 'select among
;competing institinitMa,, resnu ow:.do they provide counseling to their
'empl.qees?. How do they deal with t e barriers of employees who do not have .
readily 'accessible funds to pay''ttiition.Costs..iin a reimbursement program?

For the fecietai..se6Or,, the issuei`ate 'much more complex. Their.exist-
ing plicigspn' indirect CoSts:anCi findAciataid directly diScotirage collaborative

);

am
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ihstitutional relationships. Federal policy for determining indirect cost rates
actually militate against the development of consortia. Because consortia are
important in developing alllaborative programs, the usually lower negotiated
indirect cost rate is a federal policy that directly discourages institutions from
applying for federal grants in order to develop education/work collaboration.

Federal policy on financial aid to less than halftime students deters both
students and institutions from pursuing and offering joint degree programs.
The part-time learner can rarely handle, more than six hours each term. To
consider enrolling in two institutions sjmultaneously becomes nearly impos-
sible, therefore, for this would result in cutting off of any available finan-

cial aid.
For the state% an issue remaining is, whether or not they should allow

collaborative firograms to emerge on a volunteer basis-or whether they should
get into the .business of establishing regulatory policies. Some states, such as
Illinois and Minnesota, do award state funds to encourage collaborative activ-
ity. AACJC, ASTD, and AVA will cosponsor an important national assembly
in 1980 to address the questions of the roles of community colleges and
employers in adult training for occupational and technical soles. ASTI:[f
includes nearly 20,6ortuman resource 'trainers and developers in the indus-
trial and corporate arenas. We are meeting jointly with them to design better
communication in the "field" as well aS in our national offices and more appro-
priate and lupportime ways to conduct cooperative education programs in the

future.

Affirmation of Equity Goals

Although lifelong education is an idea and set of policieswhose time'
has at last arrived, it is not a new idea. In fact, adult education and aditlt
learning are concep4s as old as education itself. In recent times, howeiier,
.lifelOng education has become &rallying point around which edueators, politi-

ciarr4:and social reformers are grouping. However, the federal role should
emphasie the development al equitable policies which assUre that all groups

N

hay& access to lifelong learning. .

This means that Nye need new definitions of ,part-:time and adult stu-.

dents in order to provide for student assistance. We need technical assistance

programs to end.age discrimination..We need to rewrite existing enabling leg-
.islation,ereating rogi./uns which offer educational and occupational infor-

..mation. 'We need to emphasize in such a system information which is 'both
.comprelknsible and accessible'to student consumers. There is also a need to

..

\
reate Special training programs to develop a core of people who are trained

personnel for lifelong learning. This would include teachers, counselors, bro-1
kers, and others. . -

1. Efforts are already underway th change the policies which describe the

criteria fOr aid to independent students; There is also a specific need to under-..



take a cc;st-benefit researc study to establish what the economic return and
what the personal and social return of lifelong education is both to their stu-
dents and to their community. Another spetific need is to establish activities in
several states in order to 'eliminate staittory barriers surrounding unemploy-
ment insurance which prevent people from continuing their education and
training.

It will also be important to change the student financial aid program in
order to allow fuller participation by adult part-time learners. A specific activ-
ity which community colleges could, Unt&ertake is an- initiative to convene all
providers in a local area, for instance in a community learning opportunities
council or in conjunction with a local educational rmation center, in order
to gather the- stipport necessarx to address the f 'al aid needs of students
and also to address the fundini formulas at the sta level. One outgrowth Of
this might be:cnnducting the pirblic hearings discu lier. At the leader-
ship level it is important for college, presidents, state commissioners, board
chairpersonS, and corporate executives to eniage in a dialogue about the
equity to te guaranteed to adult learners. This has to do specifically witil eco-
nomic development and cost-benefit in lifelong education. .

As the quality of human resources is enriched, the quality of the demo-
cratic process is likewise improted. We nee4.to make. the arguments about
improvement nf citizen education and imptiovemerit of community develop-.

" ment.

Orclupion

There are millions of Americans who have reaped the benefit of life-
long education in their personal lives. These benefits are -reflected in the
growth of our educational system in the last decade; the systern has keatly
diversified to meet the new needs for lifelong education. Adult studen seek-
ing out opportunities , which are realistic and convenient have found -

selves in learning situations that place them in schools, in colleges, in diu
in local and state libraries, iti museuiris of every description, in large and s
businesses, in organized labor unions, in the armed forces, and in other com-
munity action agencies. Each of these developed responsive educational ser-
vices to fill existing needs not being met by the community eollege and univer-
-sity structure of our nation. People have pursued e4cation in the arts and sci-
ences, they have pursued education for better jobs and for new occupations,
and there is Currently a great increase in education for ltjre. Adults are
interested in learning at more times and places, and in'tnore n w subjects
than ever before. One useful outgrowth of this expanded learning has been the
patterns of cooperation which have developed among provklers of learnirk
services.

As is usually the case with social movements, it is now time for the pol-
icy framework to catch up. State and federal laws, state and federal tdminie-

n
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trative regulations, and bo'ards ?f tru;tees guidelines in establishing institu-.
lions and cooperative patterns ned to be reviled. Funding formulas and other
areas of financial support NI order to sustain and encourage lifelong education
need to be brought up to date. Also there are needs for a further research to
develop the data to change attitudes about policies and Procedures for offering
lifelong education. People are of different ages, and substantially different eth-
nic make-up, than they were when opr educational strycture wasestablished.
Assessments of educational needsasking the question about who the stu-
dents are and what it is 4iat they want to learnare the next crucial steps in
making the educational system responsive to citizens. We have already
seenby the very rich tapestry of existing lifelong learning oppqrtunities
that where colleges are not "up to the challenge" they simply will be left out uf
the adult learning structure in the future.

This is a massive challenge. It will require activity at the local level, at
the state level, at the city and county level, at the regional level, and at the fed-

eral level. It will also be critically important to involve the adult learners them-
selves in each of these activities because the nature of change is itself changing.
Changes in adult learning and lifelong education are faster, more funda-
mental, more irreversible, more widespread, and more technologically com-
plex than ever before. Serving lifelong learners means making them kn inte-
gral part of the process rather than consumers of the product.
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Is your co up to redefining iis roles in serving *long learners?
Six key indexes .10 institutional transAmations are implored.

f

0

On Transforming-a
Traditional College ,

Barry Heerrnann

There are in this country' a few community colleges, fewer than you can count
on the fingers of one hand, that were designed from,their inception as alterna-
tive and flexible programs for adult, learners. The Community College of Ver.-
mont is one example. The kind of flexible time/space programs, so compatible
with the life/career/learning patterns of adults, which these colleges celebrate,
are not part of the postsecondary mainstream,

Probably there will be only a few new colleges like these committed to
flexible! alternative programming for adults. The whirlwind days of the
1960s, when for a period of time one new wo year college was created every'
week of the year, will not be charact i ic of the 1980s. The possibIlities for
radically new*colleges,featuring ne elivery services which recognize the
prior learning of adult learners, integrating community..xese6rces with cgfiege
resources and providing individualized learning experiences external 'to the
classroom is extremely remote.

The best hope for adult learners is that existing, colleges, might crea-
.

tive redefine and restructure their resources arid deliveri'aitiabilitio414ost
adult learners (Tough, 1978) do not find our institutions comfortable places in
which to kern, respectful of their uniqueness and autonomy. Community colN
leges as "islands of innovation"? Perhaps, but most adults are unimpressed: the
500 hours of learning endeavor they eAgage in yearly n the?average see

Now Directions forCommunity Cokes, 29, 1980 87
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iTough, 1978) is,sdf-guided, independent, external study with only infrequent
linkage to postsecondary educational institutions.

Those institutions which continue to serve adult learners in the 1980s
with 1960s educational delivery will be of decreasing utility to their communi-
ties. The 970s preoccupation with neW programs of study must in the 1980s
give way to new ways to learnhighly individualized, experiential, commun-
ity-based learning that makes sense to adults and possesses,an integrity' super-
ior to passive, abstract classroorn exercises.

But institutional change is tricky business. The struggle will be to care-
fully conceive strategies which ca4se institutional transformation. I am fortu-
nate enough to be with an urban college, with all of the traditionatcharacteris-
tics qf most postsecondary institutions, that underwent mai a transformation.
At this institution some 150 traditional, teaching faculty persons participate in
evaluatpg the prior learning of fidult persons and negotiating individualized*
study experiences for-3,000-4,000 registrations annually. Achieving such- a'
'reorientation is not an exercise in black magic; it involves careful and thor-
ough.consideration of a half doz'en fundamental considerations.

Test yourself. See if your institution has given adequate attention to
the factors elabgrated in the following pages:

Pfelong learning institutional mission
Administrative commitment to lifelong learning
Organizational design for lifelong learners
Redefinition of faculty roles and fiscal underpinnings
Program development
Institutional acceptance

Institutional mission. Ciik your mission statement. If commitme
to serving lifelting learners with ternative, flexible, and experiential c po-
nents is lacking, you have ide tilled the first problem. Goals and obi 'yes
ought to flow out of institutional mission. If lifelong learners go unnoticed,
then work hard /it "consciou,sness raising" about the reality of the times, chang-
ing demographics, and addlt learning (for instance, that most adults learn best
independently, that they often bring college-cquivaknt learning from prior
experience to their college enrtillment, and so on).-

Administeative Commitment..I heaLat over and over again from fact
ulty in my role as a consultant: "We understand the nerd to rethink and rede-
sign our offerings for adults, but administration doesn't provide the resources
(remuneration; release time, leadership) to make it possible." In sonic cases
the blame is accurately placed; in others there is strfoort, but faculty do not
"own" iheir responsibility to move forward. One thing is dear: if there is not
support -from the .top administrative o-fficer through middle level program
rnana'gers, then very little is going to get done. Structural and fiscal changes
are strategic, and faculty in most institutions arefpowerless to affect their sys-
tems. Venture capital is an es. sential notion to instituting the kinds of changes

9 -;
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necessary to begin meeting the needs of lifelang learners, and that kind of
investment hinges on administrative Action.

Vrganizational Design. In. my exPerience organizational considerat
tions are pivotal to the kind of reorientatinn and realkocation of resources that
aciult learners deserve. Thereare essentially three organizational patterns for
presenting flexible and alternative lifelong _learning programs: .the free-stand-

-ing organization; the traditional eirganization with adjunct service 9pability;
and the traditional organization With' integratecjservice capability.

r I have alluded to the free-standing organizational ariangement wherein
a college diverts all of its resources tb nontraditional learning' services. Empite
State College at the four year level and Community College of Vermont at the
two year level are examples. The improbability of More new institutions Of
this sort has alirady been noted.

A more common praCtiZt 'at the four year level (less so among two yegi.
colleges) is the creation of a uniqu'e organizational component as an adjunct to?
the exitaing departmental and divisional structures. The University of Ala-,
hama's New College, DePaul University's School for 'New Learning, or a

s. number of University Without lls programs housed in.existing universities
serve as models of this kind pf organization.

Prequently these programs employ Weir own faculty, treate their own
curriculu award their own degree. This kind of organizational arrange-
ment se es to ^circumvent traditional faculty "resistances, allowing what is
essentia4 a two track systt.R. Traditional teaching faculty are ndt bothered
with the new students or the miw teChniques, maintaining the, purity of their
classroom based lecture and testing modes, sidestepping the tensipn Of new
roles. The nontraditional component of the college has the flexibility of staff-
ing persons committed to educational reform and skillful in individualized and
experiential education for adults.

A third possibility is the integration of flexible lifelong learning through-
ont the institution. In this rnpdel traditional departments and teaching faculty
'take On roles its faculty evaluators%f prior experiential learning, aslacuhy
mentors of special individualized learning projects, or, as core facult57 who
serve in an advocacy role, assisting lifelong learners in degree planning and
learning contract development. Nontraditional educational delivery becomes,
the providence of all departments avoiding sensitive "turf" issues. Sinclair
Community College is one example of such an organizational inovenient.

While the free-standing and adjunct models have compelling advan-
tages, if is my position that the integrated model offers the greatest prospect
for institutionalizing lifelong learner services, for serving significant numbers
of lifelong learners, and for maintaining quality assurance, (the same faculty
who ensure standards for conventional instruction are responsible, for quality-
control of pnconventional, nonclassromn learning).

Redefinition of Faculty Roles and Fiscal Underpinnings.' Regard-

t

..)1"
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less of organization,al arrangement there is:an optimum' relationship of central-

ized and d .entralized service& In the integrated 'model, traditional teaching
faculty ha full authority 'for evaluating learning'and awardingsVedits and
grades. T s authority is appropriately decentralized to departmental levels.
However, there is considerable merit in a centralized office which reef7its stu-

dents, dealops instructional materials, et-inducts indrvice training, toversees
the logistics and paperwork (a lask.of considerable dimensioh in prsograms

serving large numbers of adults ellipked in'individualizentudy), accounts fff
reimbursement, and links studehts and faculty persons together in considpra-

tion of piior learning portfolicit, learrring.contracts, and other hiciepentknt
activities.

The distinction between centralization and decentralization o1 author-

ity serves also to dilferediate line and staff relationships. Th.:the ithegrated
model, line authority, or the authority to control the delivery of instruction, is

4

in the hands of existinfidepartments an faculty.,Staff authority is Wmtrusted in .

the central office, w4ose solefunction is to siiiiport,4dvise,.and serve dea,
departmentral heads, and on-line faculty. itts ofifkw 7is a catalyst and ;
energizer forthe cialkge's nontraditional offering,s;.but tat. academic consider-
ations are alway0 a traching faculty responsibihty..

4Servinklifelonk learners with individualized,texperiential, and flexible'

learning options necessitates the institution's rethinking of faculty roles. Fac-
ulty need t(fhe unshaekled from traditional wsition definitions4o accomplish

thc kind of ,liersonalized services susgeited i,n this editfim. Two primary roles
for servingtadult learners need to be provided: evaluator roles .f.o ascertain the

extent and college equivalency of prior experiential learning, and mentor rolesr
to suppeirt and guide the student in -the prewess of planning indivi.dwilized
learnini experiwwes supportive of leaching goals. There are other roles: core
faculty:roles and portfolio development faculfy roles (wherein faculty provide
.advocacy and assistance in the develoimient (gleaming contracts or portfolios

of prior learning).
All this individualization can be cost effective..Not only are there -sig-

nifi'cantly larger numbers of adults:who msponci to ogportunitiqs to move at
their own pace, exercising a major role,in the, design of their leaTing elper-
iences, but the tost revenue relationship*can ba.radjusted in such a wIty as to

,./Inderwrite all of the costs incurred. {For example, collegeR with.twenty-to-one
,11'F. ratios for trAditional three-crydit ,Courscs, frequently aecept rinios of .

'twelve- or lifteen-to-onelbr seminar:1 or acisanced courses. AccoNinglyrini10.7
pendent student faculty.ArrangeMents Which reimburse faculty at one-liftlf Aiwa

,pay hour WI- student.in.a three-credit enrollment maiiain the same cost reve-
nue relationships as'...f sere) tnar).

Role redefinition and revisions in compensaan go hi;nd.in'haqd. Too
often the latter does.,not aacompany the former, liiniting 'faculty .participation
of any significaneclegree. The willirwwss to take on new faculty iole's is mucli

inure a function of perceived sacial and ego threats than econonnk.factors, in
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my-experience. (Theentire consideration of achieving institutional acceptance
will be briefly considered below.)

Program_ Develoiment Variables. Providing filexible, experiential _

programs for adult learners requires .curriculum and institutional develog-
ment. These alternatives require a faif annount of sophistication to put in
place, necessitating an astute program developer, familiar with adult learning
theory and experiential education. This expertise is typically not available in
most institutions.

Fottunately there is a way Ihat'an ambitious faculty person or adminis-
trator cçmlnitted tn serving lifelong learners can develop the necepary compe-
tence. The (ouncil for the Advancement of Experiential Learning represents
the greatesttechnical capability in the arena of life,long learning. Their exten-
sive resources, including circuit-riding consqltants and the best literature on
lifelong and eperie14tiil learning, is readily available to its institutional rrIter"
hers. AfThiatid with AEL is a desirable itss step in the develctpment of new. -

options for adt4.0.
the CommunitY:C

This techn
plary programs
ity College), and
leges in rjeveroPing these skills (CAEL.is- an eiccellent referral for such
persons).

The Fund for Improvement' of PostseCondary Education and Title I,
adminidtered tltrough state higher eduCation commissions, encourage flexible
time/space programs for lifelong learners. Institutions may apply for federal
assistance or for endowment support in order to underwrite development as
well as initial implementation.

Curriculum: and instruCtional deielopment should focus on: careful
descriptions of uducational processes; faculty and student guides and hand-
books; standards for valid and reliable assessment; definitions for collme
equivalent learning in participating curricular areas; quality assurance siIre-
'guards; :and materials to undergird the process (such as portfolio Ingdels fr
articulating 'and documenting prior learning or learning contracts for clar-
ifying outcomes, experiences, and evaluation of sponsored nonclassrown
learning exercises). This developmental phase is crncial and, without ques-
tion, the literature publishedky CAEL represents the best available on life-
long education.

Achieving Institutional Acceptänee. All the preceding is to no avail
tvithout a thoroug13 consideration of "change strategy." It should be an overrid-.
ipg concern. Too many institutions have devek7ped elaborate and thougtafully

. conceived programs for assessing experiential learning of lifelong learners only
to lind crippling faculty resistance.

The problem? In My experience some program planners are inclined to
impose their designs, concentrating staff develoPment efforts on knowledge

ere is.within,CAEL a two year college emphasis, calteci-;:.'
ge Network.
competence can be nurtured through visitation-0 eXem-

the ERIC Topical Paper, Experiential Learitingiri.bmmun-
pmare ninnerous skillful consultanis'Aciraisist twoNyear col-

9
. ,
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. and skill development of/faculty without coneern for attitudes. Faculty have
very deep-seated notioni about the circumstances and locations of learning. In

,

most institutions, to siMply decree new roles is to ensure resFritment and resi;-
tance. Attitudes of faulty musefirst be modulated. theLkeed to be acquainted
with exemplary prqgrams, adult/learning patterns, and rationale for nonelacs- ).

room and alternadve learning Options for adults.
, The most successful staff development moves from attitudes to knowl-

/
edge and skill development,. The targets of change strategy should include thi
key constituep`cies:Of the college: faculty, students, administrators, trustee
advisory co minces, edu ation policy comtnitttes, state controlli
and comm nty/g-roups nd officials. The approachestO cbanf shoulchi.ary
with each rhip. Advisilry cOrnmittees formedfoi t , Seare exceedingly_.
support' e f/experiential programs. ypf-Ifirinernbers Were expepien-
daily tr i ed and;value work e rierle-eLeair-a means to .deVeloping cornpe-

tence. I n1,forget state:pantiollinperards, to whom new credit mechanisms
with i c asstoom .afpi-"a:re quite new,. andfor -whom the compelling
edu a o al ben s Programs.rred -he carefully documented.

tal,e4ideration 10 the whole notion of achieving institUtional
. ,

a Ce is the person selecried aechange agent." Thc person must be inter-
ally'.effective and sensitive to the educational issues involved. IdeallY

rain NyOuldbc.curr&Itly on the staff, enjoying the trust and .aceematiee.
breadth of fa5ulty and administeative staff. An evangelistic commitment

ducatiOnalfrform,- coupled with a high:energy level; are aspects of the par-
e. Managetnent and fiscal skillalar.cdirwaktabrelti implementation phaseq. A

are pFrion? Yes, bucif*Iya-prograin is to be sucmsfully lannched1, it will
requ'ire the appointrhent of A. person skillful in these regards.

'P iztk ipatiowof a cross section of staff is essential. Al nonpar icipating
potentially destructive to the_full acceptance of the a ternatives

raided ;p in these pages. An expellent approach is the appointment of a task
group Jo investigate and study institkrtional options. Again, experience

wouk suggest the change agent or program manager will need to ive primary

initi ive to evolving policy and developing inservice materials knd prOgrarn

rem ces for the conunittee's cohsideration.
In 'conclusion, developing institutkonal competence in Serving lifelong

ners is twst learned-experientially; Faculty will experience the reward of
rseeing experiential projects or assessing adults experientially trained,

nnnistrators will come to appreciate its contribution to adult learning arkl
he hew student clientele it will reach, and the conunUnity.will be enriched by

a college purveying new and viable services to its constituents.

e
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This chapter presents a review of documents in the ERIC system
which describe programs making lifelong learning opportunities
ewailahk la the public.

doe

Increasing Opportunities
for Lifelong Leorning

lack Friediande

Community cone attempt .to extend Iteir educational programs to a maXi-
mum numbeicof people. However, as Knoell notes, even "the most accessible, .

. most comprehensive Community colleges still fall short of enrolling a student
body which is ftilly representati:ve of the communities being served' (1973,

.p. i07). Adults .sometimes avoid participating because of job and farndy
responsibilities, financial barriers, physical handicaps, inadequate transporta-
tion; u_SWillingnessio attend-classes on a college campus due to personal, psy-
cho] &cal, or educational TeascIns, and lack of information about educational
le. ning opportunities. New programs_ designed to make lifelong learning-
ipportunities easily accessible to all citizens are promoted and introd_uced by
.federal 'agencies, state consortiums, and individual community colleges.
Documents available in the ERIC system which describe some of the mos

t. innovative of these programs arc cited in this final chapter.

Policies Affecting Lifelong Learhing

An informative series of papers concerned with the tple of comm nity
colleges in implementing federal legislation (The Education Arnendn ts of
076) related to lifelong learning can be fbund in a report edited by F irlong
nd others (1977). These papers, based on a national conference attem ed by

New Threthons for,Covonunily Colleges, 29, 1980 95
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representatives of many local, state, and federal agencies, are concerned with
provisions in the legisAion pertaining to lifelong learning arid state planning,
community colleges hnel postsecOndary education planning, educational infor-
mation centers, regional consortiums, education brokering-, and noninstitu-
tionalized.postsecondary education delivery systems.

Papers presented at a conference on policies for lifelong education,
sponsored by the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges,
are available in a monograph edited by Gilder (1979). The reports focus on a
wide range of legislat,ivepolicies, institutional practices, 'and college prpgrams
that affect cornmunity colleges' ability to make ',their educational services read-
jly accessible to all segments of the population. A comprehen4Sive list of recom-
mendatipns on,policies which colleges should follow in providins lifelong edu-
cation to all members of the community is provided.

The progress and projects of various countries in adapting.higher edu-
cation to lifelong learning are described by, yareth (1977). Other topics dis-
cussed in this book spOhsored by the United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) are counseling, the psychology iof
adult learning, methods of teaching, staff development, finance and the source
of funds, and ,planning and organization.

Educational Information Centers

The purpose of educational information centers is to provide educa-
tional information, educational and-careers planning, and referral services for
all persons who Tight:benefit from postsecondary education. These centers,
most oflen fruited by a combination of federal and foundation grant money
plus user fees, are designed to link adult learners (including those who for-
merly would have never considered postsecondary education) with the wide
diversity Of educational resources available in their community. These inchlde
educational programs sponsored by public or private colleges and universities,
proprietary schools, school district-sponsored programs, community college
programs, employer or labor union-sponsored programs, community and
church-sponsored programs as well as federal, state, and local government
agency 91ferings (Furlong and others, 1977).

An excellent description of eaucational brokerages can be found in a
Monograph prepared by Ileffernan and cthers (1976): The following topics
are covered: definition arid introduction to educational brokerages, service?,*
clients, staff, organization structure, relationship with other institutions,
reaching-out strategies, sourees of unding, and evaluation of services. A
directory of eighteen brokering programs is provided..

The Jegional approach to postsecondary education in Minnesota is
described in a publkationlry the Minnesota Ifigher Education Coordinating
Board (Regional (.enter A pproaLA . . . , 1977). The primary goal of the center is
to meet efficiently and effectively through thewased cooperation among area



. t
;institutions e educatickth a1 needs of indivi thatals living in e reg on. Gener-

ally, the students are adults for whom access to college is difficult because of
job and family responsibilities. Thicenters do- not offer degrees, bi\t throtigh
the use of joint schedules, joint advertising services, and other means,\ students

, may select courses an'd cant degrees from participating institutions thtt bring
their resources (faculty, courses, and Ap on) to the project area. A de ription
of how one of the Minnesota regional postsecondary education cen rs is.,attempting to bring poteptial students and potential cooperating instit tions
together is discussed by Wakefield (1977).
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Cooperative Arrangements with Business

'141
. In an effort to better serve the leahling and manpower needs of emplo

ees and, employers, many community colleges have established cooperatiire
educational programs with local businesses, industries, labor unions, and gov-
ernment agencies. An annotated bibliography is available consisting of twen-
ty-eight documents in the ERIC system which pertain to cooperative efforts
between community colleges and business, industry, labor unions, and gov-
ernment (An Annotatedtibliography. . . , 1979). Included in this bibliography
are papers praiding an overview of community college relationships and pro-
grams developed with local institutions, reporting results Of manpower and
needs assessment studies, describing various cooperative education programs,
and disctIssing the role representatives from business, industry, and labor can
play in regard to community college advisory committees.

Hutton (1977) has ncitEd that the United Automobile, Aerospace, and
'Agricultural Implement Workers of America (UAW), as well as other unions,
have negotiated tuition and educational benefits of up to 900 dollars a year per
member. Yet only approximately two percent of the UAW members are avail-
ing themselves of these opportunities. Community colleges need to provide
workers with educational programs and services that are relevant and easily
accessible. In order to achieve this objective, Hutton recommends that col-
leges appoint full-time coordinators to work with unions to develop programs;
ineltide representatives from labor on advisory committees; provide educa-
tional and career counseling to union inemb*s; and offer courses in union halls
and other locations near the workers' home and place of employment.

Johnson County Community College conducted a needs assessment to
identify course areas in which employers would like their employees to have
instructiOn (Educational Nadi of Johnson Coun0 Businesses, 1978). About half of
the companrrepresentatives interviewed felt their employers preferred classes
whiCh provided credit or certificate of completion, were held evenings and
weekends, met four hours or less per week, and could be completed in six
months or less with most workers preferring less than three months, About
one t d of the representatives noted that khere was adequate space at their
comp y to hold classes. f
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Flexible Scheduling

'The assumpiion that education is the learner's major activity and that it
takes place on weekdays between the hours of 9 A. and 51,,m. creates schedul-
ing protilerns for large mumbers of potential part-time learners who wish to
combine, edticational activities with other adult responsibilities. To eliminate
this_barrier to partitipation in formal learning activities a numberof colleges
are offering courses during nonbusiness hours (before 8 A.M., weekends, eve-
nings) to 'enable adults to attend classes which, otherwise, they would be
unable to attend due to time constraints. A number of methods of delivering
instruction.to students participating in learning activities dtiring nontradi-.

tional times and/or in off-campus locations are described by Hutchins (1977).
The Universities Studies and Weekend College Program at Wayne

State University (Michigan) is described by Feinstein and Angelo (1977). The
program has dose links with several institution& the community. Classes are
held in union, halls, public libraries, in the 1-fleeting places of community
organizations, corporation and government facilities, prisons, and on cam-
pus. The programs' innovative delivery system, curricular content,-orginiza-
tional structure, instructional methods, recruitment techniques, and student
servi es can each be viewed as a valuablemgdel for those attempting to plan or
im rove their colleges' lifelong learning programs.

The advantages of using individualized, self-paced instruction in con-
junction with an open-entry-open-exit calendar at small, rural colleges_ are
outlined by Gausman (1978). The -investigator found that such a system
increases enr011ment by coordinatin the entry and exit from college with kite
harvest season; and it increases Ilment by providing more flexible sch
uling to fit part-time as well as full-time employees' time and location needs.

Open College, adivision of Miami-Dade Community College, offers
opportunities for academic work to persons finding it difficult to attend cam-
pus classe; or feeling they can purstie acadeniic work without class meetings..
Credit courses are presented through a multinwdia system of television, radio,
and audiovisual cassettes in conjunction with printed materials and a compu-
teNased feedback system for individualized.instruction. Ilescriptions of the

-courses offered, enrollinents, and student success (retention, grades) are
reported by Anandam 0977).

Several authors in this volumeand elsewhere (Hutchins, 1977; Lucas,
1975; Thompson, 1977) have pointed out that important college Support set.-
Vices such as instructional skills laboratories, counseling, financial and advise-
ment, job placement services, and student activities availabl6 on campus dur-
ing daytime hours ale frequently not extended to students participating in
courses at nontraditional times or in off-campus locations. To illus rate,
Thompson (1977) found. that a large number of students enrolled in th eve-
ning classes of a comMunity college desired more information about financial
aid, access to the college's counseling and placement services, meetings with
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an assigned advisor, and availabilitykf campus programs and activities at
tithes appropriate .to.evening students:
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Informing the Puhlic

The educational opportunities pmyicled by a college are of potential
value only to those who know about them and who have accurate 'perception's
on How the programs are reltwant to their educational needs. While this asser-

-lion seems apparent, lack of information continues to be 3 major barrier pre-
venting many adults froril participating. Results of in-depth interviews of
community leaders and citizens in seven diverse California communities led
Peterson and others (1975) to conclude that the most immediate problem in
adjusting educational resources to interests does not appear to be the creation
(Anew programs but father the need for better publicity, information, and dis-
tribution of existing programs. Excerpts from a cámprehensive guide on
courses available in the community designed by the Santa Cruz Office of Edu-
cation are provided both as an illusitration of the resources available to adults
in that county and also as a model of what other ctiminuniities could do to Meet
citizens' need for information.

Hardig (1976) studied the days in which adult students and nonpartici-
,

pants in six Illinois public community college districts learned of th e. course
offerings at their college. The highest percentage of the individuals surveyed
indicated that th4 first learned of the course offerings through word of Mouth,
(teacher dr counselor at the college, friend or neighbor, coworker). This was
followed by course schedules, college eat4ogues; flyers concerning the course,
newcpaper advertisenient, student requeN for in4rmation, and newspaper
stories. Suggestions obtained from adult student, nonparticrpants, and busi-
ness and industry representatives on how the college could better inform them
or their employees of the course offerings at the colle-ge are provide'd.

The Virginia:Region Three Adult Education COordinating Commiktee
instituted a coopera4wo project designed,to inform area re.sidents of available
adult education opportunifies and to establish a central inibr contact
point (Eyler, 1977). A list of adult: education courses and services offeriteri by
pArticipating institutions was created, newspaper and radio advertisements
were developed, and a central, information service center was established. A
poll ,of those enrolled,in adult education courses revealed that one fourth of the*
students were aware`of the advertising .or had called the adult education tele-,
phone number. The advertising A:riots, response forms, and a financial state-
ment of the project are presented in this report.

. Slettehaugh 0978) obtained questionnaire and intoiriew data from
individuals in twelve compiunities which had deNteloped comprehensive direc-
tOries of adult leaqiing opportunities availal?le to the public. Information was
acquired on the c.ircctories= content, purposes, funding solute, costs, and
methods of publicity and distribution. The investigator concluded that the
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most useful directories dealt with a limited geographic area, and that algency
and volunteer Cooperation made it possible to dc?velop and distribute direc-
tories with little funding. Useful recommendations .concerning thd develop-

,
ment of directories oradult learning opportunities are provided.

Some of the most creative methods currently being employed by corn-'
munity colleges to inform citizens of institutional offerings are described in the"
twenty-three papers cited in Rinnander's (1977) ERIC Review, "Recruiting
Adult Students." Descriptions of approaches community colleges are using to
attract such groups as senior citizens, retirees, wbmen, members of ethnic
minorities and ghetto youth groups traditionallir undtrrefiresented in post-
secondary education are especially valuable.

Experiential Learning

The conventional notion that certifiable learning requires physical
presence hi the classroom restricts access to higher education for literally thou-
sands of people who wish to earn alecademic degree or certificate but who'are
unable or unwilling, to do so through attending traditional campus-based
courses (t::ross and Jones, 1972). One approach:many colleges are takinglo
.reduce this barrier to patticipation in their program is to award credit for.
experiential learning. Experiential education is oen 'discussed under the
headings of prior learning and sponsored learning.

Prior learning includes any type ofcreditabk learning through work,
travel, ..volunteer service,, or self-directeS,accomplishments that a .student
may have acquired independent .of an educational institution and, typically,
pribr to rhatriallation (Heermann, 1977). Granting credit for prior learning is
based on the premise that individuals should receiSe recognition for what they
have learned without regard for where they acquired that knoWledge.

Sponsored learning refers to institutionally sponsored proirams that
enable, students to satisfy course and degree requirCments in off-;campus set-
tings via work programs, internships, practicums, service activities, arid
community prqjects. Advocates of experiential karning contend that it is a
". . . particularly appropriate vehicle tbr adult learners who are seckhig fur-
tlwreducatiqn for pefsonal and career development, since it recogoizes that
adults' work'and volunteer experiences may form the basis for their academic
program" (Shulman, 1978, p. 2). Excellent 4reatments of experiential edu-
cation the ratiwaLle, history, current programs, and major issues surtound-
ing its implementation can be found in Duley and Gordon (1977), Heer-
mann(1977), Kray (1977), Shulinan (1978), Stevens (1977), and Stutz ancl
Knapp (1977). ResUlts of a surveY comparing the practices and ikolicies of
community colleges in the six regional accrediting associations concerning tht .
awarding of credit for CII.EP exams, work experience, inser&e professional
training, military experience4 travel, and courses taken in non-aco-edited
nistitutions are reported in Young and 1lealy (1975).
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Heern)ann 11977) points to the need for two-year colleges to ineorpor-
ate experiential learning into their educational programs. Essential components
requireefbr a siwt. essful experiential learning program are discussed. The
CollegeWithout Walls at Sinclair. Community Colle"ge (Ohio) is described in
this monograph to. illustrate the operation of a comPrehensive experiential
learning program.

Stevens (1977) found that a course designed to prepare the nt for
assessment of prior learning was the best way for Blackhawk Cq inois)
to provide assislanct to the .student in developing a portfolio for evaluation.
The author recommended that tht college implement an assessment prepara-
tion course. Included in this report are results of a survey of institutions offer-
ing an_assessment preparation course for students attempting to receive col-

' lege credit for thieir prior learning experiences. Reports pertaining to the
experiential learning pre:grams found in California's Community Colleges
(Another Time:Another Place . ., 1976), Illinois' William R.ainey Harper Col-
lege (Christenseut 1975), Deleware County C&mmunity College (Pennsyl-
vania) and MinnesOta's Lakewood Community College (Kray, 1977) are

- a;.ilable in.the ERIC system.

Referents

These ERIC documents, unless otherwise indicated, are available on
microfiche (MF) or in paper copy (PC) from the ERIC Document Reproduc-
tion Service (EDRS); Computer Microfilm International Corporation, P.O.
Box 190, Arlington, Virginia 22210. The 'MI' price for doctiments.under 480
pages is $0.83. Prices for PC are as follows: 1-25 pages, 11.82; 26-50i $3.32;
51-75, $4.82-N1 76-100, $6.32. For materials having more than 100 pages, add
$1.50 for eacn 25.-page increment (or fraction qiereof). Postage must be added
to all orders. 410 .

Abstracts of these and other documents in the Junior College Collec-
tion are available upon request from the E;2IC Clearinghouse for Junior Col-.

leges, Room 96, Powell Library, University of California, Los Angeles, Cali-.
fornia 90024. ,Bracketed publication dates aretapproximar.
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Neiv Directions Quarterly Sourcebooks

New Directions for Commun ity Colleges is one of several distittct
spries ef quaiterly sourcebooks published by Jossey-Bass. Tlie source-
books in each series are designed toserve both as convenient compendiums

of the latest knowledge and practical experience on.the,ir topics and &is
referenee tools. .

One-year, four-sourceheofe subscriptions fiip each series cost
$18 for ipdividuals.(when 1:siid by personal check) and $30 fore inttitu-
time, hbraries, and agencies. Single copieS of Tarlier' source,books are
availathe at. $6.95 each Prepaid (or $7.95 each when billed).

A complet9 listing is given below of current arid.:pastr sdurce-
books in the New hirections for CommuniN Colleges series. The titles.and
editors-in-chief of the other series are also listed. To subscribe, or to
receive' further inforMation, write: New Directions Subscriptions,
Jossey-Bass Inc., Publishers, 433 California Street, San Francisco,
California'94104.

New Directions for Conimunity College.:
Arthur M. Cohen, Editor-in-Chid
Florence B.. Brawer, Associate Editor
1973: 1. Thward a Professional Faulty, ,Arthur M..Cohen

2. Meeting the Financial Crisis; JOhn Lombardi
3. Understanding Diverse Students, Dorothy Knoell
4. Updating Octupational Education, Norman Harris

1974: 5. Implementing Inilovative Instructiorr, 'Roger Garrison
6. Coordinating State Systems; Edmund Gleazer,

Roger Yarrington
7. From Class to Mass Learning, William Birenbaum
8. Humanizing Strident Services, Clyde Blocker

1975: 9. Using Instructional Technology, George Voegel
10. Reforming College Governance, Richard Richardson
11. Adjusting to Collective Bargaining, Richard Ernst
12. A4erging the Humanities, Leslie Koltai

1976: 13. Changing Managerial Perspeitives, Barry Heermann
14. Reaching Out Through Community Service, Hope Holcomb
15. Enhancing Trustee Effictivenes,s, Victoria Dzuiba,

William Meardy
16. Easing the Transition from &hooling to Work,

Harry Silberman, Mark Ginsburg
1977: 17. Changing Instruttional Strategiesjames Hammons

18. Assessing Student Academic qnd Social Progress, .

Leonard Baird
19. Developing Stuff Potmtial, Terry Manion
20. Improving Relations with the Public, Louis Bender,

Benjamin Wygal



1978: 21.

22.
23.
24.

1979; 25.
26;

27.
28.
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Implementing Community-Rased Education,
'Ervin.L. Harlecier1 James F. Gollattscheck
.Coping with Reduced Resources, Richard Alfrid
&lancing State anti-local Control, Searle F. Cl-fatleS
REsponding to New Missions, Mymn A. Marty
Shaping the,Curriculum, Arthur M. Cohen
Advancing International Education, Makwell C. King,
RobtOn L 13reuder.

V

Serving New Populations, Patificia Ann Walsh
Managing in a New Era, Robert Et.'Lataii

.11New Directions for Child Dellopment..
William Damon, EcUitor-i-n-Chief

1

New Directions for Continping Educalfas
Alaii B. Knox, Etlitor-in.-Chief .

New.Threaions forExceptional Children
James G. Galldghefr, itor-in-Chief

New Direczioilsfrr Expfriential Learning
Moths T.- eeton.aiid Pamela J. Tato., Editors-in-Chier

New Direc sons for.Higher Education
jB;Loncffcrlin, 'Editor-fp-Chief

New Dirçetiozs for Institutional Advancernent
A. Wes ey owland; Editor-in-Chief

NeW'DirectiOns for Institutional Research
Marvin. W. Pe;terson, Editor-in-Chief

New Diections for Learning Centers
Kurt V.."Lauridsen, Editor-in-Chief

New Directions for Mental Health Services
. HI Richard Lamb, Editor-in-Chief

New Directions for Methodology of Social and Eehavioral Science
Donald W. Fislce,, Editonin-Chief

New' Directions for Program Evaluation
'Searvia B. AndersonEditor-in-Chief

New Direction,for Student Serviees .

Ursula Deltvorth and bary R. Hanson, Editors-in-Chief

No) Directions.for Teeihing and I,earning1
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I Kenneth E. Eble an John Noonan, Editors-in-Chief

New Directionifor Testing and Measurement
William B. Schrader, Editor-in-Chief
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The familiar cry tto communities and hislatures that .

inrtitutionoiiz pastsecondayy educatiton is the only potential
Mr sthnulating a natioi Of 4felong learners is' a misrepresentation.
Individuals acting autonopwusly vfinstitutions can choose

learning 'as their way of beim in the wodd. This. voluMe of
'New DirectiOns ,for Community colleges examines alternative

.'perceptions of lifelong learners, mandato new, educational
formulas, discusses strategies for deviloping faeuity conipetence,
decribes competency-based education, and mechanismsfo;*.
recruiting lifelong karners to enriched .learning envnMeliv
_and scrutin4es.Critical policy isiues.
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